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power to support its activities amongst its
own member dentists, and less so amongst
nonmember dentists.

However, the legislation does provide for
peer review placing this matter, as we did
dental therapists, in the hands of the pro-
fession itself.

I repeat the Government wishes to sup-
port self development and self discipline
within the profession. In the matter of
Public disquiet on the subject of dental
charges, this legislation will accomplish
just that.

Several other matters are included in
the proposed amendments.

The number of the members of the
Dental Board will be Increased by the ad-
dition of a legal practitioner. This is con-
sidered necessary to assist the delibera-
tions of the board with its wider respon-
sibilities.

The section of the Act dealing with the
qualifications of persons seeking registra-
tion as dentists is to be strengthened. At
present the Act permits registration of a
person who holds a degree from a dental
school in the United States. There is no
requirement that such a dentist should be
eligible for registration in his own country.
The amendment to this section will ensure
that a United States dentist, to be quali-
fled for registration in Western Australia,
will be one who is eligible for registration
in one of the States of America; namely, he
will not be a person who for some reason
or other is disqualified from practising in
the United States.

An additional amendment to this section
deals with the matter of the primary
qualifications of persons seeking registra-
tion. The present Act requires an appli-
cant to have a degree or diploma fromn a
recognised university dental school. The
case could arise that a person who applied
for registration had acquired a degree or
diploma in a specialty area; for example.
oral surgery, but did not have a satisfac-
tory basic qualification in the performance
of general dental practice, such as simple
fillings, etc. Under these circumstances,
registration permitting him to practise
general dentistry in W.A. could lead to a
lowering of standards in this State.

I understand that the whole question of
recognition and reciprocity between Aus-
tralian and overseas qualifications is being
considered by a special committee of the
Commonwealth.

The proposed change, to require a
person to have a satisfactory primary
qualification prior to registration in this
State, will provide uniformity with other
Australian States and facilitate the estab-
lishment of reciprocity between Australian
and overseas dental qualifications.

The Bill also provides for a temporary
registration to be granted to persons who
come to Western Australia for post-

graduate education or teaching purposes,
and whose primary qualifications may not
be acceptable for registration.

Under Colombo Plan arrangements, for
example, dentists from South-East Asia
may come to Western Australia for addi-
tional experience. The new section will
permit these people to be registered tern-
porarily for up to three years. This pro-
vision will permit Western Australian
dentistry to make a useful contribution in
the field of dental education for our near
neighbours.

Two features relative to monetary mat-
ters are Included-

(a) Several sections of the present Act
stipulate the amount of license
fee or certificate fee as the case
may be. Each time it becomes
necessary to change a fee it is
done by amendment of the Act.
It is now proposed that reference
to the amount of fees for licenses,
etc. be deleted from the Act and
the board be given authority to
prescribe the amount of fee by
regulation.

(b) Provision is made for members of
the board, other than those who
may be officers under the Public
Service Act, to be paid for attend-
ance at meetings.

This Is an outline of the principal fea-
tures of the Bill which I now commend to
the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by The Hon.
0. C. MacKinnon.

House adjourned at 1.S9 am. (Friday)

Thursday, the 16th November, 1972

The SPEAKER (Mr. Norton) took the
Chair at 11.00 am., and read prayers.

PERTH REGIONAL RAILWAY BILL
Council's Further Message

Message from the Council received and
read notifying that it had agreed to the
conference managers' report.

BILLS (4): RETURNED
1. Teacher Education Bill.

Bill returned from the Council with
amendments.

2. Education Act Amendment Bill
(No. 3).

3. Western Australian Tertiary Educa-
tion Commission Act Amendment
Bill.

4. Acts Amendment (Judicial Salaries
and Pensions) Bill.

Bills returned from the Council with-
out amendment.
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STANDING ORDERS COMIUTTEE
Report

THE SPEAKER (Mr. Norton) [11.06
am.]: I have for tabling the report of the
Standing Orders Committee recommending
certain amendments to Standing Orders.
The Standing Orders Committee has con-
sidered matters raised in the House and
other matters raised by members. Ac-
cordingly I table the report.
The report was tabled (see paper No. 514).

MR. BATEMAN (Canning) [11.07 a.m.]:
I move-

That the report be printed.
I move for the printing of the report so
that it may be distributed to members.
The committee spent a number of hours
reviewing alterations to the Standing
Orders and the drafting of Standing
Orders to provide for a privilege commit-
tee. The report will be brought before the
House for consideration during the next
session.

Question put and passed.

FIRE BRIGADES ACT AMIENDMENT
BILL

Council's Amendments
Amendments made by the Council now

considered.

in Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Mr. Bate-

man) in the Chair; Mr. Taylor (Minister
for Labour) in charge of the Bill.

The amendments made by the Council
were as follows:-

NO. 1.
Clause 4.

Page 2, line 16-Delete the
words "twelve and one-half" and
substitute the word "sixteen".

No. 2.
Clause 4.

Page 2. lines 18 and 19-Delete
the word "seventy-five" and sub-
stitute the words "seventy-one
and one-hall".

Mr. TAYLOR: Members will recall that
when this Bill was before us some time
last week the debate centred primarily on
certain percentages of contribution to-
wards the cost of operating fire brigade
services within the State. Certain amend-
ments were moved and debated, but the
Bill finally left here in its original form.
it has now been returned to us from
another place amended In a way which
would change the proportion of contribu-
tions to be made, and Particularly those
relating to the Government.

The Government believes it has suffi-
cient evidence to demonstrate that the
amendments made in another place are
unconstitutional. I refer the Committee to

the relevant constitutional provision, see-
tlon 46(3) of the Constitution Acts
Amendment Act, which reads as follows:-

The Legislative Council may not
amend any Hill so as to increase any
proposed charge or burden on the
People.

It is contended that the amendment does
in fact Increase the burden on the Crown
and, therefore, it Is unconstitutional. I
move-

That amendment No. 1 made by the
Council be not agreed to.

Mr. RIDGE: I would like the Govern-
ment to reconsider the proposal.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: Reconsider what?
Mr. RIDGE: The Legislative Council's

proposal.
Mr. J. T. Tonkin: The question of

whether or not the Council can impose
a burden on the Crown is not worthy of
any consideration at all.

Mr. Hutchinson: The Chairman has
stated the question, and we are entitled to
debate it.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: What are you arguing
about? Wake up!

The CHAIRMAN: Order!
Mr. Hutchinson: You are the one who

should wake up.
Mr. J. T. Tonkin: Am I? You don't

know what I said.

The CHAIRMAN: Order! The member
for Kimberley.

Mr. RIDGE: I believe the amendment
made by the other place is quite legal and
I would like the Government to reconsider
the matter. When the Bill was in this
Chamber I moved a similar amendment,
and my Intention was to ease the burden
on the people of Western Australia who
will be required to contribute more to-
wards the cost of maintaining the fire bri-
gade service by paying increased Insurance
premiums. I simply suggested that the
Government should accept a greater bur-
den in this respect.

Mr. Taylor: I agree completely with
what you are saying as far as the debate
in this Chamber is concerned, but at the
moment we are debating whether the
other Place has the right to amend the
Bill.

Mr. Hutchinson: No, we are not.
Mr. RIDGE: As I understand the situa-

tion wve are considering the amendment
made by the other place, and the Minister
moved that it be not agreed to.

The CHAIRMAN: That is right.
Mr. RIDGE: The Legislative Council has

simply amended the Bill in the manner we
endeavoured to amend it. We sought to
retain the proposed contribution of local
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authorities, and we suggested that the
Government should accept the responsibil-
ity for 16 Per cent. of the cost of maintain-
ing the fire brigade services. That would
not considerably increase the burden on
the Government. Accordingly, we on this
side support the Council's amendment.

Mr. HARTREY: I would like to see this
Committee answer the request of the Leg-
islative Council straightout by not discus-
sing the amendment at all because it is
unconstitutional. It is Perfectly plain that
the Legislative Council may not amend
any Bill so as to increase any proposed
charge or burden on the people. "The
people" can only mean the people of the
State of Western Australia-the people
who pay taxes and provide the revenue
which the Government must furnish to-
wards the implementation of this or any
other legislation.

If the Government is compelled by a
Legislative Council amendment to spend
more revenue on the people in a particular
direction, then undoubtedly the amend-
ment will increase a proposed charge or
burden on the people. As the Constitution
does not permit the Legislative Council to
make such an amendment, I do not think
we should waste our time discussing it. I
think we should send the Bill back and
say to the other place that it has no right
to amend the legislation. If the other place
does not like that It can appeal to the
Supreme Court to settle the argument.

Mr. HUTCHINSON: I suppose we are
still discussing the motion moved by the
Minister?

The CHAIRMAN: That is right.

Mr. HUTCHINSON: Then I think It is
pertinent to comment on the constitutional
aspect. It was interesting to hear the com-
ments of the member for Boulder-Dundas.
I am not at all sure this is an unconstitu-
tional move on the part of the Legislative
Council.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: You are not serious,
are you? After all the time You have been
in Parliament!

Sir Charles Court: Just listen to him.
Mr. J. T. Tonkin: Well, I never!I
Mr. HUJTCHINSON: Let us consider the

appropriate section of the Constitution
Acts Amendment Act. Section 46 (3)
states-

The Legislative Council may not
amend any Bill so as to increase any
proposed charge or burden on the
people.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: That is precisely what
it proposes to do.

Mr. HUITCHINSON: That is the opinion
of the Premier. However, is Whe burden be-
ing increased? What is the burden at the

present time? The burden at the present
time is 16 per cent.-

Mr. Taylor: The Bill proposes that it
shall be 121 per cent.; that is the subject
of the debate.

Mr. HUTCHINSON: -and the amend-
ment simply proposes to retain it at 16
per cent. It certainly will not increase
the burden; it merely maintains the status
quo.

Mr. Taylor: It is increasing the burden
as to the Government's intention.

Mr. HUTCHINSON: That is my first
contention. On the other hand, it seems
to me the Government is not contributing
its fair share. Perhaps 16 per cent, is in-
sufficient: certainly 121 per cent, is not
sufficient to cover the responsibility of the
Government regarding the fire brigade ser-
vice in this State for the protection of life
and property from the ravages of fire. The
Government has a tremendous responsi-
bility for the welfare of the people in this
matter.

Point of Order
Mr. BRADY: On a point of order, Mr.

Chairman, would you give me a ruling as
to whether the member for Cottesloe is in
order in discussing the merits and demerits
of the charges, when he should confine
himself to discussing whether or not the
Legislative Council may do something?

Mr. Hutchinson: Surely you have heard
the Chairman state the question.

The CHAIRMAN: The member for Cot-
tesloe is quite in order.

Committee Resumed
Mr. HUTCHINSON: Thank You. Mr.

Chairman. Surely with all the talk that
has gone on so far, Whe member for Swan
should realise what we are debating.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: What is the motion
before the Chair?

Mr. HUJTCHINSON: That the Council's
amendment be disagreed with.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: For what reason?
Sir Charles Court: That doesn't matter.
Mr. J. T. Tonkin: Not because it is a

desirable or an undesirable thing to do,
but simply because the other place has
no power to do it.

Mr. HUTCHINSON: No ruling has been
asked for. If the Minister had stated his
contention and asked for a ruling, then we
would be confined to debating that subject.

Mr. J. T.' Tonkin: We are not in a kin-
dergarten and asking for a ruling. Read
it.

Mr. HUTCHINSON: The Chairman has
agreed with me that the matter may be
debated in the way it Is being debated at
the moment. Would the Premier like to
disagree with the Chairman's ruling?
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Mr. J. T, Tonkin: I am disagreeing with
what you are saying.

Mr. HTUTCHINSON: That would be in-
teresting.

The CHAIRMAN: Order! We can only
give an opinion.

Mr. HUTCHINSON: I appreciate that
you have given your opinion, Mr. Chair-
man.

Mr. Bryce: We are a bit toey, aren't we?

Mr. HUTCHINSON: The honourable
member should start playing around with
more dossiers.

The CHAIRMAN: Order!
Mr. Bryce: And you should start playing

around with mnore phoncy writs.
The CHAIRMAN: Order!
Mr. HUTCHINSON: I have not been

playing arcund with any phoney writs.
Mr. Bryce: But you may like to.

The CHAIRMAN: Order!

Point of Order
Mr. W. A. MANNING: On a point of

order, Mr. Chairman, is the member for
Ascot in order? He seems to interject from
any seat he likes to sit in.

The CHAIRMAN: Order! There Is no-
thing in the Standing Orders which states
from where a member may Interject. The
member should Interject in such a way
that the Hansard reporter can record the
interjection.

Mr. W. A. Manning: He is out of order
interjecting at all.

Committee Resumed
Mr. HUTCHINSON: on the second point

I was raising, I do not believe the Govern-
ment pays a fair share of the total money
required to maintain the fire brigade ser-
vice. The Government's proportion within
the bounds of the metropolitan region goes
towards meeting the large capital cost
of covering this tremendous area. But
that is not the Government's only Involve-
ment. It has a responsibility to people
who are not insured. I believe the method
of altering the formula to reduce the Gov-
ernment's proportion of meeting the costs
places an indirect tax on the people, be-
cause the prudent people who pay insur-
ance premiums will have to pay an
additional $100,000 a year at least. I sup-
port the amendment made by another
place.

Mr. J. T. TONKIN: It Is amusing to hear
the member for Cottealoc endeavouring to
make a case, but I suppose one must con-
gratulate him in attempting to do so In
the present circumstances. The situation
is that the Legislative Council has moved
an amendment to a Government Bill and

however desirable such an amendment may
be-and I1 am not prepared to discuss that
one way or the other-the Council has no
power to make it. It just cannot make
it. The member for Cottesloe endeavoured
to build a case this way; There is an exist-
ing charge on the people and what the
Legislative Council purports to do will not
increase that existing charge, but will, In
effect, reduce it, and therefore, although
the amendment increases the charge re-
ferred to in the Bill, because it does not
increase the existing charge, the Council is
entitled to get away with it.

I very much doubt whether anyone-
except possibly the member for Cottesloe-
would dispute that Quick and Garran are
recognised authorities on the Australian
Constitution, and in their book on the
Constitution of Australia they say this--

The Senate may not amend any
Proposed law so as to increase any
Proposed charge, or burden the people.

The words are: any proposed law to in-
crease any proposed charge. The existing
level of charge does not enter the question,

Here is a Bill introduced by the Gov-
ernment which will, if agreed to, impose a
certain level of charees upon the people.
It is a proposed charge. The Legislative
Council's action will increase that proposed
charge; something the Constitution does
not permit it to do. It is as simple as that.
Therefore it is not for us to discuss whether
or not it is a desirable amendment. It
could be a most desirable amendment that
is before us; we could all agree with it. But
that does not alter the fact that such an
amendment has to be made in this
Chamber and not in another place.

Are we to sell our birthright given to
us under the Constitution which retains
for the people's House-the lower House
in the States and the Commonwealth-the
right to determine the level of taxation on
the people? Why. if we did, this would
be a complete abdication, even if we had
the Power to do it-which we do not have
-of the rights of the lower House of Par-
liament. why waste time with it? Here
is a proposed charge. The Legislative
Council seeks to increase that proposed
charge on the people and the Constitution
says it just cannot do it.

Mr. Hartrey: Exactly.

Mr. J. T. TONKIN: This question has
been raised in the Parliament during my
time on a number of occasions when it has
been attempted, but I am glad to say that
on no occasion has the Assembly ever
agreed to allow another place to get away
with it. What would be the effect of this
if it were done? Supposing by some mis-
chance this amendment were agreed to.
we would then have a situation of amend-
ing the law to impose a burden on the
people as a result of an unconstitutional
action on the part of the Legislative Coun-
cil.
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So we should not spend any more time
on the question. It Is as clear as crystal.
It refers not to the existing charges or
what they are likely to be, but to what the
lower House has decided in regard to the
proposed charge on the people. We have
decided that Proposed charge in this
Chamber and the Legislative Council is
attempting to increase that proposed
charge; something it just cannot do. All
we have to say is, "We reject your amend-
ment becaues you have no power to make
It.",

Mr. W. A. MANNING: In my opinion
this is a fairly straightout matter but some
elements of doubt have been raised. I do
not think the Premier's decision on this is
correct, because the effect of the Legislative
Council's amendment is that the charge
shall only remain as it is now.

Mr. T. D. Evans: Have you read it?
Mr. W. A. MANNING: There is no doubt

that the Premier is not the one to tell us
whether it is right or wrong.

Mr. Hartrey: Are you?
Mr. W. A. MANNING: I am not the one.
Mr. Hartrey: Well, sit down.
Mr. W. A. MANNING: The fact Is that it

was agreed in the Legislative Council that
it was In order.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: By whom?
Mr. W. A. MANNING: By the Legislative

Council.
Mr. J. T. Tonkin: Although you are out

of order in saying so, are you aware that
the President ruled It out of order?

Mr. W. A. MANNING: The fact of the
matter Is that it is before us now and
It has not been ruled out of order.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: Why quibble with it?
Why not oppose it?

Mr. W. A. MANNING: Who did the
quibbling? It has not been ruled out of
order by the Speaker.

Mr. 3. T. Tonkin: You may as well try
to prove that black is white.

Mr. W. A. MANNING: I think that is
what the Premier is trying to do. It Is
not our prerogative to take the advice of
the Premier and to accept that what he
says is so. The fact is that this amend-
ment is before us: The Premier cannot
rule it out of order.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: Not properly.
Mr. W. A. MANNING: The Chairman is

the one to decide; he is the one to rule
it out of order.

The question has been brought before
this Committee; therefore it is in order
and we will vote on it according to our
views. This is a move by the Premier to
get out of a fix. The fact is the amend-
ment of the Council Is before us.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: Many things have
been placed before us.

Mr. W. A. MANNING: The Premier
seems to be amused, because he has a grin
on his face, but this is not a laughing mat-
ter. It is a matter on which we should
exercise our responsibility.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: I say we have a re-
sponsibility, and a basic responsibility.
That is what I am concerned with.

Mr. W. A. MANNING: It is not the re-
sponsibility of the Premier to make a de-
cision on this matter. We cannot rule the
Premier's decision out of order, but if the
Speaker makes a decision it is a different
matter.

Mr. R. L. YOUNG: I agree with what
the member for Narrogin has said: that
we should be debating the principle be-
hind the amendment made by the Coun-
cil. I am not entirely convinced by what
the Premier has said, although it sounded
reasonably convincing when one reads
section 46(3) of the Constitution Acts
Amendment Act. The question might not
be as simple as the Premier has put it, be-
cause this section states-

The Legislative Council may not
amend any Bill so as to increase any
proposed charge or burden on the
people.

The important words are "proposed
charge." The Legislative Council has sug-
gested the deletion of the words, 'twelve
and one-half" and the substitution of the
word "sixteen."

Mr. Hartrey: That will increase the
charge.

Mr. I. L. YOUNG: Let me deal with the
facts of the matter. Under this what is a
proposed charge or burden on the people?
Are the words "twelve and one-ball" a
charge or burden on the people, when the
existing charge or burden is 16 per cent.?

Mr. 3. T. Tonkin: It has nothing to do
with the existing charge.

Mr. R. L. YOUNG: I think It has a lot
to do with it.

Mr. 3. T. Tonkin: You might think that.
Mr. R. L. YOUNG: The words "twelve

and one-half" have to represent a charge
or burden on the People for the Council's
amendment to become invalid. I say It
is not a charge or burden on the people,
because in its existing form in the Bill it
represents a decrease in the burden or
charge on the People. The amendment
made by the Council simply increases that
figure again.

In my opinion to sustain the view of the
Premier it has to be proved that the words
"twelve and one-half" in fact represent
a charge or burden on the people of this
State. It cannot be a proposed charge or
burden when the existing charge or burden
Is 18 per cent.

Mr. Hartrey: It is a proposed charge.
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Mr. R. L. YOUNG: It is relevant to take
Into account the existing situation, because
there cannot be any increase if we do
not take into Account the existing charge.
The word "increase" demands that we
consider the existing situation. if the
words "twelve and one-half" in the Bill
represent a reduction then we are not
increasing a proposed charge or burden on
the people.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: What are we doing
then?

Mr. R. L. YOUNG: I am not a lawyer.
Mr. T. D. Evans: That Is obvious.
Mr. R. L. YOUNG: It is reasonable for

us to debate what this amendment means.
We should do that rather than debate the
proposition put up by the Premier.

Mr. HARTREY: I commend the last
speaker on the ingenuity of his argument.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: I would call it stupid-
ity.

Mr. HAUTREY: I do not think it is
stupid; it is a goad lawyer's plea. Lawyers
do not put up stupid arguments, but often
specious ones, and that Is what the mem-
ber for Wembley has done. I am sure
he would be an ornament to the legal pro-
fession, but he seems to be doing all right
where he is. There Is no question that
he has put up a specious argument. It
does not matter what is the existing state
of the law; the Bill is brought forward
for the purpose of making a new law.

It is a Bill, and it Proposes that the
burden on the people shall be 121 per
cent. The Legislative Council says the
proposed burden on the people shall not
be 121 per cent. but 16 per cent. If 16
per cent. is not greater than 121 per cent.
then my mathematics are worse than the
law of the member for Wembley.

What useful purpose would be served in
trying to blind ourselves as to what this
word or that word means. Lord Wensly-
dale's "golden rule" for the interpretation
of Statutes is to take the words in their
plain, ordinary, grammatical sense, unless
there Is some ambiguity which requires us
to resort to some other canon of con-
struction. However, there Is no ambiguity
in the words contained in the relevant
section of the Constitution. Section 468 (3)
states-

The Legislative Council may ndt
amend any Bill so as to increase any
prop~osed charge...

That refers to any proposed charge, and
not to any existing charge; and the Bill is
the Bill that Is before us in which the
proposed charge is 121 per cent. The
Legislative Council Proposes to increase
that to 16 per cent. That is all there is to
the argument.

Mr. RIDGE: I agree with what the
member for Wembley has put forward and
I support his argument. In this case we

are discussing the Minister's resolution. We
on this side of the House oppose it. and we
believe the Council has acted properly.

As to whether the Council's decision is
right I do not know, but a message from
that place has been transmitted to this
Chamber. It is all very well for the Gov-
ernment to talk about imposing a burden
on the people. This Goverrnnent itself
has little regard for the people of the State,
because it has imposed a large burden on
them. This is the very thing the Govern-
ment is doing by a back-door method of
taxation, in imposing a burden on the
peolpe of the State through the insurance
companies. I oppose the motion.

Point of Order
Mr. MENSAROS: On a point of order,

under Standing Order 131 will the Clerk
please state the question before the Chair?

The CHAIRMAN: Standing Order 131
states-

Any member may of right require
the question or matter in discussion to
be read by the Clerk for his informa-
tion at any time during the debate,
but not so as to interrupt a Member
speaking.

I authorise the Clerk to put the question
that is before the Chair.

The Clerk (Mr. J. C. Bartlett) read the
question before the Chair, as follows:-

That the Committee do disagree with
the amendment No. 1 from the Legis-
lative Council.

Committee Resumed
Sir CHARLES COURT: Something must

have upset the Premier this morning,
Mr. J. T. Tonkin: I am in a good mood.
Sir CHARLES COURT: He could not

get in quickly enough to try to create an
'atmosphere" in the Chamber this morn-
Ing. If I were in his position and trying
to get the session ended as he wants it to,
I would certainly adopt different tactics.
However, that is his business. If he wants
to create a hostile atmosphere at the start
it is all right with us, because we have all
the time in the world.

Mr. Hartrey: So have we.
Sir CHARLES COURT: The motion be-

fore the Chair is that the Legislative
Council's amendment be not agreed to.

Mr. Harirey: On the grounds that it is
unconstitutional.

Sir CHARLES COURT: The motion is
that the amendment be not agreed to.

Mr. Hartrey: We disagree with it, don't
worry.

Sir CHARLES COURT: We are not
voting on the question to which the mem-
ber for Boulder-Dundas refers. If we go
back in our Hansazrds we could find in-
stance after Instance of this particular
question being before us. It has been a
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vexed question for all Governments as to
what is a charge and what is a tax. The
member for Boulder-Dundas knows that
months have been spent in courts trying
to determine the difference between a
charge and a tax.

Mr. Hartrey: True.
Sir CHARLES COURT: And even now

it is not possible to be precise. Every case
must be taken on Its merits. If we get
involved in that argument we could be
here for a week on that alone. If' the,
Government wants to contest this amend.-
ment on constitutional grounds It could do
so in an entirely different way, but I would
expect at to be armed with a Crown law
Departm~ent or some other opinion on the
matter to demonstrate that the Govern-
ment is correct, because there are two
aspects to this particular matter. One is
the fact that the Legislative Council Is
not seeking to increase a charge onl the
people, and the other is that when we are
talking about a charge on the people we
are not talking about a straightout tax
or charge by a Government department.
It is no good the Premier smirking about
this.

If we go back in history we will find a
charge on the people could take many
forms. It is not necessarily a straightout
charge on State or Federal finance.

Mr. Hartrey: We are talking about a
"proposed" charge. That is what you are
increasing.

Sir CHARLES COURT: The other point
I wish to record is that this particular tax,
charge, or whatever we call it does not ap-
ply until the 1st July, 1973, and the Gov-
ernment explained its reasons for this. It
said that people would have worked out
their budgets for this current financial
year and therefore the Government had
no intention of letting it apply to this Bud-
get; so we are not dealing with State
finance-

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: Not much.
Sir CHARLES COURT: -in respect of

the current budgetary year. This is another
aspect which can be determined only by
fairly responsible and senior legal opinion
and 1, for one, would not attempt to do
it. Sometimes we are forced to discuss
these things as laymen, and this is un-
fortunate because, in dealing with a spe-
cific case, we can overlook some of the
Precedents which do colour these matters
and are vital for the final analysis.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: Does the Leader of
the Opposition say that he does not know
whether or not the Legislative Council has
the right to move this amendment? Is
that what he is saying?

Sir CHARLES COURT: In my opinion,
in view of the circumstances of this case,
the Legislative Council amendment is con-
stitutional; but I do not think this is the
issue before us.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: That is interesting. I
wanted to know what you thought.

Sir CHARLES COURT: Under the circ-
umstances of this particular ease I do not
think it is unconstitutional; and in any
case the Legislative Council is a delibera-
tive and constitutional Chamber with its
own rights.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: It has its own rights.
subject to the Constitution.

Sir CHARLES COURT: I am saying it
has its own rights--

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: Subject to the Consti-
tution.

Sir CHARLES COURT: It has its own
rights, and if the Premier will listen to me
I will continue to say that the rights are
given by the Constitution.

Mr. Hartrey: This has not been given
by the Constitution so it does not have the
right.

Sir CHARLES COURT: The member for
Boulder-Dundas puts himself up as the ab-
solute last word on these issues but if he
consults the authorities he knows they
cannot agree on these moot points; that is,
the difference between a charge and a
tax, and what is a charge on the people.
We are not going to stay here all day dis-
cussing this point, unless the Government
wants to, because no-one in this Chamber
really knows, unless he deals with a par-
ticular case based on the best legal advice
given after a study has been made of the
precedents.

We come back to the question before
the Chair, and that is that the Legislative
Council amendment be not agreed to. We
on this side have very strong views on
this. I agree with the member for Kim-
berley that this is a back-door method
of taxing the people-

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: It is taxing the people,
is it? It is putting a burden on the people,
is it? It is a back-door method of taxing
the people?

Sir CHARLES COURT: -ithout cal-
ling it a tax. The Government does not
call it a charge, but sneaks through a
change in percentage so the people pay
more. That is why, If the member for
Boulder-Dundas takes a little time off at
lunch time, he will find there is a very
serious doubt as to whether there is any
constitutional challenge to this amend-
ment.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: No he won't.

Sir CHARLES COURT: With due respect
I ask the member for Boulder-Dundas to
check on the legal understanding of what
is a charge on the people. We are not talk-
ing about a governmental charge such as
the State Electricity Commission increas-
ing its charges, but about a "charge on
the People". Such a charge does not neces-
sarily have to make an impact on State
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or Commonwealth finances; it does not
have to be an impact on the State or Comn-
monwealth Treasury.

Mr. . T. Tonkin: What authority have
You for that statement?

Sir CHARLES COURT: I did happen to
read a particular case dealing with this
situation in which a very serious doubt
existed as to what in fact was a "charge
on the people". Anyhow, I do not have to
argue this. We are dealing with the ques-
tion of whether or not we disagree with
the Legislative Council's amendment.

We explained our opinion and we hoped
the Government would accept an amend-
ment of this kind while the Bill was be-
fore us earlier. The Government has a
tremendous amount of assets at risk, as-
sets which need the protection of the fire
brigade services. We did not oppose the
reduction of the burden on local authori-
ties which will relieve them of a consider-
able amount of cost. We did not Oppose
that provision although we could argue
against it. It is a very heavy burden which
will be placed directly on those with in-
sured properties.

We argued about the percentage the
State should Pay. In addition to all its
buildings and other assets which are pro-
tected by fire services, the Government has
tremendous installations-for instance the
Fremantle Port Authority, just to mention
one-to say nothing of the tremendous
amount of other asseats at risk which need
fire services.

Another element which has crept in in
recent times is that the fire brigade ser-
vices extend beyond fire protection these
days. The fire brigade renders a number
of services generally related to public safe-
ty. Take, for instance, motor vehicle ac-
cidents. The fire brigade has special
equipment, designed to get people out of
badly damaged vehicles. This is another
aspect which comes within the Govern-
ment's total responsibility as a Public
authority.

Therefore we believe the old percentage,
if anything, was light on, but we were not
challenging that. We asked that the old
percentage remain. We agreed with the
adjustment for local authorities which im-
posed a burden straight on the policy-
holders. They will pay every dollar of it,
but we went along with that. However,
we believe it is a bit rough when the State
Government "slips its clutch" for $180,000
a year and passes the cost straight over
to people with insured risks. It was on
this basis we argued the Bill when it was
in this Chamber previously and asked that
adjustments be made.

Those arguments have prevailed in a n-
other place, and I oppose the motion of
the Minister.

Mr. MENSAROS: I do not wish to re-
peat the arguments raised by the member
for Cottesloe and the Leader of the Oppo-
sition. If we are imposing a charge upon
the people with this Bill, as distinct from
the amendment, then surely, under the
same section of the Constitution Acts
Amendment Act-and I can recall tne
present Premier four years ago raising this
point successfully in connection with a
Bill introduced In another place and deal-
ing with abortion-the Bill should have
been accompanied by a Message from the
Governor. To my best recollection we did
not have a Message in this House to deal
Wit tis BIll.

Mr. T. D. Evans: Has the member for
Melreat read the principal Act. He will
find that a Message is not required.

Mr. MENSAROS: If I am wrong, I stand
corrected. My submission Is that accord-
ing to section 46 (8) of the Constitution
Act Amendment Act this Bill should have
been introduced with a Message, if It is
to increase charges.

Mr. T. D. Evans: The member
Ploreat should read the parent Act
reserve his statements until then.

for
and

Mr. MENSAROS: Whatever we do, I do
not think it is up to us to decide this legal
question. I think the member for Boulder-
Dundas would agree that if, in his pro-
fessional capacity, he were approached at
11.30 am. and asked to give an opinion on
a question such as this he would not, in
a matter of 10 minutes, give an authorita-
tive legal opinion. Neither do I think that
any other lawyer would do so. There
would be a need for consultation with
various People and a study of various Acts.

I do not think we can properly decide
this question. Of course, the Speaker can
rule one way or the other. However, even
if It were agreed that the Minister's reasons
are right, that would not alter the fact
that the question before us is whether we
agree or disagree with the message from
the Legislative Council. Whatever our de-
cision, Standing Orders provide for certain
procedures after that. I suggest, with due
respect, that we are wasting time debating
the legal aspect. After we have decided
the question Standing Orders will take
over.

If the Premier, or the Government, con-
siders that the Procedure is not properly
carried out, the course is open to the
Premier to take the matter to the courts
to determine whether or not the process
was in accordance with the Constitution.

Mr. TAYLOR: The debate has been fairly
lively and certainly protracted. The ma-
terial has been very well covered as to
whether or not we should be debating the
proposition that the proportion to be con-
tributed by the Government is right or
wrong. I do not propose to cover that
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ground again. The second aspect of the
debate related to whether or not the reasons
given by me were satisfactory. It was
claimed that this Particular matter was
not in accordance with the provisions of
the Constitution Acts Amendment Act. One
speaker suggested that a legal opinion
should be presented to the Committee.

The only comment I will make is to
quote the Crown Law opinions on this mat-
ter. I will not go into detail, but the por-
tion I will quote should be sufficient to
satisfy members. The following extract is
from a letter to the Chief Secretary from
the Crown Law Department:-

I have been asked to advise on
whether the amendments appearing
under the name of the Hon. R. J. L.
Williams to clause 4 of the Fire Bri-
gades Act Amendment Bill in the
Notices and Orders of the Day for the
Legislative Council for Thursday. 9th
November, 1972 are amendments
which the Legislative Council is con-
stitutionally competent to make. The
relevant constitutional provision is
section 46 (3) of the Constitution Acts
Amendment Act, which reads as fol-
lows-

(3) The Legislative Council may
not amend any Bill so as to in-
crease any proposed charge or
burden on the people.

It will be noted that the Bill. In the
form in which it was transmitted to
the Legislative Council, proposes to
provide, inter alia, that the Treasurer
of Western Australia shall, for the
year ending the 30th June, 1974 and
years thereafter, contribute twelve and
one-half percentumn of the estimated
expenditure of the Fire Brigades
Board in each such year. The effect
of the amendments proposed by the
Hon. Member would be to increase the
Treasurer's required contribution from
12J, percentum to 16 percentumn.

At a later stage the opinion continues-
Accordingly, in my opinion, the re-

quirement of the Treasurer to contri-
bute to the Board's annual expenditure
is a "charge or burden on the people"
within the meaning of section 46 (3)
of the Constitution Acts Amendment
Act.

That opinion was questioned by members
in another place and, for that reason, an-
other opinion was requested. An extract
from that second opinion given by the
Crown Law Department, dated the 10th
November. reads as follows:-

it is plain in my opinion, that the
proposed charge or burden on the
people contained in the Bill is the
proposal that the Treasurer pay 121
percentumn of the Board's annual esti-
mated expenditure: the Hon. R. J. L.
Williams seeks to increase this to 16
percenturn. and thus, in my opinion,

his amendments are amendments
which would increase a proposed
charge or burden on the people which
is contained In the Bill. It is in-
material that presently the Treasurer
is required to contribute 16 per-
centum, for that is not what the Bill
proposes as a charge or burden for the
years ending 30th June. 1974 and
thereafter.

I think the comments made by the Pre-
mier, which were to the Point, were rele-
vant. The other points made, as to whether
the percentages are reasonable or not, are
not the subject of the debate as far as the
Government is concerned. We believe the
amendment is not constitutional and.
therefore, I again request the Committee
not to agree to the amendment made by
the Legislative Council.

Mr. W. A. MANNING: T am disappointed
with the Minister's remarks, and I have to
ask him to give us reasons for his atti-
tude. He has no authority to rule the
matter out of order. We desire to know
why the Minister is opposing the motion
which we consider is properly before us.

Sir CHARLES COURT: The member for
Narrogin has raised a very pertinent point
and I believe the Minister owes it to us to
give us a reason.

Mr. J. T'. Tonkin: The Leader of the
Opposition is not serious, is he?

Sir CHARLES COURT: I am serious, for
reasons which I will give. We would like
some counter-arguments because, in a few
minutes, we will be asked to nominate
someone to go onto a committee of reasons.
That person will be expected to sign a
statement of reasons stating why this Com-
mittee disagrees with the other Place even
though we on this side might not agree
with those reasons.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: The reason we cannot
accept the amendment is that the other
place has no power to make such an
amendment. That is the reason. What
More reason is required?

Sir CHARLES COURT: This seems to
be one of the few times the Premier has
accepted, without question, a legal ruling
given by the Crown Law Department.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: The Crown Law De-
partment has only confirmed what I be-
lieve myself, and what I think the Leader
of the opposition believes also.

Sir CHARLES COURT: When the Pre-
mier was on this side of the Chamber, and
we produced Crown Law opinions, they
were treated with a certain amount of
disbelief and often with scorn.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: I remind the Leader
of the opposition that I did not rely on
Crown Law opinion.

Sir CHARLES COURT: The Premier is
on this occasion. The Minister owes it
to us to give reasons.
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Mr. J. T. Tonkin: Why humbug?

Sir CHARLES COURT: There is a good
reason for my remarks. We want the
Minister's remarks recorded in Hansard
so that when this becomes an issue later
on we will be able to say what the Gov-
ernment's reasons are.

I wish to remind the Committee that.
regardless of what the member for Boulder-
Dundas, the Minister for Labour, or tlhe
Premier may think, this amendment is
Properly before us. If members of the
Committee look at the rulings of previous
Chairmen-and accepted, by the way, by
Labor Governments-they will see that
once the Legislative Council has made the
decision that in its opinion it is acting
within the Constitution, it is right and
proper for an amendment to come to us.

Mr. T. D. Evans: Who is querying that?

Sir CHARLES COURT: Once this hap-
pens, the Legislative Assembly has two
courses open to it: it can agree to the
amendment or send it back giving reasons
for disagreeing to the amendment.

Mr. T. D. Evans: Who is querying the
fact that it is not properly before the Com-
mittee? We are disagreeing to it.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: If we had been query-
ing that fact we would have asked for a
ruling from the Chair.

Sir CHARLES COURT: At least we have
now established the basic fact that we
are discussing an amendment which has
been properly sent to us by the legisla-
tive Council. It is important for the
minister to give us some reasons since he
has decided that the amendment should
be rejected. It has now been accepted
that the message in which the Legislative
Council desires the concurrence of the
Legislative Assembly is properly before the
Committee. Within the Constitution, the
Council has two courses open to it: it can
submit an amendment and ask for our
concurrence or it can request an amend-
ment be made. If a taxing measure or
money Bill is involved, within the pto-
visions of section 46 (3) of the Constitu-
tion Acts Amendment Act, the Council can
request an amendment be made.

Mr. T. D. Evans: That is the proper
course which the Council should have
followed.

Sir CHARLES COURT: The Council has
decided that it is acting within its Stand-
ing orders and constitutional rights and is
thereby entitled to seek our concurrence
to an amendment. It is for the Council to
decide, in submitting an amendment.
whether to ask for cur concurrence or to
request an amendment be made. The
amendment is properly before the Com-
mittee and I oppose the motion moved by
the Minister.

Question put and a division taken with
the following result-

Ayes-23
Mr. Bertram Mr. Hartrey
Mr. Bickerton Mr. Jamtieson
Mr. Brady Mr. Jones
Mr. Brown Mr. Laplism
Mr. Bryce Mr. Mclver
Mr. Burke Mr. Mailer
Mr. Cook Mr. Sewell
Mr. Davies Mr. Taylor

Mr. H. D. Evans Mr. A. T. Tonkin
Mr. T. D. Evana Mr. J. T. Tonkcin
Mr. Fletcher Mr. Hiarman
Mr. Graham (Teller)

1*0*8-23
Mr. Blalkie Mr. O'Connor
sir David Brand Mr. O'Neil
aft Obales Court Mr. Ridge
ii. Dadour Mr. RUnciman
Mr. Gayfer Mr. Rushlton
Mr. Grayden Mr. Stephens
Mr. Hlutcbinson Mr. Thompson
Mr. Lewis Mr. Williams
Mr. W. A. Manning Mr. R. L. Young
Mr. MePharlin Mr. W. 0. Young
Mr. Mensaros Mr. 1, W. Manning
Mr. Solder (Teller)

Pair
Aye ITO

Mr. May Mr. Coyne

The CHAIRMAN: The voting being
equal, I give my casting vote with the
Ayes.

Question thus passed;, the Council's
amendment not agreed to.

Mr. TAYLOR: I move-
That amendment No. 2 made by the

Council be not agreed to.
Question put and passed; the Council's

amendment not agreed to.

Report. etc.
Resolutions reported and the report

adopted.
A committee consisting of the Attorney-

General (Mr. T. D. Evans), the member for
Kimberley (Mr. Ridge), and the minister
for Labour (Mr. Taylor) drew up reasons
for not agreeing to the amendments made
by the Council.

Reasons adopted and a Message accord-
ingly returned to the Council.

TRAFFIC ACT AMENDMENT
BILL (No. 3)

Second Reading
MR. BICKERTON (Pilbara--Minister

for Housing) [12.35 p.m.]; I move-
That the Bill be now read a second

time.
In 1968 the Traffic Act was amended in
two major respects in connection with the
provisions dealing with the driving of
vehicles whilst under the influence of alco-
hol. One of those major amendments was
the provision in the Traffic Act of a new
procedure for the taking of preliminary
tests. A person who has been the driver of
a vehicle involved in an accident causing
personal Injury or damage to property, or
who has committed an offence against the
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Traffic Act. and who is reasonably suis-
pected of having alcohol in his body, may
not be required to undergo an analysis of
his breath or blood for alcohol unless a
preliminary test has been first adminis-
tered to him.

However, the 1988 amendments did not
alter the position that a person who is
suspected on reasonable grounds of having
driven or having attempted to drive a
vehicle whilst. under the influence of alco-
hol may be required to submit himself for
analysis of his breath by use of the au-
thorised equipment-that Is, the breathe.-
lyser-witbout having undertaken a pre-
liminary test.

it was always intended that where, be-
cause of particular circumstances, a per-
son was unable to undertake a test for the
analysis of his breath by use of the
breathalyser equipment, he could then
be required to submit himself to a medical
practitioner so that a sample of his blood
could be taken for analysis. However, the
1968 amendments had the unforeseen ef-
fect of providing that a person unable to
undergo analysis of his breath by use of
the breathalyser equipment, cannot be re-
quired to submit himself for analysis of
his blood by a medical practitioner unless
he has first undergone the preliminary
test.

The type of driver to whom subsection
(2) of section 32B is directed is the driver
who is much more obviously under the
influence of alcohol; hence Parliament's
decision in 1968 not to require that driver
to undergo the preliminary test. He is. too,
more likely to be the driver so affected
by alcohol as to be unable to undergo
either the preliminary test or the breath
analysis test using the breathalyser equip-
ment.

Accordingly, the Bill seeks to provide
that the driver who is suspected, outright,
of driving or having attempted to drive
while under the influence of alcohol mnay
be required to submit himself to the tak-
ing of a sample of his blood without a
preliminary test in any of the following
circumstances:-

If breath analysing equipment in pro-
per working order is not available
within 25 miles;

if the breath sample cannot be taken
within four hours after the oc-
currence of the event; or

if he has sustained bodily injury of
such a nature or is so affected by
alcohol as to be incapable of co-
cperating in the analysis of his
breath by use of the breathalyser
equipment.

I wish to emphasise that the BillI does not
seek to make any far-reaching changes
in the circumstances in which persons may
be required to submit to blood sampling as
an alternative to undergoing tests on the
breathalyser equipment. For example,

persons who are unable to participate In
a breathalyser test because of physical in-
firmities, as distinct from accident injuries,
or the degree of intoxication, will still not
be required to undergo blood sampling.

Moreover, the Bill does not interfere
with the right of a person who has under-
gone a breathalyser test to require a second
test by blood sampling to be carried gopt
at his election.

The Bill provides for the taking of blood
samples from persons who may be seriously
injured, or even unconscious, and pro-
tection against the technicality of assaults
by medical practitioners in these instances
Is provided by subsection (4) of section
32D of the Traffic Act, which states that
no action shall lie against the medical
practitioner by reason of his complying
with such a request.

I think it Is also worth mentioning that
there is no statutory authority given to
the police or traffic inspectors to demand
of a doctor that he take a sample of blood.
Existing provisions are that a request for
a sample of blood may be made but it is
the Prerogative of the medical practitioner
whether or not the blood sample is taken.
It will not, therefore, interfere with the
right of a medical practitioner who decides
on a point of conscientious objection, not
to take a blood sample, or for reasons
concerning the well-being of a patient if
that patient's medical condition may be
prejudiced by the taking of a blood sample.
Medica Officers, who bold strong views on
the question of the ethics of taking a
blood sample from a Person without his
permission or knowledge, will also be able
to make their own decisions on whether
or not to take a blood sample.

In the event of a doctor declining to take
a blood sample for any reason, any future
court hearing against at person would rely
on evidence other than the result of a
blood analysis as is the present case in
areas where there Is no medical practi-
tioner.

Consideration has also been given to
the metabolic rate of alcohol destruction
as It affects people suffering injuries such
as those received In road accidents. It was
thought by some that the rate of meta-
bolism could change as a result of severe
shock, multiple injuries, and the like.

I am referring here to the metabolic rate
of 0.016 per cent. per hour which is used
to determine, by calculation, the concentra-
tion of alcohol in the blood of a person
at some time prior to the actual time when
a breath or blood sample may have been
taken, as long as it was taken within four
hours.

My advice from Dr. Laurie, one of the
foremost experts, in Australia on the effects
of blood alcohol-driving ability, is that the
amount of change in metabolic rate result-
ing from road accident injuries is Insignifi-
cant in its application for determining
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blood alcohol levels, and for this reason it
would not be possible to calculate the
variation in a correction from normal
metabolism.

As mentioned earlier, the Traffic Act
presently provides that a preliminary test
must first be taken from a driver involved
in an accident and suspected of having con-
sumed alcohol before he may be required
to undergo analysis of his breath or blood,
except where he shows such obvious signs
of being under the influence of alcohol as
to enable him to be dealt with under
subsection (2) of section 32B. Instances
have occurred where drivers are uncon-
scious as a result of an accident, and there-
fore unable to undergo a preliminary test
or breath analysis on the breathalyser, but
are not persons who can be dealt with
under subsection (2). In those circunm-
stances, a blood sample cannot presently
be taken from those persons because they
have not undergone the preliminary test,
yet the provisions of subsection (3) of sec-
tion 32B make it clear that this was Par-
liament's original intention. The Hill seeks
to remedy this deficiency.

Without reference to the notes I have
before me, I will now deal with the amend-
ment that appears on the last page of the
Bill.
Sitting suspended from 12.45 to 2.15 p.m.

Mr. BICKERTON: Previously I pointed
out the main amendments contained in the
Bill, and there remains one other on page
3 with which I wish to deal. This relates
to the conduct of a police officer towards
an injured person at the scene of an acci-
dent. This particular amendment was in-
serted in another place.

The Minister for Police who handled the
Hill in the Legislative Council was not pre-
pared to accept that amendment; however.
it has been agreed to by that Chamber,
and has been included in the Bill as re-
printed. In fact, it requires the police
officer to give his first consideration to
the health of the injured person, before he
takes any other action such as taking a
breathalyser test or a blood test.

The argument against the need for hav-
ing the Council's amendment in the Hill is
that this requirement is normally the first
duty of police officers, and they have been
trained to take into consideration the
health of the injured person before the
other action is taken. It was felt that the
Council's amendment was unnecessary, be-
cause by its inclusion in the Bill it would
only apply to the Traffic Act. However, a
police officer is called upon on many occa-
sions to intervene at incidents in which
people sustain injury, and sometimes seri-
ous injury. I refer to incidents such as
hotel brawls and demonstrations. If this
is made a requirement in the Bill it will
only apply to the Traffic Act and not the
other appropriate Acts.

I have been advised that the normal
practice Is for police officers to take action
in accordance with the amendment of the
Council. I have no objection to the amend-
ment remaining in the Bill. I do not think
it will do any good: on the other hand its
retention in the legislation will not do any
harm. I do not mind whether or not it
is included.

The Bill, before It was amended in an-
other place, contained a provision which
gave a police officer or inspector authority
to request that a blood sample be taken
from (1) a person who may be unconscious
as a result of injuries sustained in a traffic
accident, without the requirement to sub-
mit to a preliminary test, or (2) from a
person who is so obviously intoxicated that
he cannot co-operate in a preliminary test,
and where such a test would be superflu-
ou.1

Debate adjourned until Tuesday, the 21st
November, on motion by Mr. O'Connor.

DENTISTS ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Third Reading

Binl rcad a third time, on motion by Mr.
J. T'. Tonkin (Premier), and transmitted
to the Council.

INDECENT PUBLICATIONS ACT
AMENDMENT BIL

In Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Mrt.

Bateman) in the Chair; Mr. Taylor (Min-
ister for Labour) in charge of 1kw Bill.

Clause 1: Short title and citation-
Mr. R. L. YOUNG: I take this oppor-

tunity to draw the Minister's attention
again to the archaic principles which still
remain in section 4.

Mr. Taylor: I thank you for the re-
minder,' but I have a copy of it in front
of me.

Mr. R. L. YOUNG: I do not believe that
any member in this Chamber would agree
that this section has a great deal of merit
in this modern day and age, and I am
surprised that, when amending the Act,
the responsible Minister did not make
some attempt to amend section 4 to delete
the reference to 'any complaint or infir-
mity arising from or relating to sexual
intercourse" being an offence under the
Act. If it is still an offence to cause
female irregularities as a result of sexual
intercourse, one must include pregnancy
and many other things. In this modemn
day and age it is accepted that such ter-
rible things as pregnancies do in fact
exist. I therefore consider that as the
Act is being amended, the opportunity
should have been taken to amend this
section.

I just wanted to repeat the comment
and ask the Minister whether he has con-
sidered the remarks I made during My
second reading speech.
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Mr. TAYLOR: I recall the remarks the
honourable member made on this matter
and I also recollect that I advised him that
the amendments in the Bill were basically
designed to add new sections and not to
amend existing sections.

I agree that the honourable member has
a prima facie case. However it is not for
the Committee at this stage to deal with
the matter he raised. Nevertheless I as-
sure him that I will draw the attention
of the Minister concerned to his remarks.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 2 put and passed.
Clause 3: Section 6 repealed and sub-

stituted-
Mr. It. L. YOUNGO: This clause contains

a typographical or printing error. There
is no need for me to elaborate on the
point, so I move an amendment-

Page 2, line Fl-Delete the word
"restrictive" and substitute the ward
"restricted".

Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 4:, Section 7 added-
Mr. TAYLOR: During the debate at the

second reading stage a comment was made
by some members opposite with regard to
the composition of the committee as set
out in the legislation.

I now refer members to the top of page
3 which makes reference to the composi-
tion of the committee as follows:-

(a) one shall be a woman;
(bi) one shall be a recognised expert In

literature, art or science: and
(c) one shall be a6 practitioner as de-

fined by section 3 of the Legal
Practitioners Act, 1893.

It was considered Perhaps unfair that one
woman exactly should be so specified. The
point seemed to be well taken and I think,
perhaps, the member for Stirling made It.
Certainly it was made by one member on
the other side of the Chamber. The Min-
ister responsible for the legislation agreed
to the question and an amendment to
rectify the position appears under my
name on the notice paper. I move an
amendment-

Page 3. line 5-Insert after the
paragraph designation "(a" the
words "at least".

In this way the paragraph will read-
(a) at least one shall be a woman.

Amendment put and Passed.

Mr. TAYLOR: For similar reasons. I
move an amendment-

Page 3, line 6-Insert after the
paragraph designation " (b) " the
words "at least".

Consequently, paragraph (b) will read-
(b) at least one shall be a recognised

expert in literature, art or science,
and

Amendment put and passed,
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 5 put and passed.
Clause 6: Section 9 added-
Mr. TAYLOR: This provision was re-

ferred to by the member for Sublaco when
he spoke to the second reading, He was
a little unsure as to how this provision
would actually operate and, in fact, drew
members' attention to it, without being
specific as to the way in which it should
be amended. Prom memory, I think the
honourable member mentioned that the
word "immorality" should be included.

In any event, the Chief Secretary has
looked at this and believes that the words
"'or for any other reason" in line 36 are
perhaps unreasonable. To remind mem-
bers of the contents of this provision the
proposed committee is to be asked to look
at Publications for a number of reasons.
Paragraph (a) reads in part-

(a) by reason of the nature or extent
of references therein to sex, drug
addiction, crime, violence, gross
cruelty or horror, or for any
other reason..

The Government now feels that in view
of the fact that sex, drug addiction, crime,
violence, gross cruelty, and horror are spec-
ified the words "or for any other reason"
are too widesweeping. I move an amend-
ment--

Page 4, line 36-Delete the passage
"or for any other reason,".

Mr. R. L. YOUNG: In many other Pieces
of legislation, for certain circumstances,
the words "or for any other reason" would
be undesirable, because they would tend to
give a Minister too much discretion. How-
ever, in this legislation we are giving the
Minister the power to listen to a committee
and to accept or reject its reasons. The
Minister will also be required to give con-
sideration to the committee's findings and,
if he thinks fit, to declare a certain pub-
lication a restricted publication.

I mentioned at the second reading stage
that the words "sex, drug addiction, crime,
violence, gross cruelty, or horror" may not
necessarily cover the whole range of what
is undesirable for persons under the age
of 18 to be presented with in the form of
literature or publications. There are many
reasons for something being-for the want
of better description-indecent. As far as
I am concerned, the words "or for any other
reason" would give the Minister and the
committee the power to consider questions
other than those actually listed In para-
graph (a).- It certainly does not Come
within the scope of mny philosophy to re-
gard political censorship as a good thing,
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but I certainly would not want to see the
Minister and the committee without the
power to consider other questions which
could be classified as Indecent.

I ask members to consider some of the
Publications we have seen in the last few
years. Not only should they consider those
Publications but also envisage what may
well appear at some future time.

I am referring In particular to publica-
tions aimed not at the general community
but at children under the age of 18, Some
of these publications have from time to
time suggested action which no member
In this Chamber considers good for chil-
ren under the age of 18. Certainly
this has been stated, even by the Premier
himself, in answer to questions asked from
this side of the Chamber. I refer, particu-
larly, to documents which have been
circulated in high schools. Of course, some
of the publications encourage children to
take certain action which I do not think
is terribly indecent but others encourage
-and in fact tell-them how to take cer-
tain actions which, as far as I am con-
cerned, are not suitable activities for
children under the age of 18. Let us con-
sider for a moment the anarchic practice
of telling children how to take over class-
rooms, school administration, make bombs,
Molotov cocktails and the like. This kind
of publication is not reasonable reading
for a child under the age of 18.

The committee should have the power
to consider that kind of publication and,
in fact, if it does not have the power it
is useless to introduce this legislation. I
know some people become carried away
with what they believe young people
should be considering. Perhaps I am toler-
ant in regard to many of these questions,
but I draw the line when I see documents
and publications espousing the cause of
anarchy and violence not only in schools
but also in the general community. I most
strongly object to this. It Is not suitable
reading for children under the age of 18.

If we remove these words from the Bill,
this kind of publication could remain un-
checked and would not be referred to the
Mlinister by the committee. I know It may
still be considered under the principal Act
but, as the Minister said in answer to my
first point, we are considering this particu-
lar legislation and what it may do. There-
fore1 these words should not be deleted.

I shall put another side of the story
altogether. Nobody could deny that many
of the publications of the type to which
I refer are put out by Communist sym-
pathisers. I make no apologies for saying
that and I am sure members realise I am
not favourably disposed towards kicking
the Communist camp. People who think I
am doing that could well envisage another
possibility; namely, a Nazi publication.
Such a publication, if circulated, could
suggest that Jewish or coloured children in

schools be shunned or beaten up.
It could also suggest that a Jewish or
coloured schoolmaster be ignored. I know
I am talking of the two extremes of politi-
cal philosophy in talking about Commu-
nist and Nazi publications. Nevertheless, I
think the point is valid, on balance,

Unless the words "or for any other rea-
son" are left in the legislation the Minis-
ter will be left in an invidious position
indeed. Most of the rubbish that is circu-
lated can cause real damage. I am yet to
be convinced that wholesome sex causes
any damage to anyone of any age, but
publications of the type I have mentioned
certainly can cause damage. It Is for this
reason that I consider the words should
not be deleted from the legislation, I
oppose the amendment.

Dr. DADOUR: I thank the Minister for
giving me the credit for suggesting that
these words should be deleted.

Mr. Taylor: Not the credit for suggesting
the deletion, but you drew the matter to
the attention of the Chamber. From
memory, you were the only person to dis-
cuss this clause.

Dr. I3ADOtIR: I discussed it because I
felt strongly that immorality should have
been mentioned. Reference Is made to sex,
drug addiction, crime, violence, gross
cruelty, horror, or for any other reason.
My suggestion was to add the word "im-
morality," but when I looked at this and
asked the Parliamentary Counsel to look
at it, he could not suggest a satisfactory
amendment to include the word and at
the same time leave In the words "or for
any other reason."

I agree with the arguments put forward
by the member for Wembley. Many things
which arc indecent or obscene are not
spelt out in this clause. I feel that the
suggestion to delete the words has come
from another source-it most certainly did
not come from me. The definitions of "in-
decency" and "obscenity" are very wide,
and I believe we should include the words
"1or for any other reason" in case we have
missed something. A number of things
wvhich are not included in this list could
be deemed to be indecent or obscene by
the majority of the public. For these
reasons I oppose the amendment as
strongly as does the member for Wemnbley.

Mr. LEWIS: I urge the Minister not to
press for the amendment. I can visualise
propaganda advocating racial discrimina-
tion, and none of us would like to con-
template publications which cast any
reflection on our indigenous population
with all its trials and tribulations. We
could perhaps have a campaign preaching
discrimination, or even hatred of the
Aborigines. The Minister has a discretion-
ary power which he can use when an un-
desirable publication does not come within
the various headings.
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Mr. TAYLOR: I can follow the argu-
ments Put forward by Members opposite,
but I cannot accept them. I made a few
notes a moment ago, and I feel that these
words "or for any other reason" will in-
clude matters which members will agree
ought not to be included. I am thinking
of matters such as "political", "racist",
"divisive of class", "destructive of law and
order", or "anarchism", which members
would consider a committee should look
at. It would go further and further. Even
by including such things as crime and
violence we are extending the definitions
of "Indecent" and "obscene."

The member for Wembley apparently
recognised himself when he commenced
his remarks that on this occasion the Gov-
ernment is not seeking to widen its
powers. In this case the Government Is
attempting to limit its powers and in other
circumstances most members of the
Chamber would agree to the deletion of
these words.

The member for Subisco attempted to
define "immorality." The members for
Moore and Wembley spoke about anarchy,
violence, and people being beaten up.
These are already covered under violence.

Mr. Lewis: It could be racial.
Mr. TAYLOR: Yes, but we could have

racial discrimination without violence. It
would be very difficult to decide what is
divisive of class but does not construe
violence. It would be casting a very wide
net indeed.

If Parliament wants certain things to be
kept out of the reach of children under the
age of 18, it should specify those things.
It should not be left to the Minister of the
day to throw a net wide enough to pro-
tect them.

Sir Charles Court: Before you sit down,
would you tell us the source of the request
for the deletion?

Mr. TAYLOR: I only have hearsay in-
f ormaition, as I have not discussed this with

lhc Minister concerned. I think I read a
report in the Press that the request came
from a deputation of the League of Writ-
ers, but I am not sure.

Sir Charles Court: Are you sure there
were no political overtones in the repre-
sentations made to you? I am not speaking
of A.LP. overtones, but something much
more serious than that.

Mr. TAYLOR: I know of no overtones.
I would be very surprised if the Minister
of the day was responsive to any overtones
other than from his own party.

Sir Charles Court: I just noticed some
of the people who made up the deputation.

Mr. TAYLOR: I would like the Leader
of the opposition to specify to whom he
referred. In my opinion it is not a nice
Insinuation.

Proposed subsection (2) reads as fol-
lows:-

The Minister may refer to the Com-
mittee any other matter arising out of
the administration of this Act for Its
report thereon.

This may broaden the Minister's powers.
Returning to the proposed amendment,

it is felt that the words were too sweeping,
and we should define the publication
which may he referred to the committee.

Mr. Ft. L. YOUNG: The Minister over-
looks certain words in the clause, and I
draw his attention to the following:-

by reason of the nature or extent of
references therein to sex, drug addic-
tion, crime, violence, gross cruelty or
horror,...

I would like to cite the example of a pub-
lication which encourages children at
school to take over the school administra-
tion block, refuse to listen to their teach-
ers, etc. There is no actual reference to
violence, and such a publication could not
be caught under this provision. We know
that the only way a group of children
could overrun the administration block of
a high school would be by violence, but
if the publication did not refer specifically
to violence, the Minister or the committee
cculd do nothing about it.

So although the Minister says that these
matters are covered, they are simply not
covered. Under this legislation a decision
has to be made on what is obscene and
whether it is likely to deprave or corrupt.
I suggest to the Minister that the type of
thing I have mentioned could cause cor-
ruption and could deprave just as much
as many of the other matters that have
been referred to. A person can be corrupted
in many ways without actually coming in
contact with many of these specific aspects.

Neither I nor any other member cares
to give the sort of sweeping powers that
this provision seeks to give, However we
must bear in mind that this power is only
being given to the committee to make re-
commendations to the Minister, so it is
not a sweeping power. Having regard for
these matters, the Minister could then
make up his mind with the assistance of
the recommendations made by the com-
mittee.

I thought the Minister followed a very
skilful line when he said, "Why do you not
try to define these things?" Nobody in
the world can define what is immoral, and
the Minister knows that, The committee
could consider many matters including-
and I quote from the clause-"undeslrable
reading for children under the age of eigh-
teen years." That cannot be defined by
anyone, and certainly not by this Parlia-
ment. Therefore words would have to be
inserted to give the committee power to
consider such matters. No Minister would
care to have that sort of power written
Into the Bill to permit him to take action
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for certain reasons, and It Is to the credit
of the Minister that he does not want
such powers written into the Bill. I do
not ignore that. However, he also knows
that this Bill will not work without those
words being included.

Mr. Taylor: Rubbish I
Mr. R. I,. YOUNG: Without those words

it cannot work. How on earth can the
Minister prevent the sort of publication
I have referred to circulating through-
out the community?

Mr. Taylor: Can you tell me whether
there are any items in this clause that are
not in the indecent Publications Act? The
parent Act deals with sex almost exclu-
sively. Of all the reasons, this is the one
that creates the most public interest.

Mr. R. L. YOUNG: That may be, but
the Minister should not tag me with that.
I am the one making this speech and I
say that of all the things that would tend
to deprave, sex would be the least impor-
tant.

Mr. Taylor: Yes.
Mr. R. L. YOUNG: Quite frankly, that

is an indictment of this Bill.
Mr. Taylor: I am completely in accord.
Mr. R. L. YOUNG: If the Government

considers that the principal reason for in-
troducing the measure is the content of
any magazine dealing with sex, It has
failed miserably. Of all those things that
would tend to deprave or corrupt sex would
be the least important; the most important
would be those which the Bill seeks to
delete. The rest are reprehensible but
there are some things that tend to make
children think along lines that will do the
community no good whatsoever. It could
be propaganda that leans either far to the
left or to the right. Every member of
this Chamber would know that certain
documents are published which they would
not want any child under the age of 18
to read. Therefore, no doubt members
would like the Committee to consider such
publications so that they could make a re-
commendation to the Minister.

When I spoke during the second reading
debate I said that I have an infinite
amount of faith in young children not be-
coming depraved or corrupted by what
society is always saying could corrupt
them.

Mr. A. R, Tonkin: I have a great deal of
faith in young people. In my experience
they have the ability to withstand the pro-
paganda of extremists.

Mr. R. L. YOUNG: I think the member
for Mirrabooka would agree with me that
If enough mud is thrown at a brick wall
some of it is bound to stick. On that
analogy, if sufficient propaganda is issued
to weak-willed people In the community-
and there are Many Of them-they may
tend to become corrupted and depraved by
it. If sufficient Communist mud is thrown

at members of the community, or if, say,
sufficient Nazi propaganda is circulated,
some of it is bound to corrupt or deprave
certain people. I am trying to look at the
position from two different sides.

Mr. Graham: They could become cor-
rupted by Liberal Party propaganda.

Mr. R. L.. YOUNG: The Minister walks
into the Chamber and Immediately makes
a comment on something he knows nothing
about.

Mr. Graham:. You are so blown up with
Your own ego you did not notice that I
have been here for the last half-hour.

Sir Charles Court: Here he goes again!
Mr. Graham:I I was here long before you

started speaking.
Mr. R. L. YOUNG: I am trying to take

a reasonable line by looking at the matter
from two different sides of the political
spectrum. The only two people who would
disagree that I am taking a responsible line
would obviously be the Deputy Premier
and the Minister for Labour.

Mr. A. R. Tonkin: Would you agree that
Power tends to corrupt?

Mr. R. L. YOUNG: Of course it does;
Power tends to corrupt absolutely, but this
Bill has for its Purpose the setting up of
a democratic committee to consider these
matters and to Put forward its recommen-
dations to the Minister who does not have
to accept them. That is not absolute
power.

If we remove the words in question the
committeec cannot even consider these
matters. Someone with more intelligence
than I have could speak on this matter for
hours. However, when he concluded speak-
ing nobody would be more convinced than
he would be after hearing the simple points
I have put forward. I know It is not
in the best interests of society to remove
these words, therefore I disregard what the
Minister said in relation to myself and
other members of the Committee. If he
sees sweet reason this Bill could become
more acceptable.

Dr. DADOUR: To clear up the firs 't point
I wish to make I will read from page
4436 of the current Hansard, on which
appears the report of the speech I made
during the second reading, as follows-

Another point is that I believe the
word "immorality" should be included
in the clause which deals with the
powers and functions of the commit-
tee. I suppose the expression "any
other reason" covers this, but I think
the word "immorality" should be
specifically included.

I think that clears up that point and the
minister's own admission that a deputa-
tion had been received. That is the reason
for this amendment being introduced.
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I agree entirely with the member for of these Publications in sex shops. Surely
Wembliey. Without a doubt there are many
things that cannot be spelt out. Now let
me return to something that is far more
comical. The member for Mirrabooka, by
interjection, referred to the use of power.
Look at the use of the word in this clause.
The Minister is the only one who has the
power to refer any publication to the corn-
inittee. Also, there is provision in the
clause for the committee to make a report
to the Minister. Therefore the position
could arise whereby we could have not
only one complete report but seven small
reports from each individual as well.

Further, the Minister is granted many
discretionary powers. There is a great deal
of power in this Hill. I will tell the Com-
mittee the reason for the birth of the Bill.

on the 2nd August I asked the Premier
the following question regarding the clos-
ure of the sex shop:-

(1) Has the sex shop been closed, as
promised by him?

(2) if not, why the delay?
The Premier replied as follows:-

(1) No.
(2) The power to close orgy shops is

not contained in existing legis-
lation. All States and the Com-
monwealth have met and a
decision was made that the Com-
monwealth would restrict the
import of sex aids. It was con-
sidered that supplies would then
dry up.
Amendments to the Obscene and
Indecent Publications Act are
being Prepared to forbid the sale
of these publications in sex shops.

This Hill was born out of ignorance, and
no-one knew what it would achieve. How-
ever, it is a good piece of legislation. It
was introduced because the Premier,
through some misapprehension, thought
that he bad power to close the sex shop.
A sign is hung over the door of that shop
indicating that persons under the age of
21 years are not allowed to enter It.

Mr. Jamieson: Are you sure it states 21
years of age?

Dr. DADOtIR: I stand corrected. It is
under the age of 18 years. The Premier
thought that by restricting the import of
sex aids the supply would soon dry up. As
I pointed out in my second reading speech,
the Premier does not realise the ingenuity
of the backyard Plastic manufacturers.
They can Produce bigger and better aids,
if there is a need for them.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: This was the thinking
of the Commonwealth and all the State
Ministers. They thought this was the way
to deal with the question. It was not just
my view.

Dr. DADOUR: I agree. It seems that
amendments to the Indecent Publications
Act are being Prepared to forbid the sale

their sale should be prohibited in all shops.
I believe the Premier was under a misap-
prehension.

I shall deal with the salient point. The
words "or for any other reason" appearing
in the provision in clause 6 do not cover
immorality or obscenity, because these
words are difficult to define. Section 232
of the Danish Criminal Code provides-

Any person who by obscene be-
haviour violates Public decency or
gives Public offence shall be liable to
imprisonment for a term not exceed-
ing four years or, in extenuating cir-
cumstances, to lenient imprisonment
or a fine.

The Indecent Publications Act introduced
in New Zealand in 1964 defines "indecency"
in the following terms:-

Describing, depicting, expressing or
otherwise dealing with sex, horror,
crime, cruelty or violence in a manner
that is injurious to the public.

The next definition comes from Massa-
chusetts. In 1835 in that State of the
U.S.A. "obscene words" were deemed to be
those which were manifestly leading to
the corruption of the morals of youth.

The words "obscenity" and "Indecency"
are used in these definitions, but they are
very difficult to define. I believe that In
their broadest aspect we can define these
words. A number of other terms could be
included in proposed section 9 (1) (a), but
it is of paramount importance to leave the
clause as it stands, otherwise the Bill will
lose its substance.

I am sure that we all desire to see this
good piece of iegislation passed, but it will
be crippled if the provision to which I am
making reference is deleted. I am sure
no-one in this Chamber has the ability to
indicate conclusively that the references
"indecency" and 'obscenity" are embraced
in the term "or for any other reason."

We cannot define these two words, and
so the term "or for any other reason" has
been Included. The very reason that the
Bill is before us is the desire to cover
"indecency" and "obscenity." The Bill it-
self is one to amend the Indecent Publica-
tions Act. In dealing with this subject we
come up against the two words I have
mentioned, but they are completely in-
definable.

In MY view the clause should be retained
without amendment. I cannot see the need
for any deletion. Who Is afraid of this
provision? Maybe it is the Mafia, but I
do not know. It is of Paramount imiport-
ance that the clause be retained. I men-
tioned this in my second reading speech
and I suggested specifically that immoral-
ity be covered.

The next point is the power that is to be
given to the Minister. He is to be permitted
to refer matters to the committee that Is to
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be established. I suggest the committee
should be empowered to receive complaints
direct from members of the public, and
that if a person submits a complaint it
should be dealt with by the committee
without first having to go through the Min-
ister. After investigation by the committee
the matter will be referred to the Minister
and If he does not accept the advice of
the committee he need not use it.

It should be possible for complainants
to bypass the Minister, because he will be
able to deal with the complaints after
they have been investigated by the com-
mittee. I do not think he should be given
the discretion of dealing with them before
the matters have been placed before the
committee. The whole Purpose of estab-
lishing the committee is to enable it to
give the Minister the necessary advice ,which I hope he will accept. Apparently
the Minister wants the Power to deal with
the complaints as they are received, and
after they have been investigated by the
committee.

The CHAIRMAN: The honourable mem-
ber has one more minute.

Dr. flADOUR:
and "obscenity"
that Is what the

The words "Indecency"
cannot be defined, and
whole Bill is about.

Mr. TAYLOR: To deal with the com-
ments of the member for Wembley, he
asked mue to see sweet reason. In reply
I would tell him that I dispense sweet
reason, I generate it, and I will now dis-
seminate sweet reason whether or not it
is accepted. I want to cover the point+ I
made by interjection when the member for
Wembley was speaking.

We are now dealing with a Bill to amend
the Indecent Publications Act which has
been in force since 1902 and which applies
to certain situations and to the whole of
the population, both adult and young.
However poorly it was drafted it has stood
the test of time. It is of importance, and
it has been tested in the courts. In 1972
we are moving an amendment which spec-
ifies certain things that are to apply to
people under the age of 18 years.

I am sure members will agree that the
main argument used at the time of the
presentation of the original legislation by
most members who spoke in the debate
was that the legislation should lay em-
phasis on sex. Now we have an amending
Bill before us which will apply to people
under the age of 18 years. It has gone
further than was intended. Whilst the
parent Act prescribed that certain things
shall not apply to the adult population,
now it is proposed to examine aspects
such as drug addiction, crime, violence,
gross cruelty, or horror. These aspects
affect the adult population to a lesser ex-
tent.

We have an Act which has stood the
test of time, and we intend to add a small
section which will relate to People under
the age of 18 years. The Bill will provide
that in future we will have a committee
which will attend to matters applying
only to those people under the age of 18
years, and not to adults. The Minister will
be able to ask the committee to examine
any publication which he considers to be
undesirable for people under the age of 18
years.

Without canvassing the merits of the
arguments put forward, I suggest this Is
not the time for an examination of the
morals of indecent and obscene publica-
tions. The Present amendment will affect
only People under the age of 18 years, and
that is the reason the Government desires
to delete the passage, "or for any other
reason." I support the amendment.

Mr. R. L. YOUNG: The Minister does
not do himself any Justice by suggesting
that the present Act will be restricted in
any way by what is suggested in this Bill.
The parent Act of 1902 does not define
"indecency" or "obscenity."

Mr. Taylor: It allows the court to decide.
Mr. R. L. YOUNG: That is right. If the

words are deleted the present Bill will be
less open than the parent Act which, at
least, allows the magistrate to decide. I
do not like that principle; I would prefer
to see a definition built into the Act.

Mr. Taylor: is racism indecent?
Mr. R. L. YOUNG: Of course it is. Did

not the Nazis become depraved and cor-
rupted as a result of racist tactics? Under
the parent Act the court has the right to
judge what Is indecent, so the situation is
wide open.

The Bill will give the Minister power
to refer certain matters to the committee,
and the committee will advise him as to
what is likely to be undesirable reading
for people under the age of 18 years.

Mr. Taylor: Only those matters referred
to in the principal Act.

Mr. Rt. L. YOUNG: However, once the
Minister says that a publication may be
subject to the Act it will be restricted.
That is not good enough. If the words are
deleted the only matters which the com-
mittee can refer back to the Minister are
the four or five mentioned.

Mr. Taylor: Unless Parliament otherwise
defines additional things as coming within
the Act.

Mr. R. L. YOUNG: Has the Minister
asked Parliament to define anything else?

Mr. Taylor: Has the honourable member
moved an amendment to add anything?

Mr. R. L. YOUNG: It is the Minister's
Bill. I simply point out that the Bill will
not enlarge the Powers of the Act. If the
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words are deleted the power of the com-
mittee will be diminished. I oppose the
amendment.

Dr. DADOUR: I said previously that this
was a good Bill because the concept
was to protect the young, Certain restric-
tions are to be placed on certain publica-
tions which will broaden the outlook of
censorship for adults. It is very important
that we adults be our own censors.

We all have a different reaction to the
word "indecent." I have with me one of
the publications which has probably been
responsible for the introduction of this
Bill.

Mr. Taylor: Perhaps I can examine it
later.

Dr. DADOUR: Everyone else has had a
look at it. All one can see on the front
page is a six-gun and a sheriff's badge.

Mr. J. T. Tonkini: I hope the honourable
member did not go into a shop and buy
that publication!

Dr. DADOUR: I did buy it so that I could
discuss this subject and learn more about
trying to protect youth. Surely this is not
the type of publication from which we are
trying to protect the youth, Sex Is nothing
compared with what appears in certain
publications. I can recall that some people
felt sick when we saw a private showing
of films. However, they were not sick
from the sex that was shown;, they were
sick from the violence. Many people left
the room.

The Bill now before us does not deal
with sex; that Is the least of our worries.
When one opens the publication which I
have with me one sees a few nude women,
and that is all.

Mr. T. D. Evans: Did you say "lewd" or
"nude"?

Dr. DADOUR: I said "nude." The picture
on the middle page Is probably porno-
graphic, as members can probably see.

Mr. Graham: I have seen better hang-
ing In a butcher's shop.

Dr. DADOUR: I do not doubt that for
one minute. Hard-core pornography will
only incite an erection.

The crux of the Bill is to place some
restriction on the availability of certain
publications to the younger people of our
community. I do not know that the provi-
sions of the Bill will work because the pub-
lications will be passed down from the 21-
year-olds to the l8-year-olds. and then
down to the younger People, and many pa-
rents could not care less. However, at least
let us have legislation in its correct form.
it is a good Bill but with the deletion of
the few words it will be of no use. If the
Minister thinks the Bill will have an effect
on sex he is way behind the times.

On the front Page of one copy of the
Pelican. appeared a photograph of a nude
man. I find nothing obnoxious about that.

My reaction was that perhaps a bettet
specimen could have been found. This
specimen who has a few pock marks on
him was probably chosen in order to shock
the Public. The articles in the paper are
quite educational but it Is the manner in
which they are presented and the words
that are used which make it obnoxious.
Have members ever seen anything more
comical? Many parliamentarians could
line up better than that. The point Ks
it is not sex. Sex is only a very small part
of It. As the member for Boulder-Dundas
has said time and time again, it is some-
thing In the past.

Mr. Hartrey: Speak for yourself!l
Dr. DADOUR: As far as I am concerned,

we are looking for the undefinable from
which we should protect our young people.
The member for Mirrabooka used the word
"Power." That is a good word-black
power,' white power, or any other sort of
power. I think that punches the argu-
ment home even more.

I dn not think the Minister can in all
conscience delete these words, because the
substance of the Bill will be removed. I
do not care who made representations. we
are the Parliament and we are the people
who decide. Why did the Mlinister Produce
this Bill and then change his mind? He
should tell us why he changed his mind
or why he was forced to change his mind.

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: You are not allowed
to mak demands here.

Dr. DADOUR: I do not demand that he
tell us but I think he should do so In all
conscience. I do not think it Is fair that
we in this Parliament should decide any
Point unless both sides have knowledge of
the facts. This is not a political Bill; It is
one relating to morality, apd it is one on
which we must make up our minds; irres-
pective of party politics, and according to
what we think is right or wrong.

Some people find this sort of thing ob-
jectionable. I find it only humorous be-
cause one finds it everywhere and takes no
notice of It after a while. The Minister
gave me the credit for making reference
to this matter, and there was possibly an
innuendo that I should have suggested
this clause be removed.

Mr. Taylor: My words were that you
drew attention to it.

Dr. DADOUR: The Minister must read
Hansard. No-one else seemed to take any
notice on that occasion.

I say these words should be retained in
the Bill; otherwise, the Bill will lose its
whole purpose, which is to protect the
young-no more and no less. It is a good
Bill b~ecause it not only protects the young
but it also opens up censorship to the rest
of the population who are old enough and
sufficiently mature to work out their own
destiny. We are trying to protect or to
show some semblance of protecting only
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those who are likely to be corrupted. I do
not know how far this Bill will go; nobody
knows that. I do not know whether thse
Bill will work, but at least we will have
something on the Statute book. I believe
if these words are deleted the whole mean-
iag Af the Bill will be lost.

Mr. NALDER: I strongly support the
comments that have already been made
from this side of the House with reference
to the clause under discussion. If this
amendment is passed, in my view the
power in the Bill, which is definitely re-
quired, will be reduced. I do not believe
we can go too far in this matter.

When the Premier made a statement
about an article which appeared in
The West Australian, we were whole-
heartedly behind him. 1, and members of
my party, received a number of communi-
cations at that time and we were quite
happy to support the Premier's statement.
I wrote to the Premier indicating that
there was a very strong feeling through-
out the State, that something should be
done to look after the youth of this coun-
try, and that we would be condemned un-
less we, in this day and age, were prepared
to meet the problem and do something
about it. I commended the Government on
its action because I believed it was doing
the right thing.

I see this amendment as weakening the
legislation and the authority of the group
of People who will be appointed to look
after the interests of the community-
and I amn speaking about a very important
section of the community. As legislators in
Western Australia, we cannot do too much
to look after the interests of our youth. I
feel we should go at least this far-and
further if necessary-to give authority to
the board to enable it to consider the sit-
uation right now. If we find in a year or
two the legislation is too restrictive, we
can take the necessary action to amend it.

I hope the Government will see my
point. I say we should look after the in-
terests of the people of tomorrow and en-
sure that we are making a contribution
towards keeping them on the right track
rather than allowing their morals to de-
teriorate. I trust the Government will
allow those few words to remain in the
Bill.

Amendment put and a division taken
with the following result:-

Ayes-22
Mr. Bertram
Mr. Bickerton
Mr. Brady
Mr. Brown
Mr. Bryce
Mr. Burke
Mr. Cook
Mr. Davies
Mr. H. D. Evans
Mr. T. fl. Evans
Mr. Pletcher

Mr. Graham
Mr. Hartrey
Mr. Jamieson
Mr. Jones
Mr. Lapham
M~r. Mclver
Mr. Sewell
Mr. Taylor
Mr. A. R. Tonkin
Mr. J. T. Tonkin
Mr. Hamian

(Teller)

Mr. Biled
Sir David Brand
Sir Charles Court
Dr. Danoer
Mr. Gayter
Mr. Grayden
Mr. Hutchinson
Mr. Lew~is
Mr. W. A. Manning
Mr. Mopharia
Mr. Mensaros

Ayes
Mr. May
Mr. Mailer

Noea-22
Mr. Nalder
Mr. O'Connor
Mr. O*Neil
Mr. Ridge
Mr. Runciman

Mr. Rushton
Mr. Stephens
Mr. Willi.m$
Mr. R. L. Young
Mr. W. G. Young
Mr. I. W. Manning

(TellerT)
Pairs

Noes
Mr. Coyne
Mr. Thompson

The CHAIRMAN: The voting being
equal, I give my casting vote with the
Ayes.

Amendment thus passed.
Mr. Rt. L. YOUNG: Proposed new para-

graph (a) in line 37 refers to 'children."
We have also referred to children during
the course of the debate; but as the Age of
Majority Act is either about to come into
force or is already in force the word
"children" is a little confusing. Once the
Age of Majority Act is proclaimed there
will be no children over the age of 18
Years. Therefore, I propose to move to
replace that word with the word 'persons."
I move an amendment--

Page 4, line 37-Delete the word
"children"; and substitute the word
"Persons".

Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 7: Section 10 added-
Mr. TAYLOR: During the second read-

ing debate the member for Subiaco re-
ferred to what he suggested is an anomaly
in the proposed new section 10, in that no
provision has been made for appeals. I
took the matter up with the Chief Secre-
tary, and he agreed that perhaps there is
merit in the suggestion of the honour-
able member. Accordingly, I move an
amendment-

Page 6-Add after subsection (3)
the following new subsections:-

(4) Any person aggrieved by a
determination made by the Minis-
ter under this section (not being
a determination made Upon the
consideration of a report made by
the National Literature Board of
Review referred to In subpara-
graph (Ii) of paragraph (a) of
subsection (1) of this section) that
a Publication or class of publica-
tion shall be classified as a re-
stricted publication or class of
publication may appeal to the
Court against the making of that
determination.

(5) If. at the beariing of an ap-
Peal made under subsection (4) of
this section, the person aggrieved
satisfies the Court that the pub-
lication or class of publication to
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which the appeal relates is not
undesirable reading for persons
under the age of eighteen years,
the Court may order that the
publication or class of publication
shall cease to be a restricted Pub-
lication or class of Publication.

(6) Upon the making of an
order by the court under sub-
section (5) of this section, the
publication or class of publication
specified in the order cease to be
a restricted publication or class
of publication for the purposes of
this Act-

(7) The procedure of the Court
in relation to an appeal made
under this section shall be as pre-
scribed by the Rules of Court. or
in the absence of those Rules, as
the Court determines, and at the
hearing of any appeal the Court
may make such order as to costs
as It thinks fit.

(3) In this section-
"person aggrieved" means--

(a) an author or
publisher of the
publication or
class of publica-
tion to which the
appeal relates;
or

(b) any person sell-
ing the publica-
tion or class of
publication In the
ordinary course
of the carrying
on of his busi-
ness;

"the Court" means The Dis-
trict Court of Western
Australia.

Dr. DADOUR: I again thank the Minis-
ter for giving me credit for this sugges-
tion. As a. matter Of fact, I did make the
suggestion.

Mr. Taylor: It was the third comment
you made. according to my notes.

Dr. DADOUR: However, the fact that I
made the suggestion has no bearing on the
reason for the amendment; it has been
moved for the same reasons as the
previous amendments. I support it because
I think the provision of an appeal is neces-
sary.

Mr. R. L. YOUNG: I do not think the
Committee would disagree that we should
provide the right of appeal. I would like
to draw the attention of the Minister to
one aspect of the amendment, and to seek
his confirmation. I understand that once
the Minister has declared a publication
to be a restricted publication, and has
given notice of that in the Government
Gazette, from that time it is a restricted

publication. I presume that if a person
lodges an appeal under the proposed new
subsections, the publication will remain a
restricted publication throughout the
course of the appeal.

Mr. TAYLOR: After glancing through
the amendment, r suggest that would be
so. However, I am not sure enough to
commit myself on the record. I would like
to ascertain the exact situation and con-
vey the information to the member for
Wembley privately.

Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and Passed.
Clause 8: Section 11 added-
Dr. DADOUR: I move an amendment-

Page 6, after line 32-Insert after
subsection (1) the following new sub-
section to stand as subsection (2):

(2) Any person who in any
place, not being a shop, exhibits
any restricted publication in view
of persons who are in any public
place commits an offence against
this section.

The reason for the amendment is that,
after dealing for such a long time with
the controversial Contraceptives Act
Amendment Bill, it occurred to me that
proposed new section 11 refers only to pub-
lic Places, and does not cover the position
of a person placing a restricted publication,
or an advertisement of such a publication,
in a private place but In such a position
that It may be viewed from a public place.

Proposed new section 11 (1) refers to a
public place, and the new subsection (2)
refers to exhibiting a restricted publica-
tion to public view in a window or door-
way of a shop. The exhibition of an ad-
vertisement in the window of a private
house so that it may be viewed from a
public place is not covered. Such publica-
tions are often distributed in private hous-
es, and possibly advertisements could be
placed in windows. I feel the amendment
will tighten up the provision.

Mr. TAYLOR: I do not oppose the
amendment. The Chief Secretary feels it
Is not necessarily warranted, but he does
not object to it. Perhaps the honourable
member could enlighten me on one point.
The gallery above us is a public place. I
wonder whether the honourable member
contravened his amendment by showing
the Committee the publications he show-
ed it a moment ago!

Dr. Dadour: That is parliamentary privi-
lege.

Mr. R. L. YOUNG: I was not quite sure
whether the Minister had agreed to the
amendment moved by the member for
Subiaco, but I do think it Is necessary. Ob-
viously the Bill has been drafted in a fair-
ly slipshod manner, but I will go Into more
detail on this aspect when moving my next
amendment.
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I am aware that the words "they were
unnecessary" used by the Minister In
charge of the Bill in this Place were not
his own: they were the words of tbe Min-
ister in another place. The principle of
not allowing things to be exhibited in a
public place must be extended to a private
Place which can be viewed from a public
place. I support the amendment.

Amendment put and passed.

Mr. R. L. YOUNG: I move an amend-
ment-

Page 6, line 33-Insert after subsec-
tion (1) the following new subsections
to stand as subsections (2) and (3):

(2) Any person who-
(a) in a shop sells, gives or

distributes a restricted
publication to a person
under the age of eighteen
years; or

(b) in any place, not being
a shop, sells a restricted
publication to a person
under the age of eighteen
years,

commits an offence against this
section.

(3) It Is a defence to a com-
plaint of an offence against sub-
section (2) of this section to
show that the defendant believed,
on reasonable grounds, that the
person to whom he sold a re-
stricted publication was not un-
der the age of eighteen years..

I referred a moment ago to the matter of
sipshod drafting In the Bill. The purpose
of the measure is to set up a committee
to advise the Minister as to the publica-
tions which should or should not be re-
stricted. Having received that recommen-
dation from the committee the Minister
can determine, If he wishes, that the pub-
lication be restricted.

Clause 8 provides all sorts of penalties
for a person who does certain things. For
Instance a person is not allowed to exhibit,
or sell, or show any restricted publication
in a public place; and, as this relates to
a shop, certain restrictions have been made
as to where these may be exhibited.

The Bill does not include the provision
that It will be an offence under the Act if
anybody sells a restricted publication in a
shop to a person under the age of 18 years.
Surely this is most important to the Bill.
I understand this provision was left out
of the New South Wales legislation which
ultimately became law. My amendment
will correct that obvious error.

Mr. TAYLOR: The Government agrees
to the amendment.

Amendment put and passed.

Mr. R. L. YOUNG: I move an amend-
mnent-

Page 8, line 7-Delete the passage
"subsection (1)" and substitute the
passage "subsection (1) or (2)".

Sitting suspended from 3.45 to 4.07 pan.
Mr. R. L. YOUNG: Prior to the after-

noon tea suspension I moved an amend-
ment which I now seek leave to withdraw
because of numbering problems.

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn.
Mr. R, L. YOUNG: I move an amend-

ment-
Page 8, line 7-Delete the passage

"subsection (1)" and substitute the
passage "subsection (1), (2) or (3)".

Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 9: Section 12 added-
Dr. DADOUR: I move an amendment-

Page 8, line 31-Delete the word
"book" and substitute the word "pub-
lication".

I move this amendment because I consider
that some material other than a book might
have some artistic merit and therefore we
should use the word "Publication" instead
of the word "book."

Amendment put and passed.
Dr. DADOUR: I move an amendment--

Page 9, line 4-Delete the word
"book" and substitute the word "pub-
lzcatjonl'.

Amendment put and passed.
Mr. STEPHENS: During my second

reading speech I Pointed out that the
Minister may make a determination about
a proposed publication. He may also re-
voke a determination once a publication
is on the market.

Mr. T. D. Evans: Having regard for the
amendment just made to clause 9, would
it not be better to refer to "publication"
rather than "book"? You have used the
word "book" in your amendment on the
notice paper.

Mr. STEPHENS: Yes, that would be more
appropriate. If a person has had his book
cleared and has it on the market, and then
the Minister for some reason revokes the
determination, I think it would be rather
unjust If that person has to bear the cost
Invo~lved. The very fact that the book was
cleared in the first place, and then the
Minister revoked the determination, Is an
indication that the publication in question
must be a borderline case. Therefore I
do not think we are stretching things to
any great extent by allowing that edition
to be sold out. This is my purpose.I
move an amendment-

Page 9-Add a6fter the word "force"
In line 5 the following:-

or any edition of any publication
which edition was published at a
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time when a determination under
this section in respect of the publi-
cation was in force.

Amendment Put and passed.
Mr. Rt. L. YOUNG: I have not had time

to confer with the member for Stirling.
As his amendment has been accepted, I
think it will now be necessary to amend
line 4 on page 9 which refers to "book."

The CHAIRMAN: We cannot go back
and, besides, that has already been done.

Mr. ft. L. YOUNG: I am sorry.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clauses 10 and 11 put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, with amendments, and the

report adopted.

BILLS (9); ASSENT
Message from the Governor received and

read notifying assent to the following
Bills:-

1. Acts Amendment (Roman Catholic
Church Lands) Bill.

2. Totalisator Duty Act Amendment Bill.
3. Totalisator Regulation Act Amend-

ment Bill.
4. Industrial Lands Development Auth-

ority Act Amendment Eml.
5. Youth. Community Recreation and

National Fitness Bill.
8. Government Railways Act Amendment

Bill.
7. Land Drainage Act Amendment Bill.
8. Gold Buyers Act Amendment Bill.
9. Stock (Brands and Movement) Act

Amendment Bill,

QUESTIONS (Q9): ON NOTICE
1. POLICE OFIFICERS

South-West Division and Bunburqj
Mr. WILLIAMS, to the Minister re-
presenting the Minister for Police:
(I) What were the number of police

officers employed in the south-
west agricultural division during
each year 1967 to 1972?

(2) What were the total numbers and
the numbers of each rank in each
local authority area within this
division during each of the years
as in (1)?

(3) What areas are covered by the two
members of the C.I.B. stationed at
flunbury?

(4) Are additional members of the
C.I.B. required in the south-west
division?

(5) if so, when will the appointments
be made and how many?

(6) if not, why is it considered no
further appointments are neces-
sary?

2.

Mr. BICKERTON replied:
(1) 1967 - 79

1968 - 83
1969 - 84
1970 - 90
1971 - 94
1972 - 98

(2) The answer is tabled.
(3) Bunbury C.L.B. covers 11,000

square miles in which are 16 police
stations bounded by Waroona in
the north, Darkan in the east,
Walpole and Augusta ini the south,
and the sea in the west.

(4) Yes.
(5) The deployment of police re-

sources generally throughout the
whole of the State is constantly
under review, and increases made
to areas in order of priority, as
trained personnel become avail-
able.

(6) Answered by (5).
The answer to part (2) was tabled
(see -paper No. 520).

LAND
Eunbury School Sites

Mr. JONES, to the Minister for Lands:
(1) On what date was approval given

by the Bunbury Municipal Council
for the excision of approximately
20 acres of reserve No. 670 for a
technical school site?

(2) On what date was, the Public
Works Department request made
for the land as a site for the
technical school?

(3) Has the infant school site in
James Street and the old school
site bounded by Stirling, Arthur
and Blair Streets been vested in
the Bunbury Municipal Council?

(4) If "Yes" what conditions applied
to the transfer of the school sites
from the Government to the
Bunbury Municipal Council?

Mr. H. D. EVANS replied:
(1) On the 8th April, 1968 the Town

of Bunbury wrote-"Rquest is for
survey and excision from Bun-
bury endowment land this 20
acres of land".

(2) 18th July, 1968.
(3) The infant school site is now

reserve 31563 "parking and recre-
ation" vested in the Town of Bun-
bury.
The old technical school remains
B class reserve 3753 and is not
vested. No advice has been re-
ceived from Education or Public
Works Department to authorise
any other usage.

(4) The change in land status requir-
ed no transfer or conditions.
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3. CO-OPERATIVE BULK
HANDlLING

Terminal at Kwinana: Report
Mr. COOK, to the Minister for Works:
(1) Did a Captain Arrowamith make

a report to the Fremantle Port
Authority on the viability of the
Co-operative Bulk Handling in-
stallation at Swinana?

(2) If so, would he table this report?
(3) Did he suggest that grain may

have to be drawn from outside the
Fremantle zone, and probably
from the Great Southern, to en-
sure the terminal was operated at
optimum efficiency?

Mr. JAMIESON replied:
(1) No. Captain Arrowsmith has no

official standing with the Fre-
mantle Port Authority on this
question. In the course of private
part-time study for a post gradu-
ate diploma in Public Administra-
tion at the W.A. Institute of Tech-
nology, he is preparing a thesis for
submission to that establishment.

(2) and (3) Answered by (1).

4. SOUTHERN MEAT PACKERS
ABATTOIR

Shipments through Albany
Mr. COOK, to the Minister for De-
velopment and Decentralisation;
(1) Is it proposed that export meat

from Southern Meat Packers abat-
toirs at Katanning will be shipped
through the Port of Albany?

(2) If so, when is the first shipment
expected?

(3) Does the company propose to build
a freezer room at Albany and. if
so, where will it be located?

(4) If the location of the freezer is
not at the wharf, has considera-
tion been given to the wharf area
as a location and, if "Yes" what
are the reasons for it not being
constructed there?

(5) What has been the sum total of
Government assistance to this
company and what form has it
taken?

Mr. GRAHAM replied:
(1) Yes.

(2) It is expected that the first ship-
ment will be undertaken about
the end of this year.

(3) At this stage it is not Intended to
erect a freezer at Albany because
of the capacity of the freezer
facilities at the Katanning works.

(4) Not applicable.
(5) $900,000 by way of a guarantee.

5.

6.

ROADS
Eric Street, Cottesloe

Mr. HUTCHINSON, to the Minister
for Works:
(1) Is Eric Street. Cottesloe, designated

a sub-arterial road thus attracting
Commonwealth Aid Road Funds?

(2) As the Eric Street bridge over the
railway is rather narrow and dan-
gerous despite the channelisation
and is, in effect, a bottleneck, will
he give some Idea when it can be
satisfactorily widened and Eric
Street converted into a dual car-
riageway?

Mr. JAMIESON replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) There are no plans for widening

of the Eric Street Bridge over the
railway. The provision of dual
carriageways in Eric Street is the
responsibility of the Cotteslos
Town Council.

SCHOOLS
Preparatory Special Classes

Mr. A. R. TONKIN, to the Minister
for Education:
(1) How many preparatory special

classes operate in State primary
schools?

(2) How many children are taught in
such classes?

(3) What special qualifications are the
teachers of these classes required
to have?

(4) How many children are on the
waiting list for preparatory special
classes?

(5) How are candidates for these
classes determined, and by whom?

(6) How many speech therapists are
employed by the Education De-
partment?

Mr. T. D. EVANS replied:
(1) '7.
(2) 105.
(3) Good teaching ability, sensitivity

to the needs of such children, and
enthusiasm for the work.

(4) 69.
(5) Selection depends upon the child's

potential and needs, borne location
in relation to existing classes.
home circumstances, determined
in consultation between advisory
teacher, district guidance officer,
class teacher and parent.

(6) None.

'7. This question was postponed.
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a. NORTHAM SCHOOL
Demnolition

Mr. McIVER, to the Minister for
Education:
(1) What action is being taken to have

the Northam primary school de-
molished?

(2) What stage has been reached in
constructing the canteen at the
Northam primary school?

Mr. T. D. EVANS replied:
(1) The Public Works Department was

requested on the 3rd October,
1972, to proceed with demolition.

(2) Approval to proceed with con-
struction will be given as soon as
amendments to structural, elec-
trical and plumbing specifications
required by the Public Works De-
partment have been completed.
The parents and citizens' associa-
tion has been advised of the above
requirements.

9. BLUFF POINT SCHOOL
Use of Site

Mr. SEWELL, to the minister for
Education:
(1) Has any decision been made in

connection with the disposal of the
old State school at Bluff Point?

(2) To what use is it intended that the
school site will be put?

Mr. T. D. EVANS replied:
(1) No.
(2) Present planning provides5 for the

old school to be utilised as a camp
school.

10. BI1RDS
Restrictions on Imports

Mr. W. A. MANNING, to the Minister
for Fisheries and Fauna:
(1) Referring to his reply to question

17 on 1st November, 1912, stating
that restrictions on the import of
birds were not being Increased but
were in fact being eased, will he
state how this agrees with a letter
issued by his department on the
same day (1st November) enclos-
ing a list of 52 birds which "will
be the only birds permitted to be
imported into Western Australia
for aviculture purposes"?

(2) Prior to that date how many types
of birds could be imported?

(3) When and how was the Aviculture
and Wildlife Association consulted
as stated in the letter?

Mr. BICKERTON replied:

(1) The list of birds which may now
be imported undcr license includes
all Australian birds (except those

declared to be vermin and those
which are considered to be an
acclimatization risk.) The total
which now may be imported under
license would, therefore, be in
excess of 700 Australian species
Plus 33 foreign species.

(2) The only foreign birds which could
be Imported previously were
pheasants, peafowl, canaries and
parrots--as stated in Notice dated
1st August 1 1961.

(3) Three representatives of the Avi-
culture and Wildlife Association
attended the meeting held on 2nd
May, 1972, when the proposals
were outlined in detail and dis-
cussed. All present were invited
to nominate additional species and
document reasons why such spec-
ies should be included. Since then
this association was reminded In
letters dated 11th July, 31st Aug-
ust and 1st November that it such
evidence was submitted it would be
carefully considered. This offer
still stands.

11. WATER SUPPLIES
Water-deficient Areas

Mr. GAYFER, to the Minister for
Lands:
(1) What areas of the State have re-

quested to be recognised as water
deficient areas?

(2) of these areas, which have been
recognised by the Government as
water deficient areas?

Mr. H. D. EVANS replied:
(1) The following shires have request-

ed to be recognised as water
deficient areas-

York.
Wickepin.
Cuballing.
Beverley.
Brookton.
Quairading.
Corrigin.
Victoria Plains.
Cranbrook (Stirling and Tunney

Wards).
Pingelly.
Moora.

(2) Four shires have been declared
water deficient-

York.
Wickepin.
Cuballing.
Brookton.

The farm water supply situation
in the other shires is being in-
vestigated.
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12. WATER SUPPLIES
Wet er-defacient Areas

Mr. C*AYFER, to the Minister for
Lands:
(1) With regard to water deficient

areas of the State, is It planned
to cart water to central points for
the use of domestic and stock pur-
poses?

(2) If so, at what mileage Intervals
will these sources be placed?

(3) What other steps are being plan-
ned to relieve the hardships of
many of our citizens within water
deficient areas?

Mr. H. D. EVANS replied:
This question, originally addressed

to the Minister for Water Supplies,
was more appropriately directed to
me by my colleague. The answer Is-
(1) to (3) In districts declared water

deficient and which are within the
country water supply, water may
be taken free of charge from stand
pipes.
Districts outside the country water
supply requiring to be declared
water deficient will be investigated
in greater depth to determine total
water needs and the sources from
which water might be obtained.
In all of these arrangements it
would be expected that farmers
would not have to cart water more
than 20 miles approximately.

13. TRAFFIC
Patrols: New Year's Eve

Mr. MENSAROS, to the Minister rep-
resenting the Minister for Police:-

Could he say approximately how
many police patrol cars or motor
cycles will be engaged in the met-
ropolitan area on New Year's Eve?

Mr. BICKERTON replied:
Twenty ears and thirty-four motor
cycles.

14. UNEMPLOYMENT
Free Transport

Mr. MENSAROS, to the Premier:
(1) Is it the Government's intention

to introduce a free transport
scheme for unemployed persons
to facilitate their seeking employ-
ment?

(2) If so, when?
(3) If not, why not?

Mr. J. T. TONK~I replied:
(1) The Commonwealth Government

sought the co-operation of the
State in introducing a uniform
scheme for the Provision of free
transport for unemployed persons

to facilitate their seeking employ-
ment. This scheme has been In
operation since 2nd October.

(23 and (3) Answered by (1).

15. TEACHERS' TRAINING
COLLEGES

Business Course
Mr. MENSAROS, to the Minister for
Education:
(1) Are internal teachers' college

students studying a business edu-
cation course paid by the depart-
ment for the fees and cost of ap-
proved university external units
which improve their capacity to
teach?

(2) If not, could this policy be
changed for the betterment of
teachers' education?

Mr. T. D. EVANS replied:
(1) Teachers' College students under-

taking a business education course
do not normally have the fees for
University units paid by the Edu-
cation Department, The reason
for this Policy Is that business
education is a very heavy course
and it is considered undesirable
for students to undertake addit-
ional studies.

(2) It is not considered advisable to
change this Policy as this could
result in students overloading
their courses with University stud-
ies.

16. MOTOR VEHICLES
Use in Private Rights-of-Waya

Mr. MENSAROS, to the Minister rep-
resenting the Minister for Police:

Is it allowed to use unlicensed
vehicles in privately owned rights-
of -way which are used without
challenge by public vehicles such
as local authorities rubbish collec-
tion trucks, etc.?

Mr. BICKERTON replied:
Yes.

17. REGIONAL PROMOTION
COMMITT'EES

Establishment and Expenses
Mr. STEPHENS, to the Minister for
Development and Decentralisation:
(1) How many regional promotion

committees have been established
with the support of the depart-
ment from 1971 to the present
date In-
(a) south-west;
(b) great southern?

(2) Are the expenses of operating re-
gional promotion committees met
by the department?
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(3) Is it Proposed that regional pro-
motion committees 'will supersede
regional councils and zone devel-
opment committees?

Mr. GRAHAM replied:
(1) None.
(2) No.
03) There is no such proposal. How-

ever, an interdepartmental com-
mittee has been asked to examine
and report on regional organisa-
Mton within the State.

NATIVE BIRDS
Destruction by Cats

Mr. W. A. MANNING. to the Minister
for Fisheries and Fauna;
(1) Has any investigation been made

into the destruction of native
birds caused by roaming domes-
tic Cats?

(2) What was the result?
(a) Is any action in this regard de-

sirable?
(4) If so, what action?

Mr. BICKERTON replied:
(1) As far as the Department of Fish-

eries and Fauna is aware there
is no authoritative statement on
the effect on native birds of roam-
ing domestic cats. However, offi-
cers of the department do destroy
cats on fauna reserves when the
opportunity arises. and their gut
contents are noted.

(2) The gut contents usually show a
diet of lizards, insects, mammals
and birds in that order of abund-
ance.

Mr. Williams: For breakfast or dinner?

Mr. BICKERTON: To continu--
(3) Yes.
(4) A reduction in the number of feral

cats whenever possible. In a re-
cent report of the Rouse of Rep-
resentatives. Select Committee on
wildlife Conservation one of
the recommendations was that
C.SJIR.O. co-operate with the
States in a research programme
into the biology of feral cats.

19. KENWICK SCHOOL
Landscaping of Grounds

Mr. BATEMAN, to the Minister for
Education:

As the Kenwick primary school
grounds have been prepared for
landscaping by the parents and
citizens' association, can he ad-
vise when the Public Works De-
partment will actually do the
work required as agreed by his
department?

20.

21.

18.

Mr. T. Di. EVANS replied:
Landscaping plans have been pre-
pared by the Public Works De-
partmnent but the work cannot
commence until the necessary
funds can be made available.

EDUCATION
OffIcial School Terms

Mr. BERTRAM, to the minister for
Education:
(1) What are the official school terms

for Governmnent and independent
schools for 1973?

(2) Do these vary in any way and, if
so, how for schools in remote
areas?

Mr. T. D, EVANS replied:
(1) Government primary and second-

ary schools:
1st term 1973-5th February to
11th May (inclusive).
2nd term 197 3-28th May to 24th
August (inclusive).
3rd term 1973-10th September to
21st December (inclusive).
Non-Government primary and
secondary schools:
(a) Catholic-

1st term 1973-6th February
to 9th May (inclusive).
2nd term 1973-29th May to
22nd August (inclusive).
3rd term 1973-11th Septem-
ber to 3-4-5th December (in-
clusive).

(b) Other non-Government prim-
ary and secondary schools:
1st term 1973-8th February
to 9th May (inclusive).
2nd term 1973-29th May to
22nd August (inclusive).
3rd term 1973-11th Septem-
ber to 5th December (inclu-
sive).
Note: The dates given for
non-Governmnent primary and
secondary schools can be
taken as a guide only, as
there is considerable varia-
tion from school to school.

(2) There is no variation for Govern-
ment schools in 1973.

HEALTH
Acupuncture

Mr. BERTRAM, to the Minister for
Health:
(1) Do any medical practitioners use

the technique known as acupunc-
ture In this State?
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(2) What steps are being taken by the
Department of Health to ascer-
tain whether acupuncture Is a
technique which should be in com-
mon use in this State?

Mr. DAVIES replied:
(1) There are none known to the de-

partment.
(2) None.

22. HIGH SCHOOLS
Sporting Act ivities: Supervision

Mr. BERTRAM, to the Minister for
Education:
(1) Is it so that a number of high

schools have inadequate staff to
organise and/or supervise stud-
ents' sporting activities?

(2) If "Yes" since when has this been
so?

Mr. T. D. EVANS replied:
(1) No. In some schools there have

been problems associated with
interschool competitions held on
a Wednesday afternoon.
The need created by the wide
range of sporting options now
available, is being met by the em-
ployment of part-time instructors.

(2) Not applicable.

23. MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT
Dress in the Chamber

Sir CHARLES COURT, to the
Speaker:
(1) Has he been advised of a resolu-

tion by the State Parliamentary
Labor Party to the effect that-
Dress in the Chambers be left to
the discretion of Individual Mem-
bers and that the Members of the
State Parliamentary Labor Party
would be implementing the deci-
sion In the next session of Parlia-
ment?

(2) If so, what is his reaction to it?
(3) (a) Is It not the prerogative of

the Speaker to rule in con-
nection with a matter of this
kind;

(b) if so, what action does he pro-
pose if the members of the
State Parliamentary Labor
Party insist on enforcing their
resolution and the resulting
dress does not conform to Mr.
Speaker's present ruling?

(4) If he has not received advice of
the resolution, will he take the
matter up with the Secretary of
the State Parliamentary Labar
Party?

The SPEAKER replied:
(1) Yes.

(2) My direction on the 15thi March
of this year (page 36 Hansard
No. 1) still stands.

(3) (a) I can only ask Members to
abide by my previous direc-
tion. There is no Standing
Order on this matter and it
is left to the good races of
the Members to conform to
the standard set.
I will review the situation
when Parliament next meets
in accordance with the wishes
of the House which controls
its own destiny.

(b) This is a hypothetical ques-
tion and therefore inadmniss-
ible.

(4) Answered by (1).

24. INLAND SUPERPHOSPHATE
WORKS

Feasibility Study

Mr. McPHARLIN, to the Minister for
Development and Decentralisatlon:
(1) Has the Government had an op-

portunity to study the second
phase of the feasibility study and
report by Davy Ashmore on an
inland superphosphate works?

(2) If so, has consideration been given
to further action by the Govern-
ment?

(3) What would be the- nature of any
further participation by the Gov-
ermnent?

(4) Has any action been taken to-
wards acquiring or purchasing any
area of land for the purpose of
erecting a manufacturing plant?

Mr. GRAHAM replied:
(1) Studies of the report are In pro-

gress but are not yet completed.
(2) Consideration is currently being

given to further action.
(3) See (2).
(4) No.

25. INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
Promotion in Armadale, Rockingham,

and Kujinana Area

Mr. RUSHTON, to the Minister for
Development and Decentralisation:
(1) In the past 20 months which in-

dustries has he or his department
attracted to the following re-
gions-
(a) Armadale;
(b) Rockingham;
(c) Kwinana?

(2) For each region, how many em-
ployment opportunities have been
generated from his or his depart-
ment's efforts in this time?
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(3) What is the general purpose of
the industries in the pipeline for
these three regions and the total
of the employment opportunities
for each region to come from the
expected industries?

Mr. GRAHAM replied:
(1) (a) Nil.

(b) (i) Co-operative Bulk Hand-
ling Ltd. $42 million
extensions.

(ii) Ready Mixed Concrete
Ltd. (for supply to C.B.H.
work).

(III) E.P.T. Ltd.-extenslon of
plant to undertake the
proposed State Electricity
Commission 330 KVA
power main.

(iv) Relocation and extension
of premises for Derben
Marine.

(c) (1) Calcott & Downey Ltd.
workshop.

(ii) Transfield Ltd-construc-
tion of the $20 million
drilling rig for O.D.E.C.O.
Ltd.

The total investment in these
projects will exceed $70 mil-
lion.

(2) It is not possible to measure the
number of jobs created In any
particular region as a result of
the Government's overall promo-
tional activities.

(3) It is considered that such infor-
mation should remain confidential.

26. MINING
Fitzgerald River Reserve

Sir CHARLES COURT, to the Minis-
ter for Mines:
(1) Have drilling sites for Fitzgerald

River reserve been finalised as
foreshadowed in Press announce-
ment in The West Australian 25th
August, 1972?

(2) What stage has been reached in
the programme to determine whe-
ther mining will be permitted and
on what conditions?

Mr. H. D. Evans (for Mr. MAY) re-
plied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Drilling commenced this week.

27. WHEAT AND WOOL
CARTAGE

Trades and Labor Council: Ban
Mr. W. A. MANNING, to the Premier:
(1) Has he seen a news item in The

West Australian of 15th November
stating that the Trades and Labor
Council threatens a black ban

on the movement of wheat and
wool if certain legislation on an-
other subject is defeated?

(2) Does he intend to take action on
this threat which amounts to
blackmail and a threat to democ-
racy as we know it?

Mr. J. T. TONKIN replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) From time to time one reads of

threats which never materialize.
I have never taken sabre rattling
seriously.

28. BUILDING WORKERS'
UNION

Subcontracting: Conference
Mr. MENSAROS, to the Minister for
Labour:

Regarding the reported meeting
of building workers and the re-
quest by the B.W.I.U for the Goev-
erment to arrange a confer-
ence-
(a) are the demands by the union

in connection with weekly pay
rates of tradesmen;

(b) is there an endeavour to bring
the so far freely negotiated
subcontract agreements In
some way under industrial
awards:

(c) If (b) is "Yes" would he state
whether the Government
support moves to undermine
and/or terminate the success-
ful system of subcontracting
in the building trade, the ces-
sation of which would lead to
lesser productivity, smaller
earnings and lack of incentive
by a solid small free enter-
prise group in the commu-
nity?

Mr. TAYLOR replied:

29.

(a) to (c) The Government has
not been appraised of any
claim by the Building Work-
ers' Union arising from re-
ported meetings. I am, there-
fore, unable to answer the
questions at this stage.

GRAIN
Bulk Handling Facilities: Bunbury
Mr. WILLIAMS, to the Minister for
Agriculture:
(1) What districts are presently

served by bulk grain handling
facilities at Sunbury?

(2) Will the new installations at Ewi-
nana decrease the tonnages of
grain through the port of Bun-
bury?

(3) Are new grain handling facilities
to be provided as part of the new
harbour at Bunbury?
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Mr. H. D. EVANS replied:
I Previously asked for the post-
ponement of this question be-
cause information had to be
obtained from private sources.
The answer is--
(1) Receival points railing to Bun-

bury are: Bullaring to Narro-
gin inclusive on the Merredin-
Corrigin - Narrogin line;
Onarming to Narrogin inclu-
sive on the Merredin Narem-
been-Narrogin line; and all
receival points west of the
great southern line except for
Dale and Wandering.

(2) No.
(3) There are no plans at present

to provide such facilities.

QUESTIONS (8): WITHOUT NOTICE
TRAVEL AGENTS

Legislation and Bonds
Sir CHARLES COURT, to the Minister
for Tourism:

The Minister may be unable to
answer my question off the cuff,
in which ease I will put it on the
notice paper. However, I believe
most of the information is readily
available.
(1) What progress has been made

with the preparation of legis-
lation to deal with the regis-
tration of travel agents and
charterers?

(2) In the meantime, is there any
contact by the Government
with firms operating in this
field of business and which
are bonded as members of the
association at the present
time, bearing In mind a num-
ber of new firms have com-
menced recently? I under-
stand these firms are not
members of the association
where the bonding arrange-
ment exists.

Mr. TAYLOR replied:
I will attempt to answer the ques-
tion, and I will confirm the in-
formation later in writing.
(1) No further action has been

taken directly since I con-
veyed the answer to a similar
question some time ago. Con-
sultations are still taking
place between the States in
an endeavour to set up uit-
form legislation. To the best
of my knowledge no State is
as yet satisfied that it has
drafted legislation to control
travel agents satisfactorily.

(1771

(2) No. The Government is not
In contact with any com-
Panies which are commencing
business in this State.

2. METROPOLITAN HOSPITALS
Committee of inquiry into Needs

Mr. HUJTCHINSON, to the Minister
for Health:
(1) Is the report of the committee of

inquiry into metropolitan hospital
needs, 1981, used as a basis or
Part-basis for the planning and
building of metropolitan hospitals?

(2) What reasons were given in this
report or advice tendered in re-
gard to the suitability of the
Royal Perth Hospital site for
further substantial development?

(3) Is the $40,000,000 expansion plan
for R.P.H.. as announced in The
West Australian of the 9th No-
vember, 1972, a plan which has
departmental and Medical School
approval?

(4) To what extent will the Imple-
mentation of this plan slow down
the growth and development of
the Perth Medical Centre at Hol-
lywood and the proposed hospital
on the Murdoch University site?

(5) Is he able to say what
"economic" size of B.PE.,
regard for its situation,
parking proble ms, etc.?

is the
having
trafflc,

Mr. DAVIES replied:
I would ask that this question be
Placed on the notice paper as I
did not have any prior notice of It.
I will be delighted to answer it at
a later stage.

3. CLOSE OF SESSION
Target Date

Sir CHARLES COURT, to the Prem-
ier:

Is he able to advise the House, in
the light of progress made to date
and the state of the notice paper,
whether the House will sit tomor-
row or whether we will continue
with a normal sitting week com-
mencing at 4.30 p.m. on Tuesday?

Mr. J. T. TONKIN replied:
It has been the custom over many
years for the Government to set
a target date for the close of a
session. In most cases the target
date has been achieved, but this
depends upon the co-operation of
the opposition. Because it was
asked to do so, and in accordance
with previous experience, the Gov-
ernment on this occasion set a
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target date which, in my opinion,
could have been achieved with the
co-operation of the Opposition.

Mr. O'Connor* The co-operation of the
Government!

Mr. J. T. TONKIN: It soon became
clear that contrary to previous ex-
perience, the Opposition had no
very great desire to co-operate
with the Government to achieve
the target date.

Sir Charles Court: We have co-oper-
ated.

Mr. J. T. TONKIN: Yes, the Opposi-
tion has co-operated to the extent
that members have spoken over
and over again on the same sub-
ject.

Sir Charles Court: That Is not correct.
Mr. Graham: Stonewalling.
Sir Charles Court: We will not let

important Bills go through by
default.

The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr. J. T. TONKIN: When It became

obvious to me that there was no
general desire to complete the sit-
ting of Parliament this week, I
abandoned all Idea of the target
date. Now I do not have a target
date at all. We will continue to
sit until Parliament either passes
or rejects the legislation which the
Government desires to have passed
during this part of the session.

Sir Charles Court: That suits us.
Mr. J. T, TONKIN: Finally, it Is not

my intention for Parliament to sit
tomorrow.

Mr. Gayfer: Oh, no, we are all ready!
Mr. 3. T. TONKIN: We will sit at the

normal time on Tuesday and take
it from there.

POLICE
Breaking and Entering Offences

Mr. STEPHENS, to the Minister re-
presenting the Minister for Police:
(1) How many breaking and en-

tering cases with thefts involving
more than $200 have been reported
in-
(a) South-West Police Division,
(b) Albany or Great Southern

Police Division,
in each of the last three years?

(2) How much money was stolen In
each year in each division?

(3) What is the population of each
area?

(4) How many CJI.B. officers are sta-
tioned in each area?

(5) in light of the failure to stem the
burglaries, would the Minister
strengthen the CIDB. -staff in each
area?

Mr. BICKERTON replied:
The information sought by the
bonourable member requires con-
siderable research. The details re-
quested will be extracted and for-
warded to him when available.

5. ROAD TRANSPORT SYSTEM
Inquiry by Royal Commission

Mr. O'CONNOR, to the Premier:
In view of the great concern ex-
pressed by the transport Industry,
will he give a guarantee to me
that my motion will be dealt with
before the closure of this session
of Parliament?

Mr. J. T. TrONKCIN replied:
I would ask the honourable mem-
ber to put the question on the no-
tice paper.

5. CLOSE OF SESSION
Target Date

Sir CHARLES COURT, to the Prem-
ier:

In view of the very unfair com-
ments made by the Premier-

Mr. J. T. Tonkin: Perfectly justified.
Are you making a speech or ask-
ing a question?

Sir CHARLES COURT: I am asking a
question, if the Premier is polite
enough to listen. in view of the
unfair comments made by the
Premier about the Opposition's
handling of measures In this
House, will he specify the Orders
of the Day during the last two,
three, or even four weeks of this
session when the Opposition has
not operated properly in accord-
ance with Its responsibilities and
its rights?

Mr. J. T. TONKIN replied:
It has become perfectly obvious
with a number of Orders of the
Day-

Sir Charles Court: Which ones?
Mr. 3. T. TONKIEN: -especially in the

Committee stage, when members
of the Opposition have stood up
and repeated the same remarks
on different clauses ad -naus~eamn-

Sir Charles Court: You are reflecting
on the Chairman.

Mr, J. T. TONKIN: Am I?
Sir Charles Court: That is his job. He

chopped us off in our prime yes-
terday.

4.
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Mr. J. T. TONKIN: The Leader of the
Opposition has been here long
enough to know that nothing in
Standing Orders says that the
Chairman or Speaker must act un-
less a point of order is taken. He
can act of his own volition if
he likes.

Sir Charles Court: Weren't you here
yesterday?

Mr. J. T. TONKIN: It has become
perfectly obvious that the Opposi-
tion had no very great desire to
expedite the business of the
House.

Mr. Hutchinson: Are you talking about
the debate on the Dentists Act
Amendment Bill yesterday?

Mr. J. T. TONKIN: That is one of
them.

Mr. Hutchinson: I will have something
to say on the Estimates about
that!

Mr. J. T. TONKIN: You always have
something to say, but much of it
is not worth listening to.

The SPEAKER: Order! Order!
Mr. J, T. TONKIN: I repeat, that in

my opinion the discussion on a
number of Orders of the Day could
have been and would have been
substantially curtailed had there
been any strong desire on the part
of members to finish n the target
date. I listened to discussions in
the Federal Parliament on one
occasion and I heard the members
pass 20 Bills in one day.

Sir Charles Court: That is not to their
credit.

Mr. Hutchinson: They have a gag and
a guillotine there.

Mr. J. T. TONKIN: Here we have
spent practically the whole day on
one Order of the Day.

Mr. Hutchinson; What is wrong with
that?

Mr. J. T. TONKIN: There is a great
deal wrong with it, if the desire Is
to curtail speech-making and get
on with the legislation.

Mr. Hutchinson: I never tried to delay
any legislation.

Mr. J1. T. TONKIN: At no time did I
single out the member for Cottes-
boe or any other member; I am
referring to the Opposition collec-
tively and I am saying it was
perfectly evident there was no
desire to curtail discussion-

Mr. Hutchinson: You are as wrong
as you can be.

Mr. J. T. TONKIN: That Is the hon-
ourable member's opinion; it is not
mine. Had there been any desire

to finish on the target date the
work of the Parliament could have
been accomplished with a great
deal less talk.

Sir Charles Court: You had better talk
to your Attorney-General. He
caused a great deal of the trouble
earlier in the session with his un-
fair remarks.

7. C.B.H. KWINANA TERMINAL
Report

Mr. GAYFER, to the Minister for De-
velopment and Dlecentralization:

I have no desire to ruffle the feel-
ings of anybody but I wish to ask
a question of the Minister arising
from the answer he gave to ques-
tion 25 on today's notice paper
asked by the member for Dale.
The question asked was-

In the past 20 months which
industries has he or his de-
partment attracted to the fol-
lowing regions-
(a) Armadale;
(b) Rockingham;
(a) Kwinana?

The Minister replied as follows-
Co-operative Bulk Handling
Limited - $42,000,000 exten-
sion.

What negotiations did he enter
into, or what attraction did he
offer to C.B.H. so that it would
establish this $42,000,000 project
at Ewinana?

Mr. GRAHAM replied:
I could give a short answer now,
but I would prefer to give one with
more detail and I ask that the
question be placed on the notice
paper.

8. INDECENT PUBLICATIONS
ACT AMENDMENT BILL

Tabling of Document
Sir CHARLES COURT, to the Minister
for Labour:

I am asking this question of the
Minister because he handled the
indecent Publications Act Amend-
ment Hill in this House on behalf
of his colleague in another place.
I did not put the question to him
during the debate on the Bill it-
self, because I did not want to
cause any delay.
My question is: Could he have a
word with the Chief Secretary to
see whether the submission made
to that Minister, and referred to
in the Press statement of the 3rd
November, could be laid on the
Table of the House before we reach
the third reading stage of the Bill
on Tuesday?
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I realise It might not be the sort
of document that should be tabled.
but we would like to obtain a copy
of it if we could, together with the
names of the members of the de-
putation. before the third reading
proceeds.

Mr. TAYLOR replied:
I will pass the question to the
Chief Secretary, but the Leader of
the Opposition will appreciate that
it must be left to the Chief Secre-
tary to decide whether he is pre-
Pared to table the document.

Sir Charles Court: Very well.

LOAN BILLJ
Second Reading

Debate resumed from the 14th November.

SIR CHARLES COURT (Nedlands-
Leader of the Opposition) [4.49 P.m.]: The
Premier has tempted me to deal with the
Loan Bill at length and In the manner
I would be entitled to adopt. However, In
an endeavour to calm him down a little.
and in view of the undertaking I gave to
the Government Whip, I will deal with
the Bill in the customary manner. I feel
sure that this will also put the gentlemen
In the Public gallery at their ease because
they have been spending approximately the
last two days waiting for the Apple and
Pear Industry Bill to be discussed instead
of being engaged on thinning out their
plums.

We do not oppose the Bill. It is a
machinery measure that gives the Govern-
ment the necessary statutory authority to
handle its loan funds, as distinct from the
appropriation measures which will be dealt
with separately. I want to make It clear
to all my colleagues, and to ensure there is
no misunderstanding in the House. that
the acceptance of this Bill as a machinery
measure does not in any way inhibit the
discussion In which other members can
engage on the appropriation measures In
respect of Consolidated Revenue and also
loan funds.

I have already spoken to both measures,
but other members have yet to speak. Hav-
ing made that observation I do not want
to delay the House any further. The Pre-
mier has explained some of the differences
regarding the Bill introduced this year
compared with the situation that existed
in other years. I find no fault with that,
and on that basis I support the Bill.

MR. J 1. TONKIN (Melville-Treasurer)
[4.51 Pun. 1: I thank the Leader of the Op-
position most appreciatively for his atti-
tude of co-operation at this stage of the
proceedings. I agree that this Is Purely a
machinery measure and we should not take
up any more time of the House In discuss-
ing it.

Question Put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without

debate, reported without amendment, and
the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr.

J7. T. Tonkin (Treasurer).* and transmitted
to the Council.

APPLE AND PEAR INDUSTRY BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from the 14th Nov-

ember.

MR. MOILER (Toodyay) [4.55 P.m.):
The Bill before us is one of major Im-
portance to those engaged in the apple and
Pear industry. It is designed to assist the
export marketing of apples and pears, but
principally apples. The object of the mea-
sure is to maintain and to increase, if pos-
sible, the quantity of apples exported from
this State. The Hill is long overdue. It
should have been introduced to this House
many Years ago, but it is typical that un-
der the administration of the previous
Government such measures were not in-
troduced.

Mr. O'Connor: You never made any
move to introduce It.

Mr. MOILER: How could I? This is a
major step that is now being taken be-
cause it is necessary to bring some relief
to what is virtually a critical position that
has developed in the apple and pear indus-
try. The Bill contains only 32 clauses, the
first 15 of which deal Principally with the
establishment of the proposed board. These
clauses are similar to those that appear in
other Bills of this nature that seek to es-
tablish boards or controlling authorities. I
will not refer to these clauses because I be-
lieve they are simple and straightforward.

Clause 15 lists the general powers of
the board. Paragraph (f) sets out what
the board is empowered to do. The para-
graph states that it can carry out, or en-
ter into, contracts for the receiving,
handling, storing, Packing, selling, and
shipping of apples and pears to places out-
side Australia. The paragraphs contained
in clause 15 range from (a) to (k) and,
as I have stated, clearly set out the general
Powers of the proposed board.

Clauses 16 to 22 outline how the board
may operate in regard to the delivery and
sale of apples, the charges it may make,
and the legal proceedings it may enter in-
to. These clauses explain how the board
will advise producers as to the receival
Points for apples and pears and the meth-
ods used for their receival. Subelause (6)
of clause 16 provides--

(6) Notwithstanding any other nro-
vision or this Act, where the Board
has accepted delivery of apples or
pears and it subsequently appears to
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the Board that it will be unable to
export those apples or pears, either
absolutely or so as to obtain a reason-
able return therefrom, it may sell or
arrange for the sale of those apples or
pears within the State.

When the leader of the Country Party
was speaking he made some play on the
fact that the board could arrange the
sae of apples and pears within the State.
I cannot see why the board should not be
able to do this, because it Is quite reason-
able. It must be expected that the board
should be permitted to market apples and
pears throughout the State on behalf of
any producer who desires to sell his pro-
ducts through the board.

Sir Charles Court: Do the producers
want that?

Mr. MOILER: In his second reading
speech the Minister said this will not be
the case until a referendum of the growers
has been held. Personally I feel no harm
will be done by giving the board the
power to sell apples throughout the State.

Mr. Runciman: The growers think
differently.

Mr. MOILER: I am not a grower. I am
speaking as the elected representative of
the Toodyay electorate, in which there are
a number of growers. I am expressing the
opinion that once the board is established
and if a referendum is held a majority de-
cision will be arrived at; and if the pro-
ducers so wish the board could be per-
mitted to sell on the local market.

The Leader of the Country Party has
made play on this aspect, but when he
was asked to present alternatives relating
to the disposal of the surplus apples which
cannot be exported, he could not come
forward with any. The board should be
permitted to accept the surplus apples on
the understanding that it will be able to
sell them on the local market. If not, do
we expect the board to dispose of the
apples by dumping them? Of course not;
they should be marketed in this State.

The provisions in clauses 16 to 19 deal
with the operations of the board and
the submission of annual reports, etc.

I now turn to part III which deals with
the cold storage of apples. It commences
at clause 23 and it has been the cause of
concern to some growers. Clause 24 states
that apples are not to be stored in un-
licensed cold stores. It is envisaged that If
the quantity of apples being stored ex-
ceeds 100 bushels the cold store must be
licensed. Failure to observe this require-
ment will render a Person liable to a tine
of $200.

I draw attention to what the Minister
said in his second reading speech in re-
spect of this particular matter. He said-

It was agreed that this legislation
should include provision for control of
new plantings. It is intended that by

means of registration of cool stores the
industry can be kept informed of the
quantities of fruit being held over for
marketing later in the season and, if
recommended, quantities of such fruit
could be specified.

I think that is quite reasonable. If we are
to have a stable industry, and if we are
to improve the system of marketing apples
overseas, it is reasonable to adopt the sys-
tem of registering cold stores so that we
will know what quantities of apples are
available. If a contract is obtained I im-
agine the board will be able to ascertain
the quantity available throughout the State
of the various varieties. It is reasonable
for the cold stores to be registered and
for the licensees to advise the board of the
quantities of apples held.

The Provision in clause 26 requires
growers to indicate to the board the likely
apple harvest for the coming season. This
clause also refers to a "restricted season."
This applies to the Apples Sales Advisory
Committee in relation to surplus apples In
the coming season. The committee is to
advise the Minister of any impending sur-
plus, and the Minister may declare the
season to be a "restricted one."

This provision will be the means of en-
abling the industry to become better organ-
ised. If it becomes obvious to the committee
that there will be a large surplus of apples
then it will advise the Minister accordingly.
It would know where the apples were stored
and the quantities that were available in
each area. With that information the pro-
ducers could determine the best course of
action to take with their own particular
surplus.

Mr. Thompson: It is already known that
there will be an oversupply of apples this
season, and the producers know what the
surplus will be. That has been done with-
out this legislation.

Mr. MOILER: It is anticipated there
will be a surplus of over 1,000,000 bushels
this year.

Mr. Blaikie: What has the registration
of producers to do with the export market?

Mr. MOILER: I think it has a lot to
do with it.

Mr. Blaikie: Will you explain it?

Mr. MOILER: if we are able to develop
a better export system we will place the
industry on a firmer basis. By registration
we will know what quantities and varieties
of apples are stored in the State.

Mr. Blaikie: The export season lasts
only a limited time, but the cold storage
applies for the balance of the season.

Mr. MOILER: I cannot see the point
raised by the honourable member. It will
do no harm to know where the apples are
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stored. I turn to the provision in clause
26 (3) which states-

(3) Notwithstanding the provisions
of section 25 of this Act-

(a) there shall be included In any
application for the registra-
tion of cold storage premises
made In respect of a restricted
season, particulars of the
maximum quantities of each
variety of apples which the
applicant wishes to keep in the
cold storage premises during
each month of that restricted
season;

I agree with the principle behind that pro-
vision for the reasons I have given. It will
enable the board to establish where and
what quantities of apples are stored.

However, I would like the Minister to
reconsider the provision in clause 26 (3)
(b) which states--

(b) any certificate of registration is-
sued by the Committee for a re-
stricted season shall specify the
maximum quantity of each variety
of apples which may be kept at
the registered premises during
each month of that season.

Personally I am opposed to this provision
because I believe it to be aL form of quota.
A person is required to license his cold
store, but after having done that he is
required to observe the provision in clause
26 (4) which states--

(4) A person shall not, during a
restricted season, keep in any regis-
tered premises a quantity of apples
of any particular variety exceeding
the quantity of apples of that variety
specified for that time in the certificate
of registration issued for those Pre-
mises.

in having cold stores licensed, the com-
mittee will be able to direct what quantities
of apples the licensees are permitted to
store. I would ask the Minister to have
another look at that aspect. This applies
not only to apples stored for export, but
also for local consumption.

The Minister said it was not his inten-
tion to control the local market. I would
like the Minister to reconsider this provi-
sion, because it will affect the local market.
If the committee is able to control the
quantity of apples stored it will also be
able to impose a restriction on the quantity
of apples a local Producer may store. This
amounts to a quota system.

Mr. Rushton: It is a quota for the local
market, but not the export market. Do
you think there should be a quota applied
to export apples?

Mr. MOILER: If the honourable member
reads the Western Australian Fruit Grow-
ers supplement. May, 1972, he will find it is

anticipated that due to the lack of shipping
space a quota system will have to be ap-
plied to the quantity exported.

Mr. Rushton- You want to protect the
local market. Should this method be used
for the export market also?

Mr. MOILER: Is the honourable member
talking about the local market or the local
producer? In what way am I protecting
the local market, in view of the fact that
I said the producers should not be res-
tricted in the quantity of apples that are
permitted to store?

Mr.' Rushton: You suggest a, quota
system for the local market. What do You
think of a quota system for the export
market?

Mr. MOILER: I do not agree with any
restrictions being imposed on the sale of
apples on the local market. If there is
a surplus I am In favour of that surplus
being disposed of on the local market,
so that the consumer will be able to buy
the fruit cheaper and therefore in greater
quantity. This will also benefit the pro-
ducer.

Mr. Rushton: Are you not worried about
the producers?

Mr. MOILER: This will assist the pro-
ducers also. If the price of apples is
cheaper, the consumer will buy a greater
quantity. This applies particularly to fam-
ilies who are finding it difficult to afford
a sufficient quantity of fruit. If fruit is
cheaper the people will buy more.

Poducers will benefit through consumers
buying greater quantities of apples, and
thus the surplus will be reduced.

Mr. Nalder: You have been referring
to the board and the committee. They
are different bodies. The committee is al-
ready in existence but the board is not.

Mr. MOILER; In dealing with part III
of the Bill I should have referred to the
committee. If that is the only fault the
honourable member can find with my con-
tribution then I am happy. I have already
made reference to the two provisions in the
Bill which I hope the Minister will recon-
sider for two reasons.

r believe, as the Minister indicated, that
tie had no intention of controlling the
local market. However, I believe the pro-
visions of clause 26 of this Bill will impose
a control on the local market.

Another reason for looking at the Bill
further is that I do not believe we should
overcome the surplus problem by imposing
quotas. The grower of the poorer type of
apples should have to dispose of those
apples by the best means available to him.
I do not believe we should impose quotas.
Let us observe the reaction of the Western
Australian public to see if it takes ad-
vantage of the surplus, which I believe will
be considerable.

Mr. Nalder: Does the honourable mem-
ber mean that the poorer grade apples
should come onto the market?
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Mr. MOILER: No, not at all. I am saying
that the consumers will sort out this prob-
lem. The poorer grade apples will have
to be disposed of by some other means by
the Producer.

Mr. Nalder: Well, that happens now.
'The producer has to get rid of them and,
in some cases, he has to dump them.

Mr. MOILER: it is far better that the
Producer should get rid of the poorer grade
apples rather than to have the committee
or the board telling each farmer how
many apples he can produce. Under the
conditions of clause 26 a quota could
be imposed on a farmer who produced a
high-class or prime quality apple and he
would have to cut his production; whereas
a farmer producing a poorer grade of
apple would be able to place that apple on
the market. I believe the consumers will
be able to work this out without imposing
quotas.

Mr. Nalder: The honourable member
does not appreciate what the committee
is doing now.

Mr. MOILER; The provisions contained
in the last part of the Bill will control the
planting of trees. This is a principle which
is being adopted by many industries at the
Present time, and it will virtually put a.
stop to the planting of additional trees.
I am not decrying the industry for im-
posing this restriction. It seems that many
industries reach a crisis and the People
concerned try to close their ranks and re-
strict that industry so that others will not
enter it. Restrictions will not apply to the
apple Industry only; they already apply
to most other Industries--from. the taxi
industry right through.

I believe this restricting power is some-
thing which needs to be looked into. I am
not opposing the provision In the Bill. I
believe we should have marketing control
but we should give further consideration
to the control of production. I will not
oppose the provision because, as I have
said, the restriction exists in very many
other industries where the people con-
cerned have closed their ranks. It seems
that we will soon have a closed shop in
every industry.

Having made the request to the Minister
to have a second look at clause 26, I sup-
port the Bill. I believe the measure will
introduce a better marketing system. I do
not doubt that we will have a surplus of
apples, but we should let the consumer de-
rive some benefit from that surplus. I am
opposed to the virtual control by the im-
position of quotas, and restricting the
quantity of apples which will be stored in
licensed cool stores.

MR. STEPHENS (Stirling) 1 5.21 p.m.J:
FPar from being critical, I will stick to a
statement of facts. I think the member for
Toodyay. by his speech, indicated how

little he knows of the industry-which Is
typical of the Government's attitude to-
wards agricultural probelma.

Mr. J, T. Tonkin: What you see-
Mr. STEPHENS: I do not int~rJect

on other members, so why should they
interject on me?

Mr. J. T'. Tonkin: We would like to help
YOU.

Mr. STEPHENS: I represent an area in
which there are miany fruit growers and
I feel it incumbent on me to take an inter-
est in this Bill. I indicate my qualified
support for it, and I also indicate that the
growers whom I represent support it. I
qualify my support to the extent of the
amendments foreshadowed by my leader
when he spoke on this matter the other
evening. He went into the ramifications of
the industry, and he also dealt with the
Bill iii some detail. However, it is not my
intention to discuss the various aspects
of the measure, nut rather to be, more
general in my remarks.

I sincerely believe that the amendments
proposed by my leader will improve the
Bill and bring it into line with what the
growers require. I intend to give a little of
the background which has led up to the
introduction of the legislation. I think as
a result of what I have to say members
will understand why the growers are look-
ing forward to an improvement in their
industry.

I will not go back into the distant past.
but I will refer to the 1971 W.A. Fruit Grow-
ers' Association conference. Many motions
appeared on the agenda of that conference
which indicated that the fruitgrowers
were concerned with the way the industry
was developing.

One of the principal motions carried at
t he conference requested that a Select
Committee be appointed to inquire into
the apple and pear industry. It is now bis-
tory that the move for the appointment
of a Select Committee was made by the
a-member for Blackwood in this House,
in October, 1971. It is also history that the
Government opposed the appointment of
the Select Committee. However, to the
credit of the Government it agreed to the
setting up of a committee of inquiry which
has become known as the Knox committee.
That committee subsequently engaged a
subcommittee in the form of P.A. Manage-
ment Consultants which undertook the
detailed investigation into the industry
and, in particular, the United Kingdom
market.

The reports from those two committees
indicated the need to rationalise the in-
dustry. Of course, there was some diff-
erence of opinion as to how such a ration-
alisatiori was to be brought about. I do not
think there was any difference of opinion
regarding the appointment of a single
authority, but on how It should operate. I
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am not surprised that there was a differ-
ence of opinion because there were the
growers on the one hand and the shippers
on the other, and they had different inter-
ests. It is understandable that they would
not necessarily agree and, indeed, employ-
ers and employees do not necessarily agree
on moves thought necessary to improve
industrial situations.

I will take this opportunity to quote
from the speech made by the ex-member
for Blackwood when he moved for the ap-
pointment of a Select Committee. I think
his comments are relevant to this de-
bate, and they appear at page 1891 of
Hansard, 1971. The ex-member for Black-
wood indicated that the Minister for Pri-
mary Industry was quite concerned about
the state of the apple and pear industry
throughout the Commonwealth and, par-
ticularly, with the state of the industry
in Western Australia.

The ex-wewber for Blackwood quoted
an article which appeared in Tfte West
Australian dated the 30th September, 1971,
which, in part, read as follows:-

It was essential for people market-
Ing the Australian apple and pear
crop to examine the methods of
handling used in other countries, the
Minister for Primary ]Industry. Mr.
Sinclair, said today.

He told the House of Representatives
that this was necessary to salve the
immediate problems of the Industry.

At a later stage of the speech he referred
to a report on the New Zealand Industry,
made by Mr. W. F. Walker. Chief Harti-
culturist, Department of Agriculture, Tas-
mania. and quoted as follows:-

The New Zealand Fruitgrowers'
Federation is a most impressive
Organisation controlled by a represen-
tative Board of growers and managed
by a fully trained business executive.

He then Indicated the success achieved by
that board. Further on in his speech the
ex-member for Blackwood, again referring
to the report, quoted as follows:-

A Government Enquiry in 1961 into
local marketing of apples and pears
more or less confirmed what has been
known as the "Colman Enquiry" con-
ducted in New Zealand in .1937. The
findings are quoted as follows-

"It found controlled marketing of
apples and Pears had brought a
measure of stability to the industry
with Justice to all concerned and this
was well appreciated by those engaged
In It."

Mr. Rushton: Has the member for Stirl-
ing seen the later report?

Mr. STEPHENS: No, I have not seen
that report. The member for Dale will have
an opportunity to speak later, but unfor-
tunately, because of the pressure of busi-
ness, I will not be here to interJect on him.,

Mr. Brown: I wili assist the honourable
member.

Mr. S3TEPEIENS: Later In the speech the
following remarks were made:-

From the last two years of operation
in Western Australia we have reached
the stage where no Importer in the
United Kingdom is prepared to offer
anything but a very low guaranteed
advance. No local shipper or licensed
exporter from the States, either in
Western Australia or Tasmania, Is pre-
pared to take over the ownership of
the fruit with a view to buying out-
right and speculating.

Accordingly I think It is necessary to
examine this change that has come
over the industry. In one way or
another the grower is responsible for
his fruit right down the line.

For this responsibility the return to the
grower is very small. The ex-member for
Blackwood also outlined the position of a
grower who sent a trial shipment of fruit
to the United Kingdom market. incident-
ally, the fruit was taken from the same
orchard and two samples were sent on
the same ship to the United Kingdom. He
consigned 480 bushels in bulk bins and
498 bushels packed in cartons.

After allowing for all costs, stabilisa-
tion payments, and so on, the bulk bins
returned a price of $2.10 a bushel, whereas
the apples packed in cartons returned
$1.13 a bushel. Admittedly, this is only an
isolated example, and one swallow does
not make a summer. I do not suppose
one example proves anything hut It indi-
cates an area in which considerable cost
savings can be made, with increased
profitability to the grower.

Unfortunately, I have not had time to
peruse the report of the P.A. Consultants
but, from a discussion with a grower who
has studied the report, I understand the
investigation indicated that there is a
market potential in the United Kingdom
for at least 40 per cent, of our prepacked
apples. Prepacked apples are those which
are shipped in bulk bins and disposed of
by supermarkets and the like. The fact
that the United Kingdom requires 40 per
cent. of prepacked apples indicates
that if Western Australian growers or
shippers used bulk bins we could get rid
of a large percentage of our apples in this
way, with cost savings or profitability
along the lines I have indicated. This may
mnake some packing sheds redundant and
may mean a loss of sales of cartons, and
so on; but is it more important to have
growers operating profitably or to have
packing sheds being used and growers
going broke?

In support of his case for the appoint-
mernt of a Select Committee, the ex-mem-
ber for Elackwood gave detailed figures
of the profitability of the operations of the
shippers and growers. In summing up the
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position he stated on page 1898 of the
same volume of Hansard that the profit
margin to shippers in a $6,000,000 industry
was in the vicinity of $1,360,000 but the
profitability to growers was in the vicinity
of $100,000. Those figures may be disputed.
Nevertheless they represent a reasonable
assessment of the true situation. I think
they indicate why the shippers wish to
retain their privileged position.

In view of what I have said and the in-
formation I have taken from the speech
of the es-member for Blackwood, I do not
think it is surprising that at the 1972
conference of the Fruitgrowers' Associa-
tion a motion was passed empowering the
executive to create a single authority to
handle the export of fruit-and I em-
phasise "the export of fruit"-without any
further reference to the growers.

Subject to the amendments which have
been outlined by my leader and for which
I have indicated my wholehearted support,
this Bill represents a genuine effort by
the growers to set up an authority to
regulate the export of apples. No attempt
whatsoever is being made to interfere with
the local market. I appreciate the concern
of the growers in the hills districts and
other growers, the bulk of whose sales
are made on the local market. However, I
point out to those growers that on my
assessment of the statistics that have been
available to me only 25 per cent,, at the
most, of the apples grown in the hills dis-
tricts reach the export market, where~as
'75 to 80 per cent. of the apples grown in
the south-west regions are exported.

Mr. Rushton: The opinion of the hills
growers does not matter?

Mr. STEPHENS: I did not say their
opinion does not matter. I said the pre-
ponderance of export apples comes from
growers in the south-west areas who have
indicated their support for an authority
to regulate and handle the export of
apples. When I refer to the south-west I
mean the south-west and the great south-
ern-Donnybrook, Bridgetown, and going
through to the Denmark and Albany
areas.

The Bill has three main facets. The first
is the allocation of quotas, particularly
in restricted years. At the present time
the shippers control the quotas but under
the Bill the allocation of quotas will be
in the hands of the proposed board, which
I think would lead to a more equitable
distribution of quotas amongst growers.

The second facet Is the control of the
planting of new trees, which is vital in
order to rationalise the industry. The third
facet is that the Bill will enable the grow-
ers to have a fully integrated industry
authority which would be representative
of the total industry-the growers and the
shippers--rather than the industry being
controlled by a sectional interest as it is

at the moment. The shippers have indi-
cated their agreement with the idea of a
corporate body.

The only bone of contention appears to
be the question of who shall have the right
to issue the licenses. It is my belief and
the almost unanimous belief of the grow-
ers I represent that unless the licensing is
vested in the board the Bil will have no
teeth whatsoever and will be virtually use-
less. I therefore trust that when the board
is set up it will have the power to issue
licenses.

Some growers have expressed fears con-
cerning the cost cf operating the board. I
believe Initially the board should confine
itself to Poicy decisions to rationalise
methods and activities in an endeavour to
reduce costs. I do not think the board
should actually engage in trade in its own
right but that it should work through the
existing shippers. I understand it is en-
visaged in the Bill that the board will
appoint shippers to act as Its agents, and
Under this Procedure I do not think the
costs of the board will be excessive. If the
growers give some consideration to this
matter, I think they will agree the opera-
tions of the board will not involve exces-
sive costs.

I realise that, as with any new measure.
some People have doubts. The Bill will
not receive unanimous support because
some of us are a little conservative and
are opposed to change. However, I urge
growers to adopt a flexible approach to
this matter, to be prepared to give it a
fair go, and, if necessary, to accept amend-
ments which may be shown to be necessary
in the light of experience. If any problem
arises, I feel sure the Minister will give
sympathetic consideration to an amend-
ment which will improve the position.

Pr om my reading and understanding of
the situation, the system of having a single
authority handling fruit has been success-
ful in South Africa and New Zealand. I
can see no reason why it should not be
successful in Western Australia. I believe
the passing of this Bill would again put
Western Australia In the vanguard of
marketing reform.

Before I resume my seat, I would like
to make reference to a proposed amend-
ment regarding a referendum. I would
like to comment on that amendment and
indicate that I will oppose It. At the con-
ference the industry empowered the execu-
tive to Proceed with the formation of a
board for the export of apples only, with-
out any further reference to the growers.

Mr. Rushton: I thought it was party
policy.

Mr. STEPHENS: The honourable mem-
ber is entitled to his thoughts and I am
entitled to mine.

Sir Charles Court: Have you not received
many representations from growers re-
questing a referendum?
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Mr. STEPHENS: No-not regarding an
export authority.

Sir Charles Court: They had better get
in touch with me.

Mr. STEPHENS: As the executive of the
Industry has indicated its intention, I
think we, as the Parliament, should be
prepared to lead the way. I will make one
analogy, which may not be considered to
be appropriate. I support our involvement
in Vietnam and I support our National
Service Act. This Is a case where the
Government of the day accepted its re-
sponsibility. It wanted troops to fight in
Vietnam and it introduced national ser-
vice. it did not conduct a referendum of
the 18 or 20-year olds to ascertain whether
they were prepared to be conscripted to
fight.

Mr. Hartrey: It Just nationalised them.
Mr. STEPHENS: I supported th~at pro-

posal, which was subsequently approved by
the people of Australia at an election.

Mr. A. R. Tonkrin: If you were in favour
of the war in Vietnam, why didn't you go?

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!I

Mr. STEPHENS: I will treat that re-
mark with the contempt it deserves.

Mr. Gayfer: He served his time in
Japan. Did you?

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The
member for Stirling.

Mr. STEPHENS: In three years' time,
when the growers have had an opportunity
to see how the scheme operates with any
amendments that may be necessary, I will
wholeheartedly agree to a referendum if
it is still desired. In all these issues there
are those with vested interests who dig up
red herrings and cast doubts In the minds
of growers. When the industry has ex-
perienced the operations of the legislation
for a period of, say, three years. to give it
a fair trial, I will be all in favour of the
producers conducting a referendum if they
so wish, because by that time It will be
clearly evident whether the doubts and
suspicions that have been aroused were in
fact 5ustified. With those remarks, I sup-
port the Bill.

MR. JONES (Collie) [5.43 P.M.]: I
support the Bill and I think I can clearly
demonstrate that there is an urgent need
for an overhaul of the aPple-groving in-
dustry in Western Australia. After speak-
ing to people in different sections of the
industry and to officials of the Apple
Growers' Association, it is quite clear to me
that the industry is very sick, to say the
least. The action taken by the Labor Gov-
ernment in introducing this Bill is aimed
at bringing some vitaity back to the In-
dustry and putting it on a firm basis. That
Is the whole object of the exercise.

It has been suggested that the object of
the Bill is to go against the interests of
some of the frultgrowers. That is entirely
incorrect. I think some members of this
Parliament who have not sufficient know-
ledge of the subject and have not read the
submissions made on behalf of the industry
are not conversant with the unhappy situa-
tion in which the industry finds itself.

Mr. Thompson: The gallery is full of
them,

Mr. JONES: The honourable member
will have his opportunity. I am taking my
three-quarters of an hour.

When we were in Opposition we expressed
concern at the state of the industry. Refer-
ence to vol. 17?9 of the Parliamentary De-
bates of 1968-69 will show that the present
Minister for Agriculture, as the member for
Warren, moved the following motion in
this Parliament on Wednesday, the 28th
August, 1968:-

That in the opinion of the House a
Royal Commission should be appointed
to enquire into the rural industries in
the South West and Great Southern
areas In respect to:-
(1) The costs, returns and trends

in the dairying, apple rowing.
wool and lamb, and the dairy beef
industries of those areas.

(2) The problems confronting the
producers.

(2) The preservation of the small
farmer.

(4) Make such recommendations
which could assist in resolving the
problems revealed by the investi-
gation.

Mr. Gayfer: See how the member for
Mirrabooka likes that lot!

Mr. JONES: During his submission the
member for Warren clearly demonstrated
to the House the need for an inquiry into
this and other sections of rural industry,
and he indicated the problems with which
the growers are confronted.

If members refer to page 1435 of the
1968-69 Mlansard they will find I had the
privilege of supporting the motion moved
by the member for Warren. In my speech
I clearly demonstrated that fruit growers
in my electorate-which comprises the
greater part of the Preston Valley-were
most concerned at the state of the in-
dustry.

Ir. Moiler: What happened to the
motion?

Mr. JONES: It met with an unfortu-
nate fate because the then Liberal-
Country Party Governmient did not sup-
port It. During my speech I referred to
a report of a meeting held in Bunbury,
which demonstrated that at that time
drastic reorganisation measures were
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necessary. If members refer to my speech
they will find the following on page
1435:-

A big meeting was held in Sunbury
last year at which the plight of vari-
ous orchardists in the Preston Valley
area was mentioned. One of the
orchardists, in his submission, said
that in 1953 Granny Smith apples
sold for about $2.75 a case, with '70c
to 80c packing costs. Today they sell
for about $2.50 and the packing costs
are now $1.20.

I will not weary the House by quoting
any other extracts from the speech I made
on that occasion, because any member
may read it for himself. If any member
does read it he will find that, after con-
sultation with all sections of the industry
I was able to present to Parliament a
clear picture of the problems confront-
ig the industry. Unfortunately, as mem-
bers realise, the motion moved by the
member for Warren was unsuccessful and
nothing was done about the appointment
of a Royal Commission to inquire into the
needs of the industry.

Mr. Nalder: What about the efforts you
made on behalf of the coal Industry?

Mr. JONES: If the Leader of the Coun-
try Party wants to discuss that matter
with me I am ready to discuss it at any
time.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The
member for Collie will address the Chair.

Mr. JONES: The honourbie member
showed his lack of knowledge of that sub-
ject when he was on this side of the
House.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The
honourable member will address the
Chair.

Mr. Nalder: Like You were-
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!I
Mr. JONES: Obviously I have hurt the

Leader of the Country Party. In his
speech the member for Stirling referred
to the ex-member for Blackwood (Mr.
Reid) who, as we all know, was the Presi-
dent of the F'ruit Growers' Association of
Western Australia. He moved a motion
in this House regarding the fruit i-
dustry, and mainly on behalf of the apple
industry. Mr. Reid presented compre-
hensive information and data in his
speech. I think, in fairness to him, he
clearly indicated the position in which
growers find themselves, and the costs
with which they are faced.

I would like you, Mr. Deputy Speaker,
to permit me to quote Parts of his speech
from Hansard, because I think it cannot
be denied that many members present this
evening are not aware of the state of the
industry.

Mr. Rushton: They know it better than
you do.

Mr. JONES: The honourable member
will have his opportunity later. He
simply cannot shut up for five minutes.

Sir Charles Court: He happens to know
more about it than You do.

Mr. JONES: I would like to quote from
page 1890 of the 1971 Mansard because I
feel the submission made by the ex-
member for Blackwood on behalf of the
fruitgrowing industry has reference to the
present situation. Mr. Reid dealt with the
question of packing trends, and then went
on to deal with the returns to growers.
He said-

A number of Press releases recently
in the State and Federal spheres have
indicated that the industry is indeed
in dire straits and one cannot help but
feel saddened that this industry,
which is producing some of the finest
products of its kind and type in the
world, is facing its present dilemma.
Unfortunately, with so many other
difficulties and, with the tremendous
cost spirals and pressures these days,
one wonders just how much hope any
of the Primary industries have of sur-
viving in the future.

He then went on to refer to the question of
cost trends, and said-

In dealing- with such a complex in-
dustry as the fruit industry I must try
to be very explicit and indicate the
varying circumstances under which
the industry operates. The apple and
pear Industry in Western Australia is
rather envious of the Position of the
wheat industry as outlined for us by
the member for Avon.

Mr. Reid then outlined the position of the
wheat Industry, but his remarks in that
respect are not relevant to the present
debate. The then member for Blackwood
continued-

One of the most confusing issues in-
volved In the fruit industry is the high
degree of preferences particularly with
regard to overseas markets. A high
standard of maintenance is required,
even for markets. Even at the last
moment, just before a sale, virtually
12 months' work can be lost by mis-
management or carelessness. While
members are listening to my request
for an inquiry into the fruit industry
I would ask them to give due consider-
ation to the Perishability of the pro-
duct.

Before I delve too deeply into the
ramifications of the industry, it is but
fair that I give a broad outline of the
system under which the industry oper-
ates not only in Western Australia,
but in Australia as a whole. We must
remember that only one-third of the
industry's output is consumed locally,
the balance being exported, and when
we are dealing with the export side
of the industry we are dealing with
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a section which comes under the juris-
diction of the Australian Apple and
Pear Board, and we must deal with
such items as shipping agreements..

The SPEAKER: I hope the honourable
member will not quote much more.

Mr. JONES: My intention is to brn
these facts regarding cost to the notice
of the House. I was just getting to the
point where costs are mentioned.

The SPEAKER: The honourable mem-
ber should summarise it.

Mr. JONES: I bow to your ruling, Sir.
Perhaps I will leave it at that and recom-
mend to members that they read the
speech made by the then member for
Blackwood on that occasion. Members will
find that Mr. Reid dealt with the returns
to the grower and compared them with
returns to shippers and other sections of
the industry.

Mr. Rushton: Your growers requested
a ballot. Did you support that?

Mr. JONES: When I wish to speak
about ballots I will do so. I do not want
interjections from the honourable member.
I am quite confident that I can make my
own speech, and I do not need any support
from the member for Dale. If I do I will
let him know.

Sir Charles Court: We are interested
to find out whether you are going to reflect
the views of your growers.

Mr. JONES: Be patient. I am coming
to that.

in his second reading speech the Min-
ister clearly outlined the situation of the
industry and the critical position in which
it finds itself. I understand-and I be-
lieve my information is authoritative-
that this year some 1,000,000 bushels of
apples produced in Western Australia may
be surplus. Of course, anyone associated
with the industry-irrespective of whether
he is a shipper, a grower, or any other
party-would appreciate that such a sur-
plus would cause great concern to the
Government and all segments of the in-
dustry; hence the action taken by the
Government, in eonjunctlon with the Fruit
Growers' Association, to introduce the Bill.

In his speech the Minister traced the
availability of markets. He referred to the
studies carried out by the Bureau of Agri-
cultural Economics, and the uncertainty
regarding the viability of the industry over
the past seven Years. He said that Aus-
tralia's thare of the U.K. market dropped
from 77 per cent, in 1951 to just over 40
per cent. in 1971. If that is not good
reason for the industry to be concerned.
I do not know what is. It demonstrates
the downturn in the industry in Western
Australia. The Minister said-

In that period Australia's share of
total export from all southern hemis-
phere countries dropped from 40 per
cent. to 11 per cent. due to a rapid

increase in South African and New
Zealand supplies, rather than a dim-
inution of Australian exports.

He then referred to the question of freights

and the control exercised over the fruit-
growing industry by shipping consortia, as
follows:-

Western Australia's freight alloca-
tion is arranged within the terms of
negotiation entered into by the Aus-
tralian Apple and Fear Hoard with
shipping consortia and is subject to
the Australian problem of shortages of
suitable tonnage during the export
season. There is therefore an urgent
need to allocate available space on an
equitable basis between the States and
between individual growers within
each State.

Freight is the largest single cost
factor in supplying the U.K. and Con-
tinental markets, and at $3.00 roughly,
represents 50 per cent. or more of the
landed cost. It is therefore imperative
to offset this rising cost factor and to
utilise to the maximum the limited
space that is available.

In fairness to the Minister, I suggest the
Bill is purposely designed to do just that.

Mr. Rushton: Why not take some notice
of the Knox report?

Mr. JONES: Just be patient.
The SPEAKER: I suggest the honour-

able member ignore interjections.
Mr. JONES: The Minister for Agricul-

ture also referred to the Fruit Handling
and Transport Committee report, and
said-

The committee arranged for a pri-
vate consultant to study the marketing
of Western Australian apples in the
United Kingdom.

He then went on to refer to the annual
conference of the Fruit Growers' Associ-
ation, which was mentioned by the mem-
ber for Stirling. It will be recalled that
in 1971 the following motion was carried
at that conference by a substantial major-
ity:-

That steps be taken immediately to
establish a Western Australian apple
and pear board.

Mr. Rushton: But in August, 1972, the
President would not let the growers know
about it.

Mr. JONES: We then find that at the
1972 annual conference of the Fruit Grow-
ers' Association a decision was made which
is of great importance because it vested
in the hands of the executive of the associ-
ation the Power to negotiate. I quote from
the report of the annual conference of the
Fruit Growers' Association, held at the
MeNess Memorial Centre on the 19th and
20th September, 1972, as follows:-

Mr. Reid gave a detailed and frank
report on the workings and Investi-
gations of the "Fruit Handling and
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Transport Committee" over the past 9
months . ....

Most of the discussion centred on
the proposed establishment of a Sta-
tutory Authority to control the fruit
industry in Western Australia and
eventually, the following motion, by
Messrs. D. Van Hate and S. J. Parke
was "carried" by an overwhelming
majority:-

"That the Executive have the
authority to determine whether
the draft proposals are in the best
interests of the growers without
having to refer back to the grow-
ers for their approval and that the
proposed Industry Authority take
no action to control the local
market until a petition of 100
growers request that a poll take
place to determine if the Author-
ity's control should be extended to
include the local market."

Mr. Rush ton: That had all been agreed
to in order to let the growers know before
this timne.

Mr. JONES: Dealing with that motion
in two sections, firstly it gives the execu-
tive full power to determine whether the
terms of the legislation meet the require-
ments of the industry.

Mr. Rushton: But they have not agreed
to it.

Mr. JONES: Secondly, it states that the
local market should not be controlled, sub-
ject, of course, to a referendum. I will
refer to that again in a moment, and I do
not support it. After consultation with
my colleague, the Minister for Agriculture,
I find that close discussions with the Fruit
Growers' Association have taken place
regarding all sections of the Bill.

The report mentioned by the previous
speaker referred to the Fruit Handling and
Transport Committee which was estab-
lished by the present Minister for Agri-
culture. It delivered its report in October.

Unlike the previous speaker, who said he
was not able to consider that report in
detail because copies were not available, I
obtained a copy and took the time to pay
close attention to the findings of the com-
mittee,

Mr. Rushton: When did you receive
your copy?

Mr. JONES: Firstly, it is important to
note the structure of the committee; and
I think I should place on the record of
this House its main findings, and also the
bases for the investigations it carried out.

The structure of the committee is as
follows:-

An independent Chairman-Mr. J. E.
Knox, Director General of Trans-
port.
Two representatives of the W.A. Fruit
Growers' Association-Mr. D. D. Reid,
M.L.A. and Mr. L. R. Gorman,

One representative of the W.A. Fruit
Shippers' Committee-Mr. J. C. Bur-
ridge.
One representative of Westralian
Farmers Transport Pty. Ltd.-Mr. C.
W. Bayly.
Three representatives of W.A. De-
partment of Agriculture-Messrs. N.
Halse, S. Hardisty and F. Melville,
The Fruit Shippers and Fruit Growers
delegates to the Australian Apple and
Pear Board-Messrs. P. E. Phillips and
H. Gubler.
A representative of the Chamber of
Fruit and Vegetable Industries of
W.A.-Mr. D. Mercer.

It cannot be denied that the committee
which was given the task of Inquiring into
the ramifications and the problems associ-
ated with the apple industry of Western
Australia is a very representative one.

The committee met on several occasions,
suggested certain changes, and made cer-
tain recommendations which received the
favourable consideration of the Minister
for Agriculture.

It has been said that the Government is
rushing this legislation through.
Mr. Rushton: They did not make those

recommendations. It is being rushed
through against the growers' wishes.

Mr. JONES; Despite the fact that the
report was not received until October, 1972,
it was the Fruit Growes' Asbioclation that
asked that the legislation be implemented
as soon as practicable.

Mr. Rushton: That is untrue! Read the
report again. It did not recommend that
at all.

Mr. JONES: I want to take some brief
extracts from the report brought down by
the committee. The Government's con-
cern Will be appreciated because in 1967-
68, 1,254 properties were involved of which
92 per cent. had apple acreages of 25 acres
or less. The committee's report refers to
the number of properties, the range of out-
put, and so on, about which I will not
weary the House, but it all shows that this
Bill is very important to the industry in
Western Australia.

Mr. Blaikie: We were given notice three
days before the H-ouse was due to rise.

Mr. JONES: The report continues-

In recent years the number of bear-
ing apple trees has remained steady
at around 1,036,000. However, the
nonibearing trees have dropped from
some 362,000 to 328,000.

-The report then gives the export figures
for Granny Smith apples, refers to the
capital Investment in the industry, and
states that some $35,426,249 would be the
replacement figure for the Industry. The
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report then continues and deals briefly
with the Problems associated with the in-
dustry. It says--

To finance establishment cost, all
growers relied heavily on accumulated
personal capital. To a leser extent,
bank overdrafts, Development Bank
and Commonwealth Bank loans were
used by growers awning 30 acres or
more.

The report then refers to the Department
of Agriculture.

Mr. Thompson: What are you quoting
from?

Mr. JONES: I am quoting from the
Knox report; had the honourable member
been listening he would have realised this.

Mr. Rushton: Where did you get that
one from?

Mr. JONES: The report continues and
states--

Such a situation forces the grower to
rely increasingly upon the carry-on
finance provided by his shipper and In
doing so eliminates any ability to
change shipper.

There is little doubt as to what that means.
It indicates that the grower depends first-
ly for finance on the shipper, and to be
able to export his fruit he relies to a large
extent on the space made available to
the shipper. The report continues-

If the grower continues to obtain
little or no profit from his orchard,
while the shipper retains his present
asured return of up to 30c per bushel
shipped plus profits on the sales of
sprays, fertilisers and packing mater-
ials, then the shippers may effectively
control the orchard operations of such
growers.

The report further states--
The degree of shipper vertical inte-

gration into orchard ownership is in-
teresting and seems to suggest that
competently managed, properly sized
orchards are a profitable investment.

Sbippers also lease orchards, the
lease being on the land and trees.
Lease rates vary but average around
20/250 per bushel harvested. Under
these leasing arrangements shippers
are responsible for all husbandry,
picking, packing and transportation.

The report then deals with the local mark-
et which represents about 30 per cent. of
the total crop. The committee held,
therefore, that the growers' concern for
their future was well founded and stated
it will be apparent that if the export trade
is to continue, costs must be reduced on
the assumption that there is, in fact, little
scope for proceed improvement. What the
committee sought to indicate is quite
apparent to me.

I am not attacking the shipping inter-
ests in Western Australia. There are 15
shipping companies handling our export

crop. The report spells out the position
quite clearly and I understand it
thoroughly.

I ask myself, as no doubt the industry
asks itself, whether there are too many
shippers in the game-those shipping over-
seas. Associated with the 15 shippers I
assume there would be 15 managers, 15
secretaries, and so on down the line.

Mr. Rushton: It would be a saving if
we cut out the member for Collie.

Mr. JONES: Under the heading of
"Apportioning of Space to Growers" the
report states--

A shipper usually apportions his
quota of shipping space among his
growers along the following lines if
export shipping space is insufficient to
lift all of his option figures:

1. He will probably tell those
growers who have refused to
sign options with him that
they cannot get the space
they require. The main auth-
ority for these are the con-
ditions of the Stabilisation
Scheme,

This is a very representative committee
and I assume it would not make a state-
ment like this unless it were well founded.
The report has been made available to
Parliament and it is of great importance.

Mr.' Rushton:. You have this special
one.

Mr. JONES: The report continues and
mentions comment by the growers as fol-
lows:-

However, this system is proving most
unsatisfactory to many growers as it
often means that a grower cannot
always operate through the shippers
of his choice.

This is a further finding and it obviously
gives rise to the legislation before the
House tonight. The report continues-

There are now almost 1,000 commercial
producers of apples and pears and the
industry has been and remains a vital
factor in the development and closer
settlement of the South West. W.A.
apple and pear growers have an in-
vestment of more than $50m. in pro-
perties alone. Most are now receiving
a negligible return on this invest-
ment.
Growers have come to realise, as they
have in a number of other sectors of
primary industry, that they can no
longer cope with or accept an undis-
ciplined system where their destiny is
in the hands of others and where, in-
evitably, they have to bear the brunt
of any cost increases that occur any-
where in the growing, handling and
marketing system.
Growers cannot continue to accept
such cost burdens when they no longer
have the margin to absorb them and
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when the increases are being brought
about by duplication and lack of
rationalisation in another sector of the
industry, which at present is beyond
their control.
Growers have come to realise and
accept that if their industry Is to
survive they must accept a far more
disciplined industry.

The report then goes on to deal with the
multiplicity of administrative and hand-
ling facilities. It then states-

The industry must retain control of
its product as far forward in the
marketing chain as practical. In cer-
tain circumstances this may be to the
wholesalers' back door.
The industry must be able to sell on
any terms and at any point in the
marketing chain but specifically C and
F and F.O.B. or delivered into whole-
saler's or customer's stare. This may
impose on the industry the need for
considerable working capital.
The industry must be able to negoti-
ate ocean transportation and inland
transportation at home and abroad.

'The committee then makes a number of
recommendations as follows:-

Industry objectives
Industry policy to achieve those objec-

tives
Industry performance standards
Marketing of fruit
Type of containers to be used

and so on. It then recommends the nature
of shipping arrangements.

It will not be denied that this committee
of inquiry made a very searching investi-
gation into all aspects associated with the
industry. It is not possible for me to go
Into all these aspects and submissions, but
I recommend the report to members be-
cause if those submissions are correct they
clearly demonstrate what is required. The
committee lays it on the line that some
positive and urgent action is needed to
prevent any stress to the industry.

Mr. Blaikie: It did not come out in
favour of a statutory board.

Mr. JONES: It is quite clear to me that
the industry itself asked for this legisla-
tion.

It cannot be denied that the 1971-72
conference overwhelmingly carried a res-
olution In favour of statutory marketing.
Mass protest meetings have been held
throughout the length and breadth of the
apple-growing industry.

Mr. Rushton: You don't know anything
about it.

Mr. JONES: The member for flale gets
tucked away in the hills and he does not
know what is going on in the valleys.

I understand the Minister received tele-
grams from a number of growers in the
industry supporting this legislation. The

meeting of Donnybrook growers which I
attended last Monday unanimously sup-
ported the principle of the Hill, with
certain reservations.

Sir Charles Court: I have the resolution
here.

Mr. JONES: They were not opposed at
any stage to the principle of the Bill.

Sir Charles Court: Read out the resolu-
tion.

Mr. JONES: Support was also given to
the measure by the growers in Balingup,
Bridgetown, Manjimup, Kendenup, and
Albany. The hills area is the only place
where they had a disorderly meeting.

Mr. Rushton: What a lot of rot. Where
did you see that?

Mr. JONES: This is the only sector of
the industry which wishes to oppose this
type of legislation.

Mr. Thompson: Who reported that it
was a disorderly meeting?

Mr. JONES: Members will have their
opportunity to speak. I have a limited
time and I have a lot to say.

If we look at the production side we will
see that the greater proportion of the fruit
is produced in the south-west and the
great southern areas of the State.

Mr. Rushton: Six per cent. is produced
in the great southern.

Mr. JONES: The total production Is
3,400,000 bushels a year. Donnybrook pro-
du~ces 1,200.000; Bridgetown and Dwelling-
up 600.000; Manjimup 750,000; and ap-
proximately 700,000 come from the hills
sector.

Mr. Rushton: Apples and pears.
Mr. JONES: The hills sector represents

one-fifth of the fruit-growing interests in
Western Australia.

Sir Charles Court: What about the
pears?

Mr. JONES:
at the moment.

I am talking about apples

Sir Charles Court: Pears come from the
hills.

Mr. JONES: From the interjections it
would appear that what I am saying is
hurting certain members of the Opposit-
ion.

Sir Charles Court: The only thing that
is preventing your getting a Granny Smith
on your head is the protection afforded you
by the Speaker.

Mr. JONES: What I have said clearly
shows that the greatest proportion of the
growers of apples comes from the south-
west and great southern areas of Western
Australia. The figures I have quoted
show this to be the case. It is true that
a number of fruit-grower interests have
opposed the Bill.
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With other members of Parliament I
attended a well conducted meeting of
growers at Donnybrook last Monday. The
meeting was held to discuss the Bill. It Is
quite apparent to me that a number of
orehardists did not understand the con-
tents or the intent of the measure.

Mr. Thompson: They understood it too
well.

Mr. JONES: It has been clearly demon-
strated that fruit growers attempt to in-
terpret the provisions of the Act and advise
their next door neighbours. in accordance
with that interpretation. Following the
meeting held at Donnybrook some grow-
ers completely reversed their resolution
after an explanation was given to them,
because they realised there had been a
misunderstanding so far as the legisla-
tion was concerned.

Sitting suspended from 6.15 to 7.30 p.m.

Mr. JONES: Before the tea suspension
I was referring to a meeting I attended
on Monday at Donnybrook, organised not
by the Fruit Growers' Association but by
Mr. Rudd and Mr. Tichbon. It was attend-
ed by members of Parliament and the
former member for Blaekwod (Mr. Reid),
and I promised to refer the matters raised
at the meeting to the Minister for Agri-
culture, which I did.

I place on record that the Donnybrook
meeting asked, firstly, that there be greater
grower representation on the board:
secondly, that part rnI-Cold Storage of
Apples-be deleted; thirdly, that as well
as a penalty of $100 being imposed for
trees being planted without authority, the
trees themselves be removed: fourthly, that
the Bill provide only for export fruit; and.
finally, that a ballot be held before the
legislation becomes law.

I indicated that there has been a change
of attitude, but I do not want to mislead
the House. I understand that during the
tea suspension a member in this House
rang Mr. Tiebbon to check on my remarks.
I do not want to misinform the House, so
to make the position quite clear I will place
the facts on record.

The meeting at Donnybrook was not
organised by the association, although the
president, Mr. Gubler, was present together
with Mr. Langridge, the vice-president,
and other members of the executive.
Yesterday at the request of Mr. Rudd of
Donnybrook I introduced a deputation to
the Minister for Agriculture to consider
the decisions made at the meeting. I first
of all discussed the matter with the Min-
ister as I haxd Promised at the meeting. In
order to get the record clear so there is no
misunderstanding&, I wish to indicate that
those present at the meeting yesterday
were Mr. Rudd, Mr. Ticbbon, Mr. Rich-
ards, from Argyle-Argyle being a very big
fruit-growing district-Mr. Grist, who has
an apple orchard in the Irishtown or west-
ern sector of Donnybrook; Mr. Licciardello,

who represents one of the biggest fruit-
growing interests in the Newlands area,
together with the vice-president of the
association, Mr. Langridge; and Mr.
Parkes, an executive officer.

The Minister outlined to the deputation
the reasons for the changes to the legis-
lation. As was forecast by the Leader of the
Country Party, concern was expressed
about the storage provisions, but after a
discussion of one hour the Minister gave
certain assurances which were accepted
by the deputation which went away on the
understanding that the Minister would
delete certain provisions to meet the wish-
es of the delegation I introduced. I want
to give the full story so that I cannot be
accused of misleading the House on the
decisions made and matters discussed
yesterday.

The SPEAKER: The honourable mem-
ber has another five minutes.

Mr. JONES:, The Minister agreed to
delete clause 26 and he also gave a guar-
antee in relation to the regulations. I
spoke to Mr. Rudd during the tea suspen-
sion after my colleague from Vasse had
spoken to Mr. Tichbon, and I explained the
position to him and he now completely
understands it.

When the deputation left the Minister
yesterday its members were very pleased
with the discussion. The Minister in-
dicated that the storage provisions were
being introduced to protect the growers.
It was suggested that they may have small
or pithy apples or apples affected by
hail and If these were in storage it was
thought the operations of the growers
might be affected. However, after a full
discussion it was agreed that provided the
Minister carried out his promises, the
alterations were acceptable to Mr. Rudd
and all those present yesterday.

So let me get the position straight.
Irrespective of what was decided at the
Donnybrook meeting on Monday, attended
by some 100 growers, yesterday, after the
position was fully explained by the Min-
ister, those concerned changed their atti-
tude and, as I have indicated, the position
is now acceptable to them and they went
back to Donnybrook completely happy
with the results of the discussion, and
they understood more clearly the reasons
for the legislation being framed aLs it is.

Mr. Blaikie: Why did they reverse their
decision?

Mr. JONES: I have only about three
minutes remaining and I intend using
them to complete what I desire to say.

The SPEAKER: The bonourable mem-
ber has only two more minutes.

Sir Charles Court: Did they withdraw
their decision concerning a referendum?

Mr. JONES: As a matter of fact that
point was not argued very strongly on
Monday. I think the member for Vasse
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would agree with that statement; but the
members of the deputation yesterday went
away reasonably happy after the assur-
ances given by the Minister and they
agreed entirely, as do other sections
throughout the south-west portion of the
State and the great southern, with the
principle of the Hill. This is the import-
ant point.

it is quite possible that teething troubles
may occur under the legislation, but, as the
Minister indicated yesterday, this is often
the ease. We have only to think of the
Liquor Act which was passed two years
ago; it was necessary to amend it this
session.

Of course I can understand the attitude
of the Opposition because as soon as
orderly marketing is mentioned, up goes
the flag and it is referred to as a big bogey.
However may I ask this question: How
many members opposite would support a
proposition that would disband the Wool
Hoard, the Wheat Hoard, or the Potato
Marketing Board?

Several members interjected.
Mr. JONES: Would there be much

support for such a proposition? I doubt
very much whether any member would
support it.

The position is quite clear. I can
understand the reason for some of the
misunderstandings, but I would like to
assure members that the legislation is
framed in the best interests of the fruit-
growing industry. The Government is not
introducing legislation which is diametric-
ally opposed to the wishes of the industry.
As the Minister will clearly indicate in his
reply to the debate, I am sure, the legis-
lation is framed in an effort to do some-
thing for an industry which is sick. Even
the fruit growers themselves would agree
that some action must be taken. Whether
this legislation be the correct action in the
minds of some People is open to question,
but we, on this side of the House, feel that
this legislation is necessary to help solve
the problems associated with the fruit-
growing industry.

I want to make my position quite clear.
The meeting at Donnybrook did hold the
views as I have outlined, and probably
some of those who attended still hold them
because no time has been available
for them to hold another meeting,
However, the delegation yesterday-I want
to make this quite clear because I do not
want anyone in my electorate to believe
I have misrepresented the feelings of those
at the meeting yesterday-

Mr. Williams: You support a referen-
dum I gather?

Mr. JONES: I want to make my pos-
ition clear regarding the holding of a
referendum. If we operated on that basis
how could legislation be introduced? How
could we hold a referendum on every
measure it was desired to introduce?

Mr. Williams: You have changed your
mind in the last 18 months then.

Mr. JONES: If we desired to introduce
legislation associated with the goidmining
industry, would we conduct a referendum
of all goldminers first? Parliament could
not operate under such a system. We could
apply that argument in so many directions,
I think even some of the growers would
agree that it would be very difficult to
operate on that basis.

I was very pleased about the change of
attitude by Mr. Rudd and others when
they saw the need for some changes and
new controls in the operations of the fruit-
growing industry in Western Australia,

With those remarks I have great pleasure
in supporting the Bill,

MR. THOMPSON (Darling Range) [7.41
p.m.): This is one of the Hills which has
been rushed into the House in the dying
hours of the session.

Mr. T. D. Evans: You have all next
week.

Mr. Graham: And the week after if
necessary.

Mr. THOMPSON: Last Wednesday-
Mr. T. D. Evans: You have next week

and the week after.
Mr. THOMPSON: -when this Bill-
Sir Charles Court: You are one of the

reasons the session has carried on for so
long.

Mr. T. D. Evans: Speak up.
speak to the Hansard reporter.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Don't

Mr. THOMPSON: Last Wednesday
when the Bill was introduced it was pre-
dicted that this session would conclude
on the 16th or the 17th.

Mr. Graham: Thanks to you it has
gone on.

Mr. THOMPSON: That is because we
do not believe legislation azs important as
this ought to be pushed through at the
speed the Premier indicated would be the
case.

Mr. Graham: You have a week and
more. What are you grizzling about?

Mr. THOMPSON: We will take it if
necessary.

Mr. Graham: You have it.
Mr. Williams: It is all very well for the

Minister for Development and Decentral-
isation to talk. He will not be here next
week.

Mr. Graham: You are right.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr. Graham: You have decided we will

sit next week.
The SPEAKER: Order!
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Mr. THOMPSON: In introducing the
Hill in this way the Government has yet
again this session demonstrated its inabil-
ity to co-operate with industry in the
framing of legislation to help the State.
I would instance no fewer than five or six
other measures which have been intro-
duced ill-prepared. I refer to the dentists
Bill.

Mr. Mclver: What has that to do with
the Hill?

Mr. THOMPSON: It has plenty to do
with it.

Mr. McIver: Of course it hasn't.
Mr. THOMPSON: We had the debacle

of a Bill being introduced, again very late
in the session, to amend severely the laws
relating to dairying, but the Government
has now realised, as the result of repres-
entations, that it cannot Push the legis-
lation onto the dairying industry.

The Government failed to get alongside
the people concerning the new Mining Act
and much controversy has resulted. The
Bill dealing with fuel and energy was
introduced, but because it was so ill -pre-
pared as the result of the Government's
inability to co-operate and co-ordinate, it
was withdrawn.

The Noise Abatement Bill was again a
debacle; and the piece of legislation we
are now discussing was rushed into the
House in the dying hours of the session
and this is not fair to the industry, and
certainly not to members of Parliament,
particularly members of the Opposition
who had not previously seen the legislation,
but who have to accept the responsibility
of ensuring the laws which are passed are
just, equitable, and in the interests of the
industry for which they have been intro-
duced.

Many rural industries in Australia have
experienced difficulties in recent years. It
is unfortunate that as our standard of liv-
ing has risen, the costs to those who pro-
duce goods for export have risen also.

Unfortunately, market Prices do not rise
correspondingly. Consequently, certainly
during the years since the war, pressures
have been placed on people engaged in
primary industry to become more efficient
and to accept more of these costs, because
they have not been able to pass them on.
A similar situation is facing the fruit in-
dustry, and, in particular, the apple and
pear section.

Members of the Liberal Party support, in
principle, the right of the industry to have
a say in any legislation which Is put for-
ward to control it. We believe in the
principle of a rationalised marketing
system. We cannot accept that the mea-
sure should have been introduced in such
a rushed way. It is basic to the success
of any such legislation that it has the
full support and full acceptance of the
industry.

In an industry such as this, which is so
widespread throughout the State, it is
difficult actually to assess the opinion and
attitude of the people engaged in It.
It cannot be likened to an industry whose
representatives can be brought together
in one board room at the one time to dis-
cuss the matter and arrive at something
which is fair, equitable, and acceptable to
those persons. In the case of some indus-
tries such an agreement can be reached
in a short space of time.

However. in the case of the industry
under discussion, it must have time to
accept and digest what is being placed
before it. In this case the members of this
industry have not had that opportunity.

This Bill, in some respects, will place the
industry in a straight-jacket. Before it
is foisted upon growers they should have
the opportunity to look at it and study it
in detail; this applies to all sections of the
industry. including the rank and file.

The Minister introduced the Bill into
the H-ouse last Wednesday and he said
that at the 1971 annual conference of the
W.A. Fruit Growers' Association a motion
was carried. With your permission, Mr.
Speaker, I will quote the motion which Is
as follows:-

That steps be taken immediately to
establish a Western Australian apple
and pear board.

The Minister also said-
The decisions of the 1972 conference

showed overwhelming support for the
present course of action. In addition
to the existing controls on size and
grades for local marketing, overwhel-
ming support was given to members of
the executive of the W.A. Fruit Grow-
ers' Association to continue their dis-
cussions with the Government on an
export marketing scheme. Since then
consultation has been maintained be-
tween the Government and executive
members who have been kept closely
informed on every step.

I will say something a little later in
connection with the question of close co-
operation between the Government and
the Executive of the Fruit Growers' As-
sociation. In the light of what has been
stated in the Paper In the last few days
either the executive has not been inform-
ed or, if it has, it has accepted something
which, in the light of all the opposition
expressed since the Introduction of the
Eil, is not acceptable to the growers. As
I have said, I shall refer to this later.

At the 1972 conference a resolution was
carried, but I will not read it out because
the member for Collie did so a short while
ago. This was a resolution which gave
authority to the executive to negotiate
with the Government to keep an eye on
legislation and also to ensure that a refer-
endum of growers be held before any con-
trol of the local market was Implemented.
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I would like to draw attention to two
motions which appeared on the same
agenda. They were not put and I will
explain the reasons for this in a moment.
Nevertheless, they emphasise the concern
expressed and felt by growers not only in
the hills areas but also in the southern
areas of the State. The first motion was
put by the Pickering Brook-Karragullen
branch and reads, in part, as follows:-

B. (1) "That grower approval in
the form of a poll or referendum be
the prime factor when the final draft
of the proposed Statutory Body is
submitted."

I am sure all members will agree that
the branch of the association which sent
forward that resolution to the State body
expressed the opinion that a referendum
should be held and the question referred
to individual growers before a statutory
authority was set up.

Similarly, a second motion was forward-
ed by the Donnybrook branch to the State
body. It reads as follows:-

(ii) "That no Statutory local mark-
eting Hoard be set up until complete
details of its structure, legislation,
policy planning and methods of oper-
ation are submitted in writing to all
growers for suggestions and altera-
tions. No final decisions to be taken
until a properly conducted and legally
controlled poll of all eligible growers
is made; this to be supervised by the
State or Commonwealth Electoral
Office."

Here again, we see a clear expression of
opinion from the grass roots of the indus-
try. In this case the southern growers
wanted to have some indication of the
form of control they would have to accept.

Mr. Brown: Like wool acquisition.
Mr. THOMPSON: We are talking about

fruit.
Mr. Brown: Mention was made of noise

abatement a while ago.
Mr. Williams: We will speak about it

again if the honourable member keeps
interjecting.

Mr. THOMPSON: Numbers of growers,
particularly in the hills areas, remember in
their ilfetime the experience of the pre-
vious apple and Pear board. Many see a
tremendous similarity between that board
and the one proposed by this legislation.

Many in the hills areas grew potatoes
in former days. Many developed their prop-
erties on the basis of growing potatoes
while their fruit trees came into produc-
tion. We must keep in mind that it takes
10 years for a tree to come to full bear-
ing. These people remember the impact
which the Potato Marketing Board had on
their activities. No potatoes are now grown
in the hills areas because of the existence
of that board.

Is it any wonder that people in the in-
dustry react when they see this kind of
legislation thrust upon them at such short
notice.

Earlier this afternoon the member for
Stirling referred to a motion moved by
the former member for Blackwood on the
6th October, 1971. Consequently I will
not comment further on that motion
except to say that, having heard it and
read it once again in Hantsard, I consider
it was an extremely worth-while contri-
bution to the welfare of the industry. It
was certainly most enlightening to mem-
bers of this House, because its mover, the
former member for Blackwood, has such a
strong background in this industry. I
would like to make reference to the re-
action of the Minister to this motion which
was moved on the 6th October, 1971. The
Minister replied on the same night and I
would like to quote a portion of what he
said, on Wednesday, the 6th October, 1971.
He said-

The member for Blackwood made
consistent reference to the prospects
of marketing and he drew attention
specifically to the three reports from
which he quoted.

These reports Indicated recom-
mendations of one sort or another for
a marketing authority. I feel this is
the right track, and indeed, if we recall
the opening of the fruit growers' con-
ference, it was indicated that prepara-
tory legislation is in hand and it could
be brought forward whenever the in-
dustry needs it.

I pause to make the point that as far
back as the 6th October, 1971, legislation
was in preparation. Nevertheless, the
growers--the people who will be involved
in this authority-were given something
less than a week to look at the legislation
which will govern them. I continue to
quote-

So if tighter statutory marketing
is required, a start has been made in
this direction. I feel this is something
the honourable member will welcome,
as it is one of the aspects he felt
strongly about. There will be no sug-
gestion of foisting it on to the in-
dustry without proper examination;
but as was indicated at the confer-
ence it is available, and it will be
implemented if the necessity for it is
expressed. However, at this stage
there has been no request from the
growers or from any other source.

That is as far as I need quote. because I
have covered the point. The Minister
said in October, 1971, that the legislation
had been) framed and the Government was
ready to go ahead.

It is interesting to note that at that
same conference-in 1971-a resolution
was carried calling on the Government to
set in motion a statutory marketing auth-
ority. The Minister said in his speech that
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the legislation was ready to go ahead. At the farm gate to the point of sale to
the same conference a request was made by
the growers, as the Minister mentioned,
that the Government should go ahead with
setting up a statutory authority. I fail to
see how the Minister was not able more
clearly to inform the growers of the impact
of the legislation which the Government
contemplated.

Members will recall that the untimely
death of the former Speaker of the House
(The Hon. J. M. Toms) occurred on the
night following the motion moved by the
former member for Blackwood. Parlia-
ment was prorogued and I believe that the
motion which had been moved by the
former member for Blackwood lapsed. I
do not think it was resurrected, although
I have not researched this point.

The Minister, who doubtless recognised
the valuable contribution made by the
former member for Blackwood and also
taking into account the call upon the Gov-
ernment by the State conference of the
Fuit Growers' Association, took it upon
himself to form a committee to inquire into
fruit handling and transport. In conse-
quence, the Knox committee was set up.

Mr. T. D. Evans: Does the honourable
member commend the Minister for doing
that?

Mr. THOMPSON: I do indeed. How-
ever, I do not commend him for the fact
that, having set up a committee of inquiry
which took 10 months in its deliberations,
at the same time he went ahead with pre-
paring the legislation before the Knox
report was made available to members of
the House and to the growers. There are
some growers today who have not seen it,
because they have not been able to obtain
a copy. It was tabled on the 2nd of this
month and the legislation was introduced
soon afterwards.

Clearly the legislation was framed with-
out the growers having some access to this
report of the inquiry into a vital aspect of
the industry. May I point out to the Min-
ister that it has been almost impossible
to obtain copies of this report? One was
tabled in the House, but even the Leader
of the Opposition was unable to obtain
a copy when he made a request of
the Department of Agriculture. I also
point out to the Minister that last
evening I made a request of him for a
copy of one of the appendices; namely,
the public relations experts' investigations
in England. The Minister has not yet
supplied me with this copy, although he
indicated he would make it available to
me.

I should like to read the terms of refer-
ence to indicate what was the task of the
Knox committee. These are as follows:-

To examine Present methods of
fruit handling in W.A. and make
recommendations on the future hand-
ling of Western Australian fruit from

consumers, either in W.A. or in the
country of destination. This examin-
ation should include aspects such as
the number of shipping agents, ports
of loading, ports of unloading, points
of Packing and any other relevant
aspects.

All of these aspects should be incorporated
in the Bill which has been brought for-
ward. Under those terms of reference, the
Knox committee spent 10 months examin-
ing the industry. The report was not
available until the legislation was framed.
It almost seems to me to be a waste of 'the
taxpayers' money.

I would like to quote one part of the
report, and I will not weary the House
with a great many extracts, because I be-
lieve it is hardly worth the time. I would
just like to say, having looked at all the
aspects of the industry, the committee
came up with this recommendation-

The body envisaged in 11.1.0 should
exercise control over the industry in
respect to:-
* Quantity of fruit produced
* Quality of fruit sold on export or

home market
* The disposition and nature of

packing facilities
* The type and proportion of pack-

ages used
* The strategy to be employed on

the home and export market
* Negotiations related to shipping

space and freight rates.
I believe this next paragraph is significant.
It reads-

The Committee is unable to agree
as to how this control should be exer-
cised or on the form of industry
organization that would result from
the imposition of control. The diver-
gent points of view of growers and
shippers are clearly stated in Part 8.

After an exhaustive examination by the
committee, it was unable to bring down
a recommendation as to how the body it
envisaged should be set up. However, with-
out access to this report, the legislation
was introduced. I fully accept that mem-
bers of this committee were people asso-
ciated with the industry and would have
known the evidence which was being
placed before them.

Surely the committee could not have
drawn its conclusions as the evidence was
being compiled and at the same time be
able to draw up legislation. It appears to
me that first of all we should have had the
situation examined by the Knox commit-
tee. After ample time had been allowed
for people in the industry to have access
to the report of the comamittee, to digest it,
and consider the various parts of It, the
legislation could have been drawn up.
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The member for Collie referred a little
earlier tonight to the shippers. I believe
that the shippers associated with the in-
dustry have done a sterling job. In some
instances they have run their operations
at a loss, and naturally this cannot con-
tinue forever. It is obvious the interests
of the shippers will have to be taken into
account when considering the overall situ-
ation of the industry.

I submit there is not the degree of
urgency which the Minister indicates is
necessary. Indeed, if this organisation is
set up now, I fail to see how it can deal
with the 1913 crop. The die is cast with
respect to that crop. The growers know
how much fruit will be Produced and of
what variety. It is known how much can be
shipped and the shippers have given an
undertaking to ensure that as much as
Possible of the crop will be handled even
if the legislation is passed.

I would like to read to the House a
telegram forwarded to the Leader of the
Opposition (Sir Charles Court) on the 14th
November. It is signed by the Licensed
Apple and Pear Exporters. It reads--

We have today sent the following
telegram to the Hon C D Nalder
quote it is apparent from numerous
meetings of apple growers and en-
quiries made by individual growers to
country representatives of exporters
that the majority of growers have
neither had the opportunity to study
the report of the fruit handling and
transport committee following an
exhaustive enquiry Into the industry
or the proposed apple and pear In-
dustry act 1912 stop it is equally
apparent that many growers vigor-
ously oppose the proposed act stop
we earnestly recommend that the act
now before parliament be deferred to
allow all growers to express their
opinion through a referendum and in
the meantime we give you our assur-
ance that plans currently under way
by exporters for the effective export
marketing of the 1973 apple crop will
continue and collaboration maintained
with growers representatives through
existing liaison committee comprising
growers exporters and formed for this
purpose

It can clearly be seen that the shippers
have the situation well in hand for the
1973 crop. Imagine the effect of a board
with the surplus of 800,000 bushels of
apples this year. The apples are setting
on the trees, and we cannot do anything
about it. I fall to see the rush with this
legislation because it cannot have a very
great impact on the crop already on the
trees.

The telegram referred to grower repre-
sentation or grower reaction to the Bill.
Last Saturday I was invited by a producer
in my electorate to attend a meeting which

was being convened for the following even-
ing at Karragullen. I went along to ascer-
tain the growers' reaction to the Bill. On
the Wednesday night the legislation was
introduced in the House. I obtained copies
of the Bill and the Minister's speech and
forwarded these to the growers in my
electorate so that they might look at them
and indicate their reaction.

At the meeting it was stated that 80 per
cent. of the People involved or engaged in
the apple and pear Industry in the hills
district were present that night. This is a
fairly significant percentage, and I believe,
as the member representing the area, I
ought to take due notice of anything the
meeting had to say. Quite contrary to the
remarks made by the member for Collie
earlier when he said the meeting was dis-
orderly, I thought it was a very well-
conducted meeting.

I believe this was an insult to the chair-
man of the meeting and an insult to the
people in the gallery who were present. At
the meeting a resolution was carried as fol-
lows-

It is the opinion of this meeting of
growers that we have not been given
the right to discuss the proposed Act
and we demand a referendum of grow-
ers.

This meeting also elected six people to put
their case to the Minister for Agriculture.
I believe these people intended to attempt
to see the Premier-I do not know If they
succeeded. They saw the Leader of the
Country Party and the leader of my party
to express their concern.

On the Monday a meeting was held at
Donnybrook, as we have been told by the
member for Collie.

Mr. Jones: I did not say that meeting
was disorderly.

Mr. THOMPSON: Again a resolution was
passed indicating that the people in the
industry were not happy with the Bill.

Mr. Jones: They did not oppose the prin-
ciple, did they?

Mr. THOMPSON: They did not. As a
matter of fact, I have not heard anyone
in the industry opposing the principle of
orderly marketing. We do not oppose the
principle, but we do not believe that we
should rush into this and put the growers
into straight-Jackets without giving them
an opportunity to look at it. As I said
earlier, the growers must respect the body
which Is set up. If the growers do not res-
pect It, it is doomed from the start. They
cannot respect something which is shoved
onto them. The resolution carried at the
Donnybrook meeting reads as follows:-

The following Resolution was carried
at a Meeting at which there were some
100 growers present-there were 5 dis-
sentients-

"This meeting requests the Gov-
ernent to re-draft the apple and
Pear board Bill that part 2 Is
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amended to alter the composition
of the Proposed board so as to give
greater grower representation and
to delete part 1I3 of the Bill en-
tirely.

That part IV of the Bill be
amended to include in the penalty
for planting fruit trees without
authority the destruction of the
fruit trees so planted.

This meeting further wishes the
activities of the proposed board
restricted to export fruit only.

This meeting further requests
that the Bill include a clause
providing for a ballot of growers,
as defined in the federal apple and
pear board legislation, to approve
the Bill as passed by parliament
prior to promulgation.",

Again I believe this is an expression by the
people in the industry that they wish to
look at the proposed legislation, The Liberal
Party calls on the Government to suspend
the passage of this Bill at the present time
so that the industry may look at it and
consider the report of the Knox committee.
Those engaged in the industry want time
to digest all the material which has been
brought forward, bearing in mind that the
1973 crop will be taken care of. The
board will not be able to do much with the
surplus 800,000 bushels of apples which
will be produced.

When he introduced the Bill, the Min-
ister said that the local market would not
be involved. I fail to see how the local
market may be divorced from the opera-
tions of the board when the board will
take control of the cool stores under the
terms of the Bill. The board will be able
to dictate to the cool stores and tell them
the vairieties of apples to store, the quantity
and the period of storage. Furthermore,
any surplus apples Produced will obviously
go onto the local market. This point was
raised earlier and I leave it to the Minister
to comment on as I do not wish to delay
the House unduly.

In my opinion the measure does not con-
fine the board to dealing with export
apples. I believe it will have the power to
control the local market, and I would ap-
preciate thle Minister's comments on this
aspect.

We believe the restrictions in relation
to the cool stores are far too severe, and
some provisions should be deleted from the
Bill-

When the Leader of the Country Party
spoke to this measure yesterday, he refer-
red to the diversification which is possible
in the industry. I would point out that
in my electorate it will be very difficult for
the people presently producing apples and
pears to diversify to another form of Pro-
duction. In the main their holdings are
very small. They will not be able to go
Into the production of beef or the produc-

tion of stone fruit. Those in the stone-
fruit industry already have a problem in
quitting their crops.

Some serious thought will have to be
given to the growers when it becomes neces-
sary to consider who will deliver the fruit
to the board if it is ultimately established.
Clearly, if quotas are imposed right across
the board, the fruit-growing industry in
the hills area will be killed. We must re-
member that a large quantity of stone fruit
is grown in this area for consumption in the
metropolitan region. I believe we must
build into the legislation some provision to
safeguard the small growers.

I would like to refer to a number of
points raised by Previous speakers. The
member for Stirling indicated that the
greater part of the production of the apple
and pear industry sold on the export mar-
kets was concentrated in the south of the
State. It must be conceded that that
would be correct in regard to apples.
Approximately 20 per cent. of the apple
production exported is produced in the
hills area. Over 80 per cent. of pears ex-
ported are produced in the hills. I should
imagine that the growers in the hills areas
would have the highest percentage of cool
storage accommodation in the State.

The attitude of growers in the hills has
to be considered seriously. Those growers
emphatically request that this legislation
be deferred to allow them to study
it, and they certainly ask that a referen-
dum he held before the Bill is passed. The
member for Dale will refer to this later
and will give notice of an amendment he
proposes to move in this respect.

The member for Too dyay suggested that
this measure should have been introduced
by the previous Government. I ask him:
Is he aware of any decision made at a
previous annual conference of the Fruit
Growers' Association calling on the previ-
ous Government to set up a statutory
authority to market export apples?

Mr. Moiler: I will answer that by ask-
ing another question. Do you not think
that orderly marketing should be intro-
duced at a time when the Industry is in
a sound position rather than waiting for a
crisis to develop?

Mr. THOMPSON: It is in this respect
that the Labor Party and our party differ.
Our philosophy is that we do not foist on
any industry something it does not want.
The member for Toodysy also referred to
the control that will be imposed on cool
stores. He said the only argument he could
put forward to make these people register
was that if a committee were established it
would know the quantity of apples being
stored , and the places where they were
stored.

I suggest this information can be col-
lated just as easily without establishing
a statutory authority. The department
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could tell us. fairly accurately, what qtian-
tities of apples are being stored and the
places at which they are stored throughout
the various parts of the State. The de-
partment can, fairly reliably, predict what
surplus production there will be this year.
If this is all the information the honour-
able member desires I fail to see why it
is necessary to establish a board.

I will now quote from an article that
appeared in Thle West Australian of the
15th November, in which the President of
the Fruit Growers' Association was reported
as saying-

The association's president, Mr. ff.
C. Gubler, said yesterday that the as-
sociation had reservations about sec-
tions of the Act Involving cold storage.

These sections, as proposed, could
allow some control over the local
market.

In some years the Minister would
be able to control the fruit allowed
into cool store from about July until
the end of the year. This would affect
the amount available for the local
market.

The association would discuss this
point with the Minister for Agriculture,
Mr. H. D, Evans.

"This section should be dropped at
this stage," Mr. Oubler said.

We have been told that Mr. Gubler is one
of those people who have been in close
contact with the Minister for Agriculture
whilst this legislation was being prepared.
We are told that the executive of the Fruit
Growers' Association fully accepted the
terms and conditions of the Bill. If it
did, the executive has had a sudden change
of heart. We were told that the executive
accepted the provisions in the Bill, but
now it says it does not want the cool store
Provisions. How can we expect those who
have net had access to the Bill to be in a
Position to assess the true situation when
they are told that their leaders in the in-
dustry have accepted a proposal put for-
ward by the Minister and then, when the
balloon goes up and the Bill is made avail-
able to a large percentage of the growers,
they suddenly decide they will not be a
party to some provisions contained in it.

Before concluding I call upon the Gov-
errnent to defer the passage of this Bill
to allow those engaged in the industry to
study the report by the Knox committee
and the provisions contained in the Bill
with a view to producing a piece of legisla-
tion that will be acceptable to them and
make it more effective than the measure
that is now before us, bearing in mind that
provision has already been made for the
1973 crop.

MR. RUSHTON (Dale) [8.22 p.m.J: The
most important factor in regard to this
legislation is to ensure that those engaged

In the industry are not divided and disinte-
grated in a way that would be harmful to
themselves and the industry in general. We
must look to the future welfare of all sec-
tions of the industry. It is not a question
of attacking the industry: it is a question
of trying to do what is best. Basically it is
a question of those engaged in the industry
having faith in what is being done for
them and accepting what is to be done
after they have had an opportunity to
study all the aspects of any measure that
is introduced with a view to improving the
Position of the industry. In the last few
days a report of about 150 pages has been
produced reviewing the condition of the
industry and we ask that the Government
should consider all these reports that have
been made and then conduct a ballot to
decide the question, but I will refer to that
question later. If the growers did not con-
sider that their industry was under attack
they would not have shown the interest
they have shown. Men would not be leav-
ing their orchards in large numbers to visit
Parliament to hear the debate on this Bill
If they felt confident about the future.
They have had bitter experiences in the
past and they do not want to be subjected
to them again. They want the conditions in
the industry improved and their families to
feel secure in the future.

The unfortunate feature in regard to the
way this legislation has been introduced
is thai it would appear that Parliament
has been misled as to the manner of its
iufLrUdoiuzL. We were told that the Bill
was to deal with export fruit only. One
does not have to have a long experience
In orcharding to realise that in this legisla-
tion the production of fruit for export and
the production of fruit for the local mar-
ket are integrated. Many clauses in the Bill
are dependent one upon the other. We were
led to believe that the Bill would deal
purely with the export of apples but this Is
not so. The Fruit Growers' Association ap-
Pears to have been misled also, because in
the last few days it has given qualified
support to the Bill. The association has
acted in good faith by working closely with
the Minister on this legislation. Therefore
either he has introduced additional pro-
visions to the Bill which the association
did not know about, or the association has
led its members up the garden Path.

If the association accepted the legisla-
tion in toto this was not what it was asked
to do. The association was merely asked
to approve of the export of apples and
pears. What has happened? The Bill deals
with the local market as well. We now
come to the growers. I will prove shortly
that they were given to understand that
they would be consulted. They were told
by their President they were to have an
opportunity to consider the report that had
been brought forward and what the legis-
lation would contain and have some final
say about its preparation.
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Therefore the only kind words that one
can say about the Minister is that he does
not understand the ramifications of the
industry or his socialistic tendency has led
him up the garden Path which is not the
path the growers wish to follow.

The Parliament has definitely been
misled over the Provisions that deal with
the production of apples for the local mar-
ket. The growers appear to have been mis-
led, because already they have had reports
published in the Press that they did not
intend this to happen. Therefore it will be
interesting to hear the Minister in his reply
explaining some of these points.

At this juncture it is interesting to ex-
plain the assurances the growers were
given. I am now referring to a committee
report dated the '7th November, 1972, and
I will quote three extracts from it. They
are as follows:-

it appeared unlikely that complete
agreement could be reached, although
all members realised the importance of
trying to do so and present a united
front to Government if possible.

A little further down, in clause 6, he said-
The Western Australian Fruit Grow-

ers' Association would be kept fully
informed of developments and Execu-
tive approval sought before final
acceptance of the Committee's recoin-
mendations were endorsed, or rejected
by growers.

That is a clear understanding that the
growers were to have a say. Then further
on again in this report, the following ap-
peared:-

At the same time, it was most un-
likely that any Government would
"ride rough-shod" over the wishes of
the majority of growers.

This is the unfortunate position in which
we find ourselves today. In regard to
this legislation the Government has ridden
over us roughshod.

Mr. Jones: Who wrote that report?

Mr. RUSHTON: That was written by the
President of the Fruit Growers' Associa-
tion.

Mr. Jones: Mr. Reid?
Mr. RUSHTON: Yes. So the Minister, In

introducing this legislation, has put out
a smoke screen so thick it is difficult to
realise the full intent of the measure. It
is based on a fear of a shortage of shipping.
plus a fear in regard to the export market
and this is rather ironical when one
realises that the success of this season will
depend on the close co-operation between
the shippers and the growers.

It is also interesting to raise the question
of costs when it is realised that the grow-
ers in the hills area are faced with bills
amounting to hundreds and hundreds of
dollars for electricity charges following the
election of this Government to offce. This

represents only some of the increased costs
they have had to face in recent times. That
is why growers are so sceptical and cannot
help being anxious about the future. So I
think the Minister's action in bringing this
Bill forward without showing the growers
some consideration and giving them an op-
portunity to have a say about what it
should contain, is deplorable.

In his report, Mr. Knox, the Director-
General of Transport, made reference to
the fact that the urgent attention of the
Director of Agriculture was necessary to
bring about an up-to-date fruit-fly baiting
scheme. The growers know what hap-
pened in regard to that. They know that
the Government tried to place the respon-
sibility on local government. That item is
of great interest to the growers.

The Opposition is requesting that this
legislation be deferred to ensure that the
growers are granted their proper rights in
being given an opportunity to consider the
legislation.

The producers or growers in a rural in-
dustry should be given the right to hold a
referendum before any decision which
affects their livelihood is made. What is
Proposed in the Bill is to apply for all time
and not merely for today or tomorrow.
After this legislation has been enacted no-
one can restore the previous position.
Surely the growers are entitled to have a
say at this point of time before they are
further committed. It has been mentioned
that the grower is to be placed in a
straightjacket, but I am sure the growers
will want to know who is to fasten the
buckles.

These people are realists, and they want
to be assured that they can Proceed with
confidence, otherwise they will tell their
elected members what they should be
doing.

The ACTING SPEAKER
Tonkin): There is too much
versation in the Chamber.

(Mr. A. R.
audible con-

Mr. RUSHTON: The Knox report con-
tains approximately 150 pages. I commend
the Minister for having this prepared, but
that is where the matter ends. It seems
that no heed has been paid to this report,
because what is contained in the Bill is not
what the Knox report recommended.
Probably the Bill is the creation of the
Minister.

We should endeavour to turn this into
an integrated industry, and not make it
a divided industry. Reference has been
made to the holding of a referendum of the
growers. I think they are entitled to one.
They have Put a lifetime of work into this
industry and invested their earnings and
savings in it. Generally these are family
units, and all the members put their
shoulders to the wheel in running the or-
chards.
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In my part of the State the growers are
particularly independent, and they do not
call upon other People for assistance. They
make a great contribution to their own
communities, and also to others which
might need help.

It is about time the Minister gave con-
sideration to the viewpoint of the Opposi-
tion. We want a stay of proceedings for
two or three months, and as the previous
speaker mentioned there is nothing to be
lost from such a move, because the ship-
pers have guaranteed to handle all ship-
ments this year. We should all support this
move, because I am sure we all want to
see this developed into an integrated in-
dustry.

I want to make a plea to the members
for Toodyay and collie in whose elector-
ates some orchards are established, I am
not trying to pit one section of the indus-
try against another, but those two hon-
ourable members have shown a lack of
understanding of the position. That will
be verified when we deal with the Bill in
Committee. The Minister should be pre-
Pared to accept some of our recommen-
dations.

I have placed an amendment on the
notice paper. If the Minister is not pre-
pared to act responsibly in respect of this
industry I shall move my amendment. It
seeks the holding of a referendum of the
growers before the legislation is proclaim-
ed. This is in line with the views of the
growers from the Donnybrook area, and in
lie with the very responsible motion mov-
ed at the meeting at Karragullen last Sun-
day night. I refute the statement that
the meeting was disorderly. I am sure the
member for Collie has attended many more
meetings which were less orderly. It Is
amazing to note how quickly the growers
expressed their concern.

Mr. Thompson; That demonstrates they
are very concerned.

Mr. RUSHTON: The petition has been
signed by 21? growers, and that is based
on one grower from each property. Every
producer in the Jarrabdale and Dwellingup
areas signed that petition which seeks a
stay of proceedings. I hope the Minister
will agree that a 100 per cent, vote in
favour is a sufficiently high vote.

Why is the Minister proceeding with this
legislation? He has received an interim
report. I believe the members of the fruit
growers' executive are most disappointed
because the report was not forwarded to
them. The executive was hoping that it
would be available at the annual general
meeting in September. This was the time
when the delegates of the growers should
have been made aware of the Government's
proposals. If they had been Wnormed at
that time this legislation might be accept-
ed with goodwill if suitable amendments
are agreed to.

On the 14th September the Minister in-
structed the Parliamentary Draftsman to
prepare the legislation. At that time the
Knox report indicated that no definite con-
clusion had been reached, yet the Minister
gave an instruction for the legislation to
be prepared five days before the annual
meeting of the Fruit Growers' Association.
That is the reason the growers are scared;
they fear they will be placed in the same
straits as the potato growers. The presi-
dent of the association indicated in the
August issue of the Western Australian
Fruit Grower that the growers expected the
report to be forwarded to them together
with the Government's proposals. It is be-
yond my comprehension why the Govern-
ment should proceed with this legislation.

The other day I asked a series of ques-
tions relating to the matter, but much of
the information I sought was not available.
That is remarkable. Here a vital decision is
being made, but the information is not
made available to us. According to the
answer given by the Minister the interim
report was received on the 28th August,
hut it was sent forward sometime in July.
The conclusions were placed before the
Minister on the 19th October, and he re-
ceived the final report on the 27th October.
He indicated that he instructed the legis-
lation to be prepared on the 14th Septem-
ber.

The first report was tabled in this House
on the 2nd November, but up to now the
fruit growe-rs have not seen the report of
the committee or the addendums attached
to it. It is not unreasonable to ask the
Minister to defer this legislation for two
or three months to enable the democratic
processes to be followed.

The member for Darling Range and I
represent the hills growers. We are aware
of their special problems. Of these grow-
ers about 47 per cent, depend on orchard-
ing solely for their livelihood. In the other
areas, only 5 per cent. of them are so
dependent, because the growers are able
to diversify and produce beef, wool, etc.

The 47 per cent. of the hills growers who
are solely dependent on this industry for
their income operate the orchards as
closely-knit family units. I would say that
about 1,500 people are involved in opera-
ting these orchards in the hills. In addi-
tion to those people there are others who
Supply services and goods to the growers.

Over the years these producers have de-
veloped a tremendous expertise for market-
ing their fruit on the export and local
markets. They have a greater percentage
of refrigerated cold stores than other sec-
tions of the industry. Special attention
should be given to ths group of growers.
We cannot put them in the same category
as the other group which is dependent on
the industry only to the extent of 5 per
cent. The growers In the hills operate
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small acreages and they do not have the
opportunity to diversify as readily as their
fellow growers elsewhere.

The member for Toodyay made mention
of the introduction of quotas. If they are
introduced they will have a tremendous
impact on the local and export markets.
The hills growers who operate on small
acreages will not be able to exist. That
was the experience of some potato growers
when quotas were introduced.

Whichever authority is to be responsible
for regulating the industry will have to
make sure that growers with small acreages
are not penalised in respect of quotas. If
the basis of allocation of quotas Is deter-
mined on acreage then a rower with 50
acres will have a definite advantage over
a hills grower with 10 acres. if special
attention is not paid to the growers with
small acreages they may be put out of
business, and that was what happened in
the potato industry.

Formerly in the hills area there were
28 to 30 potato growers, but today there is
not one. The reason Is easy to find. The
agents selling produce to Singapore and
the South-East Asian market often re-
ceive inquiries from merchants who desire
to import potatoes from this State. We
all know there is a goad market for
potatoes in Hong Kong and Singapore.
and that our Potatoes can be readily sold
there.

The interesting point is that when ciur
agents are prepared to export potatoes to
those markets the merchants demand that
the sales be not conducted through the
Potato Marketing B3oard. They contend
that the board only looks after the local
market, and not the export market. It is
inflexible. For that reason the State is
losing out on the export of potatoes.

Once quotas or restrictions are imposed
in the apple industry other factors will
be involved, and the industry will suffer
as a result. One understands readily why
the growers are suspicious and demand a
say in the disposal of their products. They
live in fear of quotas. The growers in the
hills realise that the imposition of quotas
will mean the kiss of death to them.

It is interesting to note the reference by
the member for Collie to the telegrams
received by the Minister. I am also in-
terested to see what has taken place. I
hope the Minister will not tell us that the
presidents of the local branches have dis-
sociated themselves from the public meet-
Ing that was held. I have received a letter
from the president of a branch who says
that he supports his branch. The presi-
dents of the two branches or associa-
tions in my area have for a long time
pressed for the holding of a referendum.
That is why I cannot understand the
action of the Minister. It seems the grow-
ers have been hoodwinked. I do not want
to see the local people divided.

The branches are doing a marvellous Job
and we should not interfere. We certainly
should not reduce their potential and the
results they achieve. However, we will be
interfering if we cause factions and divi-
sions. I mentioned that in passing because
it did worry me when I saw the reports in
the Press about various presidents taking
various actions.

We should have one interest; that Is, the
betterment of the industry, and acknow-
ledge that the people play a part in in-
dustry. We should not set one faction
against another. We know that the major-
ity of export apples come from districts
south of the hills area. However, strangely
enough, the hills area produces 75 per cent.
of our pears. We also note that in the re-
quest for a referendum two large areas--
Donnybrook and the hills--representing 58
per cent. of the growers, expressed the
wish to have a, ballot. We need to take
some notice of that, and that is all we ore
requesting.

We are not attempting to knock the
legislation; we are only claiming it has
been presented in a most unfortunate way.
It is dividing the growers. The growers
have had a hard battle and we are simply
asking for a few months' grace which
would cause no loss to the industry. We
want the growers to have an opportunity
to assess the situation.

Mr. W, A. Manning: Why a period of a
few months?

Mr. RUSHTON: Well, whatever time it
takes. I am suggesting that we will be
back in March and we can handle the
matter in Parliament then.

Mr. O'Connor: We might not be home by
March.

Sir Charles Court: We have to get the
Budget through yet.

Mr. RUSHTON: A clear direction has
been given to the Minister from the asso-
ciation that it does not desire the local
market to be covered by this legislation.
However, it is easy for anybody to see
that the local market will be covered. How
can the export market be separated from
the local market? The export market must
influence the local market. We are talking
about a. surplus and the only place a sur-
plus can be disposed of will be on the local
market.

Referring to cool stores, the Government
will be telling the producers what they can
do. The producers in the hills have all
sorts of interesting things in their cool
stores. I would suggest it is a way of life,
and I know that the hospitality dispensed
by those people is overwhelming.

I have no wish to see people who havr
considerable Ingenuity and integrity moved
in such a way that they will be placed in
straight-jackets and will not have an
opportunity to say what they think. It will
be bad enough having to vote and having
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to accept the majority decision. mhe grower
who is in the minority will have to fall Into
line whether he likes It or not.

I ask members to support the request to
the Minister for a stay of a few months
until the autumn sitting. Surely it is rea-
sonable that the people who have spent
their lifetime in this industry should bave
a say in what is to happen to them.

It is interesting to refer to the Minister's
notes. Some of his comments would scare
many people. The Minister said that in the
short term it will be necessary to institute
an equitable means of sharing available
markets, and to extend the activities of
the present Apple Sales Advisory Com-
mittee. The Leader of the Country Party
has said that we already have a, committee
working.

Surely the marketing of apples will be a
difficult business, and it will be difficult to
phase in this new system. Surely no poli-
tical party should tell people who have
made a tremendous contribution to the
welf are of this State that they will sell
their fruit in a certain manner, and like
it. The situation will be that in a few
years' time somebody else will have to pull
the industry out of the mess. It will be
a difficult job because the industry will
be disbanded and the shippers will be
bard to re-establish.

Then there is the allocation of available
space on an equal basis between the States,
and between the growers In each State.
This is the situation at the present time
and I know there have been a terrific
number of requests to do something about
it. When one reads through the report
one realises there is no agreement with
the Australian Apple and Pear Board for
anything to take place later. I cannot see
how the system will work. Perhaps the
Minister might be able to tell us when
he replies.

The legislation cannot work now. The
representatives of the fruit industry claim
that they already have the Australian
Apple and Pear Board, and our State oper-
ates within the jurisdiction of that board.

Mr, H, fl, Evans: Would the honourable
member just explain how so that everybody
is clear on that point?

Mr. RUSHTON: It is in the report.
Mr. H. D. Evans: You explain it.

Mr. RUSHTON: I asked the Minister to
supply some telegrams but he did not re-
ply.

Mr. H. D. Evans: I want you to explain
that point.

Mr. RUSHTON: The industry is control-led by the Australian Apple and Pear
Board.

Mr. H. D. Evans: Go on from there.

Mr. RUSHTON: I will go on from there
during the Committee stage. I will supply
the details; they are not hard to under-
stand. However, I will not go off on that
tangent at the moment.

Mr. Bryce: I Will Move for an extension
of time.

Mr. RUSHTON: The honourable mem-
ber may do that. The Minister said the
report was tabled on the 2nd November.
That confirms how little time we have had
to deal with It. It is a report In great
depth, and some of the appendages have
not been included so we do not understand
the overseas position. it is ludicrous to
have legislation coming forward before the
report is available. It is hard to imagine
how anyone could act in this manner; it
seems that someone is going around in
circles. Any person going in one direction
could not come up with a result such as
this.

Another comment by the Minister was
that the shipping representatives indicated
they did not believe legislation was neces-
sary, but agreed that corporate action was
now necessary to preserve the industry.
The issue Is that in the Knox report there
were differences. I cannot understand why
a representative of the Debpartmnent of
Agriculture would be the one to present an
acceptable system. However, the present
measure does not even follow that sug-
gestion. I do not know who advises the
Minister but what he had to say was
window dressing because the legislation
does not fall into line with the report.

Surely, after the money and time ex-
pended on a report compiled by dedicated
People the Minister should make use of the
report. However, he has his fixed ideas
and he plans to carry them out.

There has been talk about the decision
of the 1972 conference, and members can
refer to what took place there. The mem-
ber for Darling Range has already discus-
sed that point. There was a request for a
referendum and surely when people are
denied such a simple democratic process
there will be trouble.

When one peruses the report of the
committee, it is interesting to refer to some
of the happenings which illustrate the
problems which exist. I will Quote a few
passages from the Western Australian
Fruit Grower of September, 1972. The
passage I will quote Is from the minutes
of a special meeting of the Executive of
the Western Australian Fruit Growers'
Association, held in the association offices
on the 9th August, 1972. Mr. Reid was
present and he welcomed the delegates.

Mr. Reid reported what the executive
had been doing, and in considering this
legislation it is particularly interesting to
note the following extracts from the mi-
nutes:

The Committee had met on quite a
number of occasions since its inception
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towards the end of 1971 and had
achieved a great deal despite wide
divergencies of opinion between the
representatives of the various sections
of the Industry. However, much still
remained to be done but he was con-
fident that the eventual outcome would
be to the ultimate advantage of the
Fruit Industry in this State.

So there was a confident prediction from
the President at the time. Mr. Knox then
arrived and was welcomed. He was then
asked to make a few comments about the
industry, and the minutes read as fol-
lows:-

Mr. Knox then went on to criticise
the grower representatives on the Com-
mittee for their inflekible attitude and
apparent refusal to deviate from their
set objective of the establishment of a
Statutory Authority for control of the
fruit industry in Western Australia.
Other sections of the industry, al-
though firm in their convictions that
existing facilities could be stream-
lined and modified to provide more ef-
ficient handling and documentation,
were prepared to, and had in fact con-
ceded a lot of ground but the growers
remained adamant that nothing short
of a full, grower dominated Statutory
Authority would be acceptable to
them.

We had a committee composed of men
with vast experience and open minds. Their
job was to get the thing to work, and estab-
lish what was best for the industry. How-
ever, here we see a hard line and that is
why I think the growers need to study
the report and make their own evaluation
of the situation. The minutes continue-

This attitude was completely wrong
and growers must realise that they too
must be prepared to compromise if a
satisfactory outcome was ever to be
achieved. He warned against the in-
sistence of establishing a Board as, in
his opinion, experience had proved
that not only did Boards tend to be
very expensive to set up and maintain,
but also that they invariably turned
out to be very inflexible as had been
shown in the cases of the New Zealand
Apple & Pear Board and the South
African Deciduous Fruit. Board, as well
as various commodity Boards, both
State and Commonwealth In Australia
itself.

Mr. I. W. Manning: I think that is worth
repeating.

Mr. RUSHTON: The member for Collie
eulogised the activities of the New Zealand
Apple and Fear Board, but here is a man
who is greatly respected, and who is accept-
ed in good faith, saying that we have to be
careful of the costs. After all, all growers
will have to contribute towards the cost.
The minutes continue-

He firmly believed that an organisa-
tion already in existence, namely
"Western Granny Smith Pty. Ltd." was

the ideal basis for reorganisation of
the industry in Western Australia. A
possible compromise had been sug-
gested by one of the Committee Mem-
bers however, namely a "Two Tier"
structure whereby if an Authority had
to be formed, it should be very small
and compact and be a policy making
body ONLY; the actual physical con-
trol of the industry should still be
vested in an organisation such as that
already named as It had the experi-
ence, facilities, expertise and had
Proved itself capable by the improve-
ments and savings actually imple-
mented during the 1972 season. Mr.
Knox then detailed the activities and
investigations already carried out by
his Committee and summarised the
Position as follows:-

The five points were then listed. it was
interesting to read in the reports the com-
ments regarding the New Zealand and Tas-
manian Apple and Pear Boards. I em in-
cluding this general information because
I am seeking a deferment so that these
Points can be considered in greater depth.

The board in Tasmania is not considered
to have been very successful. It has run
into Problems. The report states, "Al-
though our imperfect system has been
functioning it has not run into these
problems because it has not been put under
pressure."

Mr. H. D. Evans: Did You mention
Tasmania?

Mr. RUSHTON: I am just making a
comparison. The executive became very
upset about these comments. It responded
and eventually a motion was passed at
the meeting. The members concerned were
Mr. Reid, Mr. Gorman, and Mr. Gubler.
The article goes on to deal with statutory
control and it reads-

At the same time, it appears that
some sort of compromise might be
necessary if agreement was to be
reached although the ultimate aim
must obviously still result in Statutory
control of some kind...

The growers were saying their bit. Mr.
Knox had been thanked for his participa-
tion and had apparently left the meeting.

The SPEAKER: The honourable mem-
ber has five more minutes.

Mr. RUSHTON: They were still sticking
to their statutory control. The article
continues-

... preferably with at least equal
grower representation. The main aim
of growers was to ensure that licensing
for export should be controlled
through the suggested Authority and
not remain in the hands of commercial
interests and with this in mind, the
suggested "Two Tier" proposal could
be the answer and would, at the same
time, be a move towards compromise
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by growers. Prolonged discussion then
ensued and eventually, the following
motion by Messrs. B. C. Langridge and
E. A. Edwards was "Carried tUnani-
muously"'

I do not see how it was carried unani-
mously, There should be somethng about a
request for a referendum by some of the
branches In my electorate.

I would like to ask the Minister for a
deferment. The president of the associa-
tion has been working closely with the
Minister, so the growers understood the
Minister did not intend to ride roughshod
over them. The Minister will have far
greater success in his portfolio if he acts
wisely rather than rashly. The wise thing
to do is allow a little democracy to enter
into this legislation. I am asking the
Minister at this late hour to give the
growers an opportunity to consider this
legislation and to consider the Knox re-
port, and then In a reasonable time con-
duct a poll amongst growers to see what
they think about it. That is reasonable
enough. I think the Minister and the Par-
liament will agree It has been demon-
strated that this would be the reasonable
way to proceed.

The industry is too valuable to be di-
vided and placed in the position of working
against itself. I hope the Fruit Growers'
Association will call its members together
quickly and say to the Minister, "In the
Interests of the whole industry, we think
this is a reasonable thing to do. We are
not losing Anything. We still have our
legislation. Let us do this and have a
united industry."

MR. BLAIKIE (Vasse) [9.04 p.m.]: This
Bill deals with an industry which is very
important to Western Australia and
which has played a very important
role in the past. I have no doubt it will
play an even more important role in the
future. However, as with many of our
agricultural industries, this industry is be-
set with problems.

The main problem concerning the indus-
try at the present time is over-produc-
tion. This is recognised by the Parliamient
and by the entire industry. Before we
can make progress, we must also recognise
that there are people In this industry and
we must recognise the various areas of pro-
duction. As regards the production of
apples and pears, the hills area is com-
pletely different from the Manjimup area,
and the Donnybrook area is completely dif -
ferent from the Mt. Barker area. In all
these areas there are People who are in-
dividuals in their own right. This Parlia-
ment has an obligation to recognise the
areas and to recognise the People and their
differences. However, they are all united
on one front. They are all producers,
and they are the people in the industry
about whom we are speaking tonight. I
believe this Parliament has an obligation

to do the very best it can for the indus-
try in this State and to understand the in-
dividual problems.

It is most important to maintain the
unity of the growers. We must also main-
tain the confidence of the People connected
with the industry. That goes without say-
ing, and one could speak of any other
agricultural Industry in the same vein. I
believe these considerations are paramount
and that Parliament has an obligation to
maintain the unity and solidarity of the
industry.

The industry recognises its disabilities.
I am pleased to give credit to the Minister
for having directed in November last year
that a report be compiled. That report is
the Knox report, The terms of reference
have been mentioned by other members.
Members knew the report came Into being
because of the problems confronting the
industry. The Knox report was duly sub-
mitted to Parliament on the 2nd Novem-
ber, following many months of delibera-
tions, and because of information contain-
ed therein and a realisation of the prob-
lem confronting the Industry legislation
was introduced into this House on the 8th
November.

When introducing the Bill the Minister
said-

A critical situation exists in the
apple export industry and requires
corporate action. Legislation for sta-
tutory measures to control the export
of apples and pears from Western
Australia is urgently needed because
of the present critical position of
the Western Australian apple industry.

Some of those words are most important;
they are "critical" and "urgently." The
Minister realised a critical situation exist-
ed and that there was an urgent need for
action.

Members on this side of the H-ouse won-
der-and I have no doubt the people in-
volved in the industry also wonder-why a
Bill to repeal the Scientology Act was in-
troduced into this House at this point of
time when there was a critical and urgent
need in the apple and pear industry. Other
legislation has been introduced which, from
my point of view, could not possibly be
carried in this House. I speak of the
Legislature of Western Australia Bill. Why
was that legislation introduced at this point
of time when the apple and pear industry
was in a critical condition requiring urgent
action?

The Apple and Pear Industry Bill was
introduced here last Thursday, at which
time it was anticipated the House would
be rising tomorrow night. I1 am a relatively
new member of this House, but how much
consideration can we give to a Bill of this
nature and this magnitude, which is of vital
Importance to the people in the industry,
when it has to be rushed through the
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House? That is all that could have been
done, and even now there Is not suffcient
time to consider the BIll fully.

On the 13th September, 1972, 1 asked a
question of the Minister. it appears on
page 3243 of Hansard and reads-

Has the Government any plans to
introduce legislation to establish a
statutory marketing authority for
apples and pears and if so-
(a) will he give details; and
(b) is it the Intention of the Gov-

ernent to bold a referendum of
apple and pear producers?

The Minister replied-
Following upon investigations by the

fruit handling and transport commit-
tee this matter is under active con-
iiideration.

An announcement of the Govern-
ment's intentions will be made at an
appropriate time.

That question was asked on the 13th Sep-
tember this year. At that time legislation
was apparently under "active considera-
tion."

The SPEAKER: Order! There is too
much talking in the Chamber.

Mr. BLAMKE: The Minister also said,
"An announcement of the Government's
intentions will be made at an appropriate
time," I do not agree that the dying hours
of a session is an appropriate time to dis-
cuss a Bill as important as this Bill is to
the people in the industry. The Minister
said the situation was critical and that the
industry required corporate action. He then
went on to say legislation was being intro-
duced.

I would now like to refer to the report
of the Knox committee. I cannot find the
part I was looking for but I think I can
relate it with a fair degree of accuracy.

The Knox committee, after a meeting
held in July. forwarded a minute to the
Minister containing a summary of the
activities of the committee up to that point.
The Minister was to open the conference
of the Fruit Growers' Association, and the
committee felt that the minute would
assist him when making his address to the
conference. In one section of the minute
the committee stated that it agreed there
was a need for corporate action; but it
also -tated quite clearly that it was in dis-
agreement about how the action should be
applied. The minute referred to "legis-
lative action or otherwise" and there was
disagreement on that point.

I commend the gentlemen who sat on
the Knox committee for the comprehensive
report they compiled. It is an extremely
valuable document, and I feel it will place
the industry in this State well In front of
the other States. When the report was
concluded, the recommendations of the

committee indicated that it was still of
the opinion that there should he corpor-
ate action, but there was disagreement
as to whether that action should be legi-
lative or otherwise.

Mr. H. D. Evans: Why do you think they
could not reach agreement?

Mr.' BLAIICIE: I have searched through
the report and I can find no reason for
it.

Mr. H. D, Evans: Have a look at the
composition of the committee. That will
give you a clue.

Mr. BLAIKE: is the Minister suggest-
ing there was an element which would not
have anything to do-

Mr. H. D. Evans: The conflict of inter-
ests could not be reconciled. That is why
the manner in which it should be imple-
mented was never stipulated or spelt out
precisely.

Mr. BLAIKIE: I appreciate the com-
ments, of the Minister. I understand the
point he is making; but by the same token
now that the legislation has been intro-
duced, surely he must agree with me that
there is conflict amongst the growers re-
gardinga the legislative action. Does the
minister disagree with that?

Mr. H. D. Evans: It is a question of
degree.

Mr. BLAIKIE: Would the Minister agree
there is conflict amongst the growers re-
garding the legislative action?

Mr. H. D. Evans: Yes, but it is a question
of degree.

Mr. BLAMKE: The Minister is splitting
straws. No matter whether one talks to
fruit growers from the hills, Donnybrook,
Balingup, or Mt. Barker, they all recog-
nise the need for the industry to be main-
tained. I say quite unequivocally that the
growers are alarmed at the provisions in-
cluded in the Bill. I believe It goes without
Saying that the industry-and when I
speak of the industry I refer to the total
industry and not merely the executive-is
alarmed about the provisions of the Bill
to such a degree that many growers are
Present this evening. Growers from many
areas have already met the Minister. They
have sent telegrams to him and I under-
stand he has agreed to remove some of the
provisions from the B3ill. Since the intro-
duction of the measure disagreement has
been generated amongst growers regarding
some of its Provisions.

I would now refer to some of the news-
paper headlines which have appeared over
the last two or three days, bearing in Mind
that the Bill was introduced only on Wed-
nesday of last week, and copies of the
legislation had to be sent to the various
country areas; and that would take at
least 24 hours. In The West Australian on
Saturday, the 11th November we saw the
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headline, "Few in favour of apple board."
In the Dlyu News of Monday, the 13th
November we read that the Minister was
surprised at the opposition from the hills
growers. I know he was certainly sur-
prised about the reaction from the Donny-
brook area, because on Tuesday, the 14th
November, The West Australian ran a
headline stating, "Apple Bill row grows."
The row is certainly growing.

I attended the meeting at Donnybrook
which was referred to in the Press. The
member for Collie mentioned that he was
also present.

Mr. T. fl. Evans: I hope you two did
not stir things up.

Mr. BLAIKIE: Actually, we were on op-
posite sides of the fence so we were able
to maintain the equilibrium. The meeting
was well attended by in excess of 100
growers, many of whom have a tremendous
amount of ability in this field. I believe
those who attended were well representa-
tive of the apple growers of the area.
Certainly it could not be said that the
meeting was attended by only a radical
group. It was conducted in a very orderly
manner.

To return to the Hill: it is agreed that
the Fruit Growers' Association executive,
acting in the interests of fruit growers
and in accordance with a mandate given
to it by the members of the association,
went ahead and negotiated on the basis
thast the legislation would provIde satu-
tory control. However, it must also be
understood that once the rank and file of
the apple and pear producers saw what
is contained in the Bill they raised objec-
tions with their executive. I believe that Is
fair enough.

On Wednesday, the 15th November, the
President of the Fruit Growers' Associa-
tion (Mr. Gubler) issued a Press release.
I refer to a section of that release in
which he said the association was satis-
fied it had done all it could to Inform the
industry about the progress of the Knox
committee of inquiry, and legislative de-
tails as far as they were known. I do not
argue with that. I believe the association
did just that. I draw the attention of the
House to the fact that the association was
operating In the best interests of its mem-
bers: but the individual members are the
ones who will decide whether or not the
intentions of the executive are as good as
they can be. It has been proved that the
executive overlooked many facets, and now
the rank and file are lodging objections
to various aspects of the Bill.

With regard to the meeting held at
Donnybrook, some resolutions were carried,
one of which requested the Government to
redraft the Hill and to amend part 1U so
as to alter the composition of the proposed
board in order to provide greater grower

representation. It was explained that the
industry wishes to be controlled by the
growers, and I believe that is reasonable.

After all is said and done, the Purpose
of this debate tonight is not to pass judg-
ment on the Industry but to act in Its
best interests. I believe we have an obliga-
tion to do that. At the meeting a resolution
was carried requesting that part III of the
Bill be deleted entirely. That part refers
to the cold storage of apples. The growers
indicated a definite fear that the provision
would have repercussions on their local
market opportunities.

A further motion was carried relating to
part IV of the Bill, which refers to the
Planting of fruit trees without authority
and provides a penalty of $100 If a grow-
er plants more than 10 trees. At the
meeting it was clearly pointed out that if
a grower planted 5,000 trees, a Penalty of
$100 would not mean anything to him.
The meeting requested harsher penalties
and the industry has a right to do that.
The meeting also required that the activi-
ties of the proposed board should be com-
pletely restricted to the control of export
fruit, Probably the most important reso-
lution carried stated that before the Bill
is proclaimed it should be the subject of
a referendum of growers.

The growers, having been subjected to
the events of the last week, have come
to realise that so far as legislation is con-
cerned they ask for what they hope to
achieve; but when the legislation is ac-
tually printed and its terminnologay under-
stood it is quite often different from what
they envisaged It would be. So the meet-
ing in Donnybrook asked that the Bill and
all the amendments, if passed, should be
the subject of a referendum of growers
before it Is proclaimed in order to ascer-
tain that it is in effect the legislation the
industry wants. I do not think that Is an
unreasonable request.

Frankly, I believe the Government is
trying to rush the issue by introducing
the Bill at this stage of its legislative
programme. It would better, if it is at
all Possible, to defer the Bill. But If the
Government is intent upon rushing it
through Parliament, I ask that before it
is proclaimed the industry-and, after all,
we are not debating this subject for the
benefit of the Liberal Party, the Labor
Party, or the Country Party; but for the
benefit of the industry-should be given
the opportunity to hold a referendum on
the final draft of the Bill before it is pro-
claimed. Growers should be given the op-
portunity to say, "Thank you, Parliament:
that is the legislation we want."

MR. RUNCIMAN (Murray) [9.29 P.m.]:
At this stage of the debate there seems
to be little one can say that would not be
repetition to some extent. However, I
would like first of all to refer to a remark
made by the member for Collie when he
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chided those on this side of the House for
not being in favour of orderly marketing
and marketing boards. I think It is rather
ludicrous for him to say that when we
look back over the last 12 years and see
the support this side of the House has
given to orderly marketing and marketing
boards. I have been associated with the
Milk Hoard for a number of Years and
I know it is doing a tremendous job in
the interests of the milk producers of this
State.

Mr. Jones: You would not like to see
it done away with?

Mr. RUNCIMAN: No. At times the board
has been criticised, but I have never beard
anyone say he would like to see it done
away with. I think it is disappointing
that the Minister is not prepared to de-
lay the passage of the legislation. I be-
lieve if he agreed to do so he would gain
a good many friends and would strengthen
his case. Apparently he will not do this.

We have heard a great deal about the
Knox report, but I wonder why it was ever
written. It would have been of benefit to
all of us if we had been able to study it
before the Bill was debated, but this was
not possible. Some of us have not even
been able to obtain a copy of the report
while others received a copy only during
the last day or so. From the size of the
report it is obvious that some days would
be necessary in order to undertake a thor-
ough study of it. The Minister made a
bad mistake in not ensuring that sufficient
copies were available for members.

Every orchardist in the area I repre-
sent-that is, from Dwelllngup to Jarrab-
dale-is considerably concerned about this
legislation. Not only are the orchardists
concerned, but they are hostile about it
and strongly opposed to it. Their hostility
and opposition is born of fear because they
are afraid of what the board might do to
them and the effect it will have on their
livelihood and that of their families in
years to come.

Because of this fear more consideration
should have been given to an explanation
of the details of the legislation and all
that it will mean. As a matter of fact,
in 1970 Dr. Rex Patterson, the spokesman
on these matters for the Federal Labor
Party, was in Perth attending a seminar.
He told the audience that if the Labor
Party were elected to office it would direct
agriculture; and that is what the Govern-
ment is doing under this legislation. It is
directing; and this is in opposition to our
philosophy on the matter. We would like
the growers themselves to make decisions
and to be associated with us in determin-
ing what Is best for the industry. We do
not believe that they should be told what
they must do.

All the boards formed under the pre-
vious Government were established at the
request of the majority of the growers or

Producers concerned, and I believe this is
a reasonable course to follow. If the legis-
lation before us had been introduced as a
result of a majority decision of the apple
and Pear growers in Western Australia, the
Government would have experienced no
trouble with the Bill. However I am far
from convinced that the majority of
growers desire this legislation.

The industry is divided on the issue and
a determined effort should be made by the
Fruit Growers' Association to discuss the
Bill with all apple and pear growers to
ensure that they thoroughly understand
it and what is likely to occur in future
under it. This, of course, would take time,
but it could well mean that if it were done
the growers would be prepared to accept
portion of the Bill with some amendments.
However, to force the board upon the in-
dustry would be most unfair and far from
conducive to good relations and to obtain-
ing the co-operation of the growers, which
co-operation is most essential.

I again ask the Minister to give some
consideration to holding the Hill over un-
til the March session. If he does so he
would certainly receive more co-operation
from all sectors of the industry and from
members of Parliament. Even if he even-
tually submitted the Bill in its present
form he would know that the industry had
thoroughly examined it and appreciated
the situation.

Although I did not attend any of the
meetings, I gather from the reports of
them that the industry is split down the
middle on this Bill and certainly nothing
worth while could be built on that foun-
dation. If any worth-while legislation is
to be passed it is most essential that those
in the industry should be united. However,
when so many people are off side some
time should be taken to try to get them
on side, but the Government has not done
this.

Regarding the Bill itself, I would like
to return to something I said about the
apple growers in the hills, with most of
whom I am acquainted. As has already
been said, they have comparatively small
properties compared with many of those
in the Donnybrook and Mt. Barker areas.
They are very skilled orchardists and I do
not suppose any other group of orchardists
would work harder or be more able than
the growers in the hills. They have been
going along quite happily and have been
prepared to take the good with the bad
over the years. Sometimes the market is
up and sometimes it is down, and they get
a good price one year and a bad price the
next; but they have been quite satisfied
with the position and would be quite pre-
pared to continue under the present con-
ditions. However, they will not be per-
mitted to do this. They will be controlled
and told what to do. Occasions could
arise when a large quantity of surplus
apples for export will be dumped on the
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local market and as a result some of these
comparatively small rowers could be put
out of business.

It has already been stated that to same
of the farmers In the southern part of the
State the orchard is a sideline. They are
also engaged in dairying or some other
form of farming. However, the hills
orchardists are specialists in the industry
and they are small growers. As a result
the legislation could affect them very
severely, so is it any wonder that they are
afraid for their future? They have not
been so up to date, but they have develop-
ed this fear only since the Bill was intro-
duced in the last few days.

The legislation was introduced only last
Wednesday and we have had very few
days in which to study it and explain it
to the orchardists. They may be appre-
hensive about situations which may never
arise, but no opportunity has been afforded
us to explain this to them.

The association itself has been very keen
about the legislation, so keen that at the
September conference a number of dele-
gates from the hills who expressed concern
were pushed aside and more or less told,
"It is not for you to tell us. We know what
we are doing." They are partly responsible
for the present unhappy situation.

The hills orchardists are industrious and
look after their own affairs. They do not
attend as many meetings as other orchard-
ists. This perhaps applies to most of those
in the primary industries. Farmers do not
take the interest they should, but we should
not allow a Bill of this nature to be passed
without ensuring that everyone is aware
of its ramifications. Even after having
everything explained to them they may
not be happy with it, but they may be
prepared to go along with it. If only this
had occurred, how much easier it would be
for the Minister. it might well be that he
will gain the support of those involved if
the situation is explained properly to
them.

Concerning the board itself, I believe it
should be producer -controlled and that
those in the hills should be represented.
Certainly the producers will have two rep-
resentatives on the board, but one could
be from Mt. Barker and the other from
Donnybrook. What about the hills orchard-
ists? I believe they are entitled to repre-
sentation.

Another bone of contention is that no
right of appeal will exist. The legislation
deals w'.ith the livelihoods of people. They
are industrious and hard-working, but they
are to be given no right of appeal. They
should be given this right. I1 have a num-
ber of other items with which I wish to
deal, but perhaps I should do so in Com-
mittee.

Onle other aspect is important. I think
it was the trEPder of the Country Party
who referred to red apples and suggested

(l's'

that more should be grown. For a long
time now the industry itself has known
that the green apple-that is, the Granny
Smith-is not very popular in Places like
Singapore and Malaysia, yet 90 per cent.
of the apples grown in Western Australia
are Granny Smiths. It is a very popular
apple on the European market, but for 10
or 12 years the industry has known that
the time would come when Problems
would arise with the European Common
Market, but still the industry has contin-
ued to operate as usual.

Many rumiours have been circulated
about the Common Market, but we still
do not know exactly what the situation
will be. Perhaps it will not be as serious
as many people believe.

Returning to the formation of the board,
I still maintain that it should be estab-
lished only at the request of the majority
of growers, and their attitude could be
ascertained by the holding of a referen-
dum: and in this regard I support my
colleagues.

MR. MePIWARLIN (Mt. Marshall) [9.42
P.m.]: Early today the Premier criticised
members of the Opposition because he
claimed we were wasting an awful lot of
time. During the debate on the Bill the
member for Collie read reams and reams
from the Knox report and from Hansard
reports and he wasted a great deal of time.

Mr. Jones: How mrany fromn this side
have spoken? Be fair.

Mr. McPHAE.LIN: Consequently we
should not be criticised.

Mr. Jones:, Two of us.
Mr. Williams: You took your full time,

too.
Mr. Jones: The ifirst time this session.
Mr. MePHARLIN: The member for Col-

lie occupied the full time allowed a mem-
ber and half of that time he devoted to
quoting from Hansard reports and the
Knox report.

Mr. Williams:. He spent three-quarters
of his time doing that.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr. A. R.
Tonkin): Order!

Mr.' McPHARLIN: I am pleased that the
Minister for Works has returned to the
front bench. During the period we were
in Government, every time orderly mar-
keting for the agricultural industry was
mentioned, one of the interjections I
heard repeatedly from the present Minis-
ter for Works was, "This is socialism." I
have not heard him say it tonight although
I have expected it at any time. Does he
intend to say it?

Mr. Jamieson: I did not only interject
to say that. You may recall that I used to
get on my feet and plainly make that
statement-and it is.
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Mr. McPHARLIN: I have expected thle
Minister to say it.

Mr. Jamieson: We agree with it and you
do not: that is the difference.

Mr. McPHARLIN: The impression
gained at the time was that the Minister
did not agree with it, but here we had
the member for Collie on his feet waving
the flag -

Mr. Jones: A good flag to wave, too.

Mr. MePHARLIN: -asking for orderly
marketing. What a somersault!

Several members interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr. A. R.

Tonkin): Order!
Mr. Jones: I do not hide in the bushes

like you do. At least they know where I
stand, but r cannot say the same for you.

Sir Charles Court: We did not know
where you stood on many issues.

Mr. Jones: You can say that if you like.
Mr. McPHARLIN: I deliberately tried to

invoke some crossfire because I noticed
that one or two members were becoming a
little sleepy and I thought I might wake
them up.

Mr. Williams: You might be even more
successful and bring back some Ministers.
There are only two here at the moment.

Mr. MoPHARLIN: Last week when my
leader took the adjournment of the debate,
he asked for an adjournment of one week.
That would have been until yesterday. The
Minister did not want that and Mansard
shows that he wanted the debate to be
adjourned until last Tuesday, which was
one day earlier than the date suggested.
However, we have not spoken to the Bill
until Thursday evening. I think the move
made by my leader was most appropriate.

Tonight we have heard a great deal
about what the Knox Committee reported.
I commend that committee for the work
it has done. We have also heard about the
motion moved at the conference in con-
nection with giving the executive the auth-
ority to bring this matter forward. This
illustrates quite clearly that, even though
such motions are agreed to at conference
and even though executive is given the
power to do certain things without further
reference, as is stated in the conference
motion, no-one knows what is contained
in a Bill until it Is brought down by the
Minister.

It is only at this paint that the people
concerned have a look at what is written
into the legislation. Since the introduction
of this measure the people involved in
many quarters of the industry have seen
fit to object to it. Growers from many
parts of the State have objected to many
aspects of the legislation.

We have discussed various matters with
the growers and, doubtless, other members
have done this, too. We have gone through

the Bill with various representatives and
talked over the different aspects. As a re-
sult, my leader has placed a number of
amendments on the notice paper.

I ask members not to forget that the
former president of this association was
recently a member of this House and also
a member of the Country Party. He fre-
quently informed us of the critical situa-
tion in this industry. If any members
should be aware of the situation, I think
it is members of the Country Party. On
many occasions the former president has
told us of the problems facing the industry
and, when he was a member of the House,
he made it clear from time to time just
how serious was the situation.

The Minister, when introducing the
legislation, said that a critical situation
exists in the apple export industry. He
was not telling us anything at all. We
know it exists and not one member is op-
posed to the proposition to offer the
industry the sort of control which is de-
sired. The actual Proposals in the Bill
have provoked dissatisfaction. This has
been evidenced without doubt. Many mem-
bers tonight have mentioned this. I will
not go over the ground covered by pre-
vious speakers, because what has happened
at the meetings and at conference has
been stated so often.

The dissension has occurred since the
introduction of the Bill. The amendments
on the notice paper have been agreed to
by various members of the industry to
whom we have spoken. As I have said, we
have discussed this with a number of rep-
resentatives of the industry who came to
talk over their problems with us. They feel
that the amendments would improve the
legislation considerably if they are agreed
to. They feel that the acceptance of the
amendments will make the legislation bet-
ter than that which has been Presented to
the House.

Not one person to whom we have spok-
en has said that he is opposed to the ap-
pointnment of an authority the purpose of
which would be to try to control the indus-
try. Representatives of the industry
agree with the suggestion of orderly mark-
eting, but they want the legislation brought
into line with what they want so that there
may be stability, security, and some future
for those who are engaged in this industry.

Some members in this House have been
involved in orderly marketing methods and
proposals in other industries and have seen
the problems associated with those indus-
tries. They have seen growers dissatisfied
and holding special conferences and meet-
ings all over the countryside.

All members are aware how difficult it is
to get growers to agree to an organised
system of marketing. We have had prac-
tical experience of this and we know bow
difficult it is for growers uniformly to say
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"Yes." It is very difficult ever to get
a united front. It will always be this way
with people engaged in these industries.

Members should not forget that the Hill
before us is a major measure. It seeks to
take over and control an important indus-
try in our State and, as such, deserves the
utmost examination and closest scrutiny in
the hope of achieving what is best for the
industry without detracting in any way
from growers who are associated with the
industry.

It is with this thought in mind that
we Propose to move the amendments
which appear on the notice paper when
the Bill is in Committee.

It was said that the legislation would
control the export market and would not
control the local market. I think my
leader as well as the member for Toodyay
mentioned this point. Clause 16 (6), which
is concerned with apples and pears for
export, states that if the apples and pears
are unable to be exported they will go
back onto the ]ocal market and the board
will be empowered to obtain a reasonable
return therefrom. This must have an im-
pact on the local market. Inevitably, if sev-
eral thousand cases of apples and pears
cannot be exported, they would be sold
on the local market. Surely it is reason-
able to suggest that, before they are dump-
ed on the m arket, there must be some dis-
cussion with industry so that an agree-
ment is reached and nobody suffers. We
propose an amendment along these lines
and surely this is reasonable.

Another matter concerns part 11t. I
think the member for Collie said that the
Minister would agree to the deletion of
clause 26. which comes in this part which
is headed, "Cold storage of apples."

We propose an amendment to remove
the whole of part III, because It could
be incorporated In the Agricultural Pro-
ducts Act and should not be in this legis-
lation at all. There will be further debate
on this question at the Committee stage.

The member for Collie said, apparently
on the authority of the Minister, that
clause 26 would be deleted.

Mr. Jones: I was reporting the discus-
sions of the committee.

Mr. McPHARLIN: We hope the Minister
will go further than that and take out
part III altogether. This is our suggestion.

I do not wish to be accused of endeavour-
ing to waste the time of the House. The
matter has been thoroughly covered by
members who have spoken. I will finish
my remarks at this point, but I will cer-
tainly contribute to the discussion in the
Committee stage.

MR. 1. W. MANNING (Wellington)
19.52 P.M.]: Without question there are
many problems in the apple and pear
industry and real action is needed to

resolve these problems. It would seem that
the area of greatest need is for a more
satisfactory arrangement in the shipping
away of the fruit. Surely this is the area
to which we should be directing our
energies.

The Minister said the most serious
difficulties were attributable to the con-
tinual cost-price Pressures and he said
that only reorganisation would ensure the
viability of the industry. This is so. but
I think that he should, Perhaps, have
directed this comment more to the shipping
and transport section of the industry than
to any other; because; certainly on the
Production side, the utmost has been done.

Mr. H. D. Evans: I thought I said that,
and indicated where Possible savings could
be made in the shipping and transport line.

Mr. I. W. MANNING: I think the Min-
ister should have carried that comment to
the point of emphasising that shipping
freight costs is the area which needs
the greatest attention. If this problem
could be resolved we would go a long
way towards resolving the problems pre-
sented to us in this legislation.

It has been stated that we may expect
competition from other countries, such
as South Africa, and Production in Europe
itself will make the going difficult for
Australian apples on the overseas market.

It has been said repeatedly by inany
apple growers anid consumers, too, that the
Granny Smith apple finds great favour in
certain Parts of the world, particularly
in the United Kingdom and ini other
countries in Europe. In the Granny Smith,
we have a Product which is very acceptable
indeed and it is surprising to me that
wve should be Presented with a request to
curb production of export apples when
this involves the Granny Smith apple, in
particular. The Quality of the Granny
Smith is high and the fruit is most accept-
able to overseas markets. We should be
doing our utmost to get that fruit onto
the world markets and derive the benefit
of the export income which would naturally
come from the sale of apples overseas.

I repeat that the success or failure of
the venture depends upon the cost of
sending the fruit from the orchard to
these markets, It has been claimed.
not only by the Minister but by other
People who have discussed this ques-
tion, that the fact that 15 private
shipping organisations handle fruit causes
an unnecessary cost. This is wasteful, and
it is a cost the industry cannot afford. The
solution to this, as suggested in the legis-
lation. is to get rid of the shippers and
set up one central authority in Western
Australia which would be totally responsi-
ble for the organising of the shipment of
apples.
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This particular aspect of the proposition
is the one which has appealed most to
apple growers. If the secret of success
is to effect economies in transportation
costs, and if the problem emanates from
the fact that the 15 private organisationis
are costly and wasteful, it is indeed sur-
prising to me that the shippers themselves
have not taken some positive action to im-
prove their side of the industry. As I have
said earlier, surely this is an area of great
opportunity for something to be done. Per-
haps I may be a little unkind in saying
"great opportunity for something to be
done" because shipping freight costs and
shipping space are real problems in this
industry. If the merging of the existing
private organisations or some other Posi-
tive action of that nature to reduce the
number of people handling apples is the
secret of success, perhaps the setting UP
of a statutory single authority may not
be the only answer to the problem or the
only means of dealing with it.

I am interested in one other aspect. I
think history will show us we were pan-
icked into hasty action in setting up the
Lamb Marketing Authority. The suggestion
has been made that we use the time be-
tween this session of Parliament and the
autumn session to permit the Bill to be
taken away and presented to the people
who will be most affected by it. In this way,
they would have a good knowledge of the
contents of the legislation. Not only would
they have knowledge of the legislation but
also of the Knox report which has a very
direct bearing on the legislation-or cer-
tainly should have.

We should not be panicked into making
a hasty decision at this paint of time.
There could be a great deal of merit in
this suggestion. I think perhaps the ex-
perlznce of the wheat industry would show
-as well as the restriction in production-
that this could be an unnecessarily hasty
action. At the moment we are presented
with the story of the "lost opportunities" as
far as some of the wvheat markets are
concerned.

I have one other particular criticism of
this measure. In a number of Bills on
agricultural subjects in recent weeks we
have seen a great deal of what I would
call extraneous matter creeping in, if we
look at the Bill from the point of view
of the people who first submitted the
proposition. The growers' organisation
certainly asked for some controlled mar-
keting to overcome the difficulty of a
multiplicity of people handling the fruit.
However, a great deal more than that is
written into the legislation, and this is
our area of contention.

I am looking now at part III of the
Bill which deals with the cold storage of
apples. I am subject to correction, but
to my knowledge the growers' association

never asked for control of the cold storage
of apples. Therefore, this section of the
Bill should be removed from it.

I do not want to take up a great deal
more of the time of the House in this
debate,' but I wish to make two or three
Point Quite clear. We ought to allow the
industry a closer look at the measure.
We should all study the Knox report and
its impact on the problem which is pre-
sented to us. We must then consider the
Proposed cure in the legislation and re-
late this to the problem.

Undoubtedly the question of a refer-
endum will be raised. Lamb producers
were given an opportunity to express their
views via a referendum before we brought
in orderly lamb marketing. Their opinion
was sought as to the value of the legisla-
tion. The fat lamb producers, by way of
referendum, agreed to statutory mar-
keting but today many of them regret
their decision. However, they were given
the opportunity to express their opinion.
They expressed it and Parliament carried
the legislation.

If we impose this legislation upon the
apple and pear industry and it is not
wanted, some of the problems which have
been debated may be resolved by other
means and there will be many recrimina-
tions against the people who made the
decision to impose restrictive legislation
on the industry. We must offer the grow-
ers the opportunity to say whether or not
they are prepared to accept the board.
With those words I support the second
reading of the Bill.

SIR CHARLES COURT: (Nedlands--
Leader of the Opposition) (10.04 pm.]: I
wish to comment on this Bill in view of the
fact that as Leader of the Opposition over
the last few days I have received many
representations in connection with it.
These representations have been by tele-
gram, by letter, by deputation, and by in-
dividual contact.

It is not overdramatisation of the situa-
tion to say that there is great uneasiness
amongst many of the producers about this
legislation. I make no apology for the
fact that the Opposition is dealing with
this legislation in considerable detail-it
is a matter of tremendous importance. This
Bill will affect the lives of many people;
it will affect not only the earning of their
livelihood, but also their actual way of
life. In one stroke of the Pen we can do
something which will completely destroy
an industry built up over a long Period of
time in certain areas. I doubt whether
the Minister's advisers really understand
what they are doing when they bring
the legislation here in this form and expect
People to swallow it as though It is holy
writ without the opportunity to study It.

It is extraordinary that a document as
complex as this one I am holding-known
as the Knox committee report-has not
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been available until the last day or two. I
could not obtain a copy until last evening
when the Minister was good enough to give
me his own copy-presumably to stop fur-
ther criticism. I appreciated his gesture,
but it is a bit rough when we are dealing
with the lives of not dozens, but hund-
reds of people, to be expected to rush the
legislation through when it is quite un-
necessary, having regard for the timetable
I will refer to in a minute. To study this
important document properly, one would
need at least two or three complete days. I
would also inform members and the public
that when they read the document they
will find it does not come down with a
clear-cut recommendation. We would not
really expect it with such a varied com-
mittee of diverse interests. We could not
expect the committee members to come
out at the other end of the machine all
holding hands and in complete unanimity.

The committee does at least get down to
basic fact, and we row have a basis for
somebody to come along and put the pieces
together with very delicate and careful
negotiations. We must bear In mind, just
as the members of the committee had di-
verse interests, so within any of the pro-
ducer areas, we have people with different
views. This may be because of the topo-
graphy, the nature of the soil, the climate,
or the physical location of orchard to cool
store, and to markets, Ports, etc. For
these reasons different growers have tre-
mendously different approaches to life,
We have to harmonise the interests of
these people on the producing side, as well
as those within the transportation process
and the marketing side of this very
important Industry. Therefore, we believe
it is our responsibility, even though it is
late in the session, to ensure that the Bill
is fully debated. For this reason I took
strong exception to the Premier's remarks
this afternoon. We do not believe we have
been stonewalling this session.

We believe we have been doing our job
and doing it effectively.

When we deal with a Bill of this nature,
it is important to try to the best of our
knowledge to determine its effects in the
short and the long term. We cannot un-
scramble things if the legislation does not
work. Once the board is set up it will be
welinigh impossible to reverse things.
Surely this means we must be cautious.

I referred earlier to the timetable. The
representatives from the growers' associa-
tion told me that they wanted the board
set up immediately and asked us to do
all we could to expedite the passage of the
Hill. The reason for this is that they want
the board to function for the 1973 export
season. With due respect to the associa-
tion, I cannot accept this, and nor can my
colleagues. The season is too far advanced
and the working arrangements so well
in hand, that the setting up of the board
tomorrow would create only chaos, confu-
sion, and further uncertainty.

We have had an assurance from all the
parties-producers, shippers, and others-
that they are prepared to co-operate to a
maximum extent. I have been given writ-
ten assurances in the case of the shippers
that they will co-operate to get the indus-
try over the next very difficult season. We
must bear in mind that it is already known
we will have a heavy surplus of apples and
we will need tremendous co-operation and
understanding to deal with the situation.
Putting through a Bill such as this in a
"Panic-stations" form will not achieve
this co-operation. We will be back in ses-
sion in March, and although I have not
consulted my colleague-the Leader of the
Country Party-I regard this legislation
of such importance as to call for a suspen-
sian of Standing- Orders in respect of the
Addrees-in-Reply when the new session is
convened.

In my opinion the delay is warranted.
The yeast will be allowed to work and the
people most directly affected by the legis-
lation %iil have a chance to study its im-
pact and make their representations. I be-
lieve many of the problems and many of
the shadows appearing on the horizon will
be resolved when the People concerned
are not under pressure. They will have a
chance to discuss the measure and iron
out some of the problems.

When we deal with an organisation and
industry such as this, we are not dealing
with a small tightly-knit group; we are
dealing- with individuals. We find the same
situation in the dairying industry. If there
had been consultations with the producers
in that industry to a much greater extent.
we would not have run into the troubles
with the legislation to set up a single
z'uthority. We have had similar problems
with the mining industry for different rea-
sons. We also ran into similar trouble
with the fuel and energy commission Hill
-again for a different reason.

In industries such as dairying and the
apple and pear industry, we are dealing
with many individuals wvlo must be
brought together. These people have their
own method of communicating. We can-
not bring them together in a few hurriedly
conceived meetings, bang their heads to-
gether, and hope we can brin2_ in resolu-
tions acceptable to everyone. At the meet-
ing at Karragullen last Sunday night, 168
people were present and they were unani-
mous in their decision. However, no notice
is taken of that. The meeting at Donny-
brook was touched on by the member for
Collie. I believe there were only five dis-
sentient voices in connection with the re-
solution passed at that meeting by about
100 growers.

'The member for Collie tells us these
People have now changed their minds.
but T believe he has obtained information
only from one or two people. My informa-
tion is that these growers have not
changed their minds, and I checked as late
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as tonight. They have asked for certain
things to be included in the legislation,
again on a different note and for different
reasons from the people in the hills. They
have asked us, as parliamentarians, to
give thought to this, bearing in mind that
we do not have to rush it through. This is
what worries me. Somebody, for some rea-
son. wants to push this through before the
end of the session. Had the Premier ach-
ieved his target date, the session would
have been finishing tomorrow. How silly
wve would be to hurry legislation which will
affect the lives and the life-work of hun-
dreds of people.

Many of these People-and I do not
know whether this is fully understood in
the Chamber-have built up a considerable
investment with their sweat and work over
the Years. Many of them are very effici-
ently set up with cool rooms, and so on, as
part of a little integrated industry of their
own. On this side of the House, we sponsor
efforts of this kind. We believe this is
private enterprise at its best. The growers
accept there must be a degree of ration-
alisation, corporate development, call it
what you like. We all agree we must intro-
duce a degree of orderliness but there are
two ways to do this.

We can belt people over the head with
a sledgehammer and say, "You have to do
this." The other way is to use co-operation
and understanding, to get people working
together in a more cohesive way. I be-
lieve this can be done, and even at
this stage the Government should consider
deferring the legislation on the under-
standing it will be dealt with as a matter
of priority when the House meets
again. I assume the Government will do
this with the dairying industry legislation.
After people have had an opportunity to
understand the measure they will be able
to express their thoughts on it. I repeat
that I believe most of the industry will
agree to the legislation-possibly in
amended form-when they understand it.

As a matter of policy, on this side of the
H-ouse we like to help the Producers
achieve orderly marketing if it is their
wish. However, we will not hit them on the
head with it and say, "Take it and like it."

I believe we should look at the legisla-
tion in a calmer atmosphere, with mutual
trust and understanding. There is no lack
of goodwill about the attempt to reach a
solution. We want a solution so that every-
one Is entirely happy, but we will not get
it unless everyone is prepared to accept the
little rubs which will occur in the begin-
ning. If the legislation is passed in April,
it will be a practical timetable. The board
would be enabled to commence to put the
pieces together and be prepared and able
to handle the 1974 export season.

That is not very far off. I would hope
that, in those circumstances, they would
be handling it in an atmosphere of mutual

trust and understanding instead of in this
present atmosphere of fear and anxiety.
I do not exaggerate when I1 speak of the
fear that is felt by some of these people
and only wish that more members could
speak with a few of them to get their
reactions. Perhaps a great deal of the fear
will dissipate when they understand the
Position more clearly.

It could be faiirly asked: Why is it that
the association has been pressing the min-
ister and holding hands with him, in view
of their conference decisions in 1971 and
1972, when we have this strong producer
reaction the other way? That is not hard
to understand in an organisation of pri-
mary producers. It is difficult to get co-
hesion among these men because they are
individualists in many instances and they
do not attend the meetings of their organi-
sation regularly. As a result resolutions go
through without their knowledge and in
this case it appears that the negotiations
entered into by the association were agreed
to in principle. In my view the most dan-
gerous agreement is an agreement in prin-
ciple. The last thing I want to see in any
minutes of a meeting is a record of some-
one having said, "We agree in principle."
In good Australian Parlance what they
are saying is, "That has got that out of the
way for the time being." In fact, the big
wrangle is about to start. Generally
speaking, it is a sort of escape route that
is followed in Australia. We often say, very
loosely, that we agree in principle. In other
countries this means something different.

Some zealous fellow within an associa-
tion takes these words seriously and in
good faith he enters into negotiations for
the rank and file. Unfortunately he gets a
big shock because quite often he gets let
down when he launches the result of his
work and is members see the "small
print," In return he receives nothing but
abuse, criticism, mistrust, and doubt. We
have all been through this ourselves.

The only antidote for this is to intro-
duce a Bill such as this during this ses-
sion and then make it a priority for the
next session. We have had some very
important and intricate legislation
handled on this basis. T can refer to a
Bill dealing with mental health. If that
Bill had been introduced in one session
and had the Government tried to get it
through during that session, it would have
had a very stormy passage. It was intro-
duced by the Brand Government, ex-
plained by the member for Cottesloe who
was the Minister for Health at the time,
and allowed to rest. Reaction took place
and queries were raised by welfare bodies,
professional people, churches and so on.
and when the next session was commenced
many problems had been ironed out and
the Bill went through with approbation,
despite the fact that it was a complete
rewrite of the mental health legislation.
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It represented a complete change of phil-
osophy and approach and It was dealt with
in what I believe to be an exemplary way.

I can assure the Minister there will be
no lack of goodwill on our part to try to
find a solution in respect of both the Dairy
Industry Bill and this Bill. I have already
conferred with my colleagues about the
proposed single authority to be set up by
the Dairy Industry Bill. We will discuss
it with the producers In the hope that
much of the mistrust and fear will be
ironed out. This is another instance where
I can give the Minister an undertaking
that we would be Prepared to use our
best endeavours-and I am sure my col-
leagues in the Country Party would sup-
port me in this-to ensure that when the
matter was again raised in Parliament
members would be ready to deal with it
in a proper atmosphere, having made up
our minds after consultation with the
Producers as to what is the most desir-
able course to follow.

In other words we will try to create
harmony among all concerned. We would
not achieve complete harmony, but at
least we would break down much of the
fears and doubts that exist at present.
Much play has been made on the question
of costs. I warn the producers and those
who are so enthusiastic about this type of
legislation that no magic wand will be
waved because a board is established.
Again, it represents a bit of "duck shov-
ing." As I1 have said, there will be no
magic. wand, because there are many
competent people in this industry at
present and they are coping with ex-
penses and costs that are not of their own
making.

At the producer end we also have people
who are faced with internal costs beyond
their control. These costs project them-
selves into the goods they purchase whe-
ther they be fertilisers, equipment, weedi-
cides, or insecticides. The primary-pro-
ducing industries today are all subject to
the increasing cost structure which is con-
tinually rising in a highly competitive
international industry where they cannot
always get a movement in the selling
prices for their products to cope with the
increased costs.

The primary producers have had to
suffer increases in costs in electricity
charges imposed by the S.E.C.; a Govern-
ment-imposed burden-which, with these
people is big money but it represents only
a single cost factor. That is one side of the
industry that will not be altered by the
introduction of a board. Then we come
to the marketing side, particularly in the
export field, where we have this unforeseen
problem of transporting a product 10,000
or 12,000 miles, in a shipping industry
where costs are escalating at a fantastic
rate because of changes in conditions,
wages, working hours, and so on. These

costs are indisputable and again in a
market that does not respond readily to
an increase in price.

So I repeat that there is no magic wand.
The establishment of a board will not
solve all these problems. We will not
solve the problem of costs overnight. I
warn those concerned and those who are
enthusiastic about the establishment of
this board that continuously, as soon as
one cost burden is overcome by greater
efficiency and improved methods of hand-
ling in the industry the costs creep up
again. The producers in question are in a
market which at present is reflecting in-
creased costs but not increased selling
prices.

I have a theory that in some of our
traditional markets we will see a move-
ment in the price structure before long.
Those countries which have formed the
common market will be entering a more
industrialised economy and more and more
people will be leaving primary production.
They will find that they get their living
easier by performing industrial work; they
will have more regular net pay with which
to feed, clothe, and house themselves.

Some of us believe that over a decade
we will see a marked swing towards the
importation of food into those countries
with the possibility of many other pro-
ducts, including minerals and metals,
being imported as well in increasing quan-
tities. In France, for instance, they have a
10-year Plan prepared to transfer 2,000,000
fariji workers to industry. That Is 200,000
workers every year for a period of 10 years.
Those people will eat more and will be
better clothed and housed than they were
before. Even though there is talk of in-
creased efficiency in their rural industries,
I still believe that the net result will be a
gain to us. because they will have to im-
Port more. Their cost structure is flying
up and up. The costs in Britain and in
many European countries are flying up and
up, and it will only be a matter of time
when they will have to pay more for meat,
fruit, and so on.

However, we have to face up to the facts
as they present themselves today
and the creation of a board will
not wave the magic wand and
reduce all these costs. So do not let
us assume there will be some super brain
on the board who will solve these prob-
lems, because in my opinion the opposite
will be the case. Whilst one brand and
one license may have some appeal, I also
believe It will be a deterrent to expanding
markets. The reports of P. A. Consultants
confirm this. The fact that there are a
number of Western Australian sources
from which apples can be pur-
chased at the moment apparently
stimulates the outlets we have in Europe
instead of contracting them. If we want
to sell something In Thailand or Singapore
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it will be the board and not an entre-
preneur who will try to develop that new
market in the future. I have my doubts as
to whether this will be effective.
In theory, one brand and one lic-
ense is better, but in practice
we all know they do not work out. We do
not have that vying for markets that we
have at present. However, it all boils
down to the question of getting prices up
and keeping costs down.

Despite the economic problems of the
industry at present, it could be that the
board will be the answer to bring about
the correct cohesion and take the edge off
costs and ensure that the quality, through
adequate inspection, etc., is satisfactory
and that every facility in the way of
handling is provided.

I have yet to be convinced that we have
done sufficient work on these questions, and
I still cannot see why we are being
stampeded. The Leader of the Country
Party referred to the fact that sitting over
this position is the Australian Apple and
Pear Board-a Commonwealth body, We
cannot ignore the role of this board,
because, as I understand it, it makes the
final decision about export licenses. So
do not et us assume that by
sending a telegram to the Eastern States
we will solve this licensing problem.
That Commonwealth Board might have
other ideas as to how the crop should be
marketed. We should not overlook the
fact that this board is sitting over us.

I think the member for Collie and the
member for Stirling referred to the ship-
pers. I have been conducting some re-
search on that aspect, and 1 assure the
House that the last thing I would invest
in at the moment if I wanted to make
money would be in the shippers' side of
this industry. There seems to be some idea
that there is a fortune to be made -in it.
I could imagine that some of the people
engaged in the shipping of fruit would
probably breathe a sigh of relief if some-
thing came along in the form of a board
and relieved them of their investments, be-
cause the return they would get for their
capital by placing it in a fixed investment
would be higher than what they are get-
ting now, and higher than what they have
been getting during the past few years.'

Someone mentioned something ' about
the New Zealand board being a great suc-
cess. My understanding Is that it has its
problems, and that the New Zealand
shippers are faced with some real prob-
lems. So do not let us run away with the
idea that the shippers are sitting on a
bonanza which they do not want to let go.
We have an industry with a problem that
is being faced by both the rower and the
shipper. We can only achieve the result
we want to achieve if everyone strives
together in a spirit of co-operation and
goodwill. We will not achieve that by push-
ing this legislation through this week, and

I hope the Minister Will agree to its defer-
ment on the undertaking I1 have given him.
If he will not defer the passage of the Bill
I sincerely hope he will agree to the hold-
ing of a referendum. In practice this will
achieve part of the required result, be-
cause the growers at least will know which
Bill they are voting on.

In most instances in the past everybody
has been in favour of holding a referendum
because it seems to be a good idea, and
then all of a sudden at a later date the
"small type' appears in a Bill. It is similar
to signing a blank order for somnethini. It
may be a tentative order and then later
when our attention is drawn to the small
type we realise we have let ourselves in for
something that we did not intend to do;
something we have always tried to avoid.

They ought to see what they are signing.
This is a classic case. If a referendum were
held the growers would know what work
went on in the formation of a BM, and
therefore it could be one of the best for~ms
of a referendum we have had, because they
w% ould know what they are voting them-
-elves into. We would prefer to se? the
deferment of the Bill, but if the Govern-
menrt is determined to bulldoze it tirough
this week we would certainly want to see
agreed to the ame ndments that MY col-
league, the Leader of the Country Party,
Proposes; plus a provision that a
referendum be held before the Bill is
proclaimed. in other words, the industry,
as such-not an association, the depart-
ment, or the shippers-would declare itself
in a sensible way after knowing exactly
what they are voting for.

I think that is the critical issue in re-
spect of this Bill. I hope the Minister will
agree to a deferment; if not, we will fight
hard for the amendments and to ensure,
above all, that a referendum of the growers
will be held with the full knowledge of
what they are voting for in the form of
the legislation before it is proclaimed.

MR. H. D3. EVANS (Warren-Minister
for Agriculture) [10.30 p.m.]: I listened
with considerable interest to the various
speakers in this debate, and it would be
very difficult for me to answer all the
points that have been raised. However, I
do hope to cover most of them in the
course of my remarks.

Several speakers recognised that the
purpose of the Bill is to assist an industry
that is in desperate straits; and that is
the sole puirpose of the Bill. Not one of the
speakers on the opposite side of the House
has full cognisance of what precisely is in-
volved, or at least they certainly did not
make full reference to it. There was an in-
dication on the Part of some of the exist-
ence of certain problems, but the extent
and the nature of them apparently were
not fully understood.
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Although over the years since 1969 tbere
have been forecasts of oversupply the situ-
ation seems to have righted itself. Unless
there is a drought or a greater amount of
shipping space made available, this seems
to be the year when there is no escape from
the predictions that have been made for
some time. I would like to refer to several
of them.

Firstly, this happens to be an "on" year.
That is the cycle of development of the
apple crops. We had the situation in
1970-71 of a crop of 3,156,000 bushels, and
in 1972-73 there is an expectation of a
3,500,000 bushel crop. In my second read-
ing speech I said it was 3.300,000, but it
should have been 3,500,000 bushels. This
will comprise 2,800,000 bushels of Granny
Smita apples, and this is en increase of
something like 750,000 bushels. These are
the latest official figures. Another reason
for this increase is that there are about
500 additional acres in bearing this season,
and this will be the trend in the next few
years. That is the first point I make.

There are two aspects to this Problem.
On the one side there is the export diffi-
culty and the restricted shipping space
that is available; and on the other side
there is the oversupply or surplus that
faces the local market.

These two questions are interrelated. If
we look to the first it is a matter of ex-
amining how shipping freights will affect
the situation. I draw attention to the lat-
est Publication of the Australian Apple and
Pear Board which Contains some rather in-
teresting facts, and these have to be faced
before we get into the airy-fairy general-
ization that has been used in some deliver-
ies tonight. I would like to quote from this
publication which was received on the 10th
November. It states--

Negotiations with interested ship-
owners were held against the back-
ground of a tightening world market
for conventional reefer vessels. In this
regard Australia, because of high load-
ing costs and geographical remoteness,
is the least attractive trade to any
shipowner. For example the South
African trade can offer the prospect
of extremely high loading rates and
shorter voyages. In fact the Austra-
lian operation depends very largely on
shipowners being able to get position-
ing cargoes.

Positioning cargo means a cargo on one
Of the busy trade routes of the world with
a short ballast haul somewhere to Austra-
lia and picking up an apple cargo for a
destined market. That is the situation in
regard to shipping.

A further point that should be empha-
sised is that this industry is no longer a
Conference Line customer. This shipping
conference is the consortium of shipown-
ers who between themselves make ar-
rangements for picking up the various car-

goes from different ports in Australia. It
will be recalled that the decision made in
1071 was that the Conference Line was
no longer interested in carrying Australian
fruit to overseas countries. This means the
Industry has no guarantee of continuity
of shipping service. That is the first dif-
ficulty we are up against.

It is a straightforward statement by the
Australian Apple and Pear Board, arising
from its negotiations with the shipping
conference, that the amount which it has
been able to obtain is something like space
for 3,700,000 bushels for Australia, and the
share of Western Australia is 16 per cent,
Unless my mathematics are seriously in
error the Western Australian share is
about 600,000 bushels.

So, in a bumper year firstly we have the
situation of a shortage of cargo space, this
space being of the minimum order. In
the previous two Years I recall the figures
of exports to the United Kingdom being
1,100,000 bushels and 1,300,000 bushels re-
spectively. Here at this stage we are faced
with space for something- like half that
quantity. Certainly there is the possibil-
ity of other shipping being available.
There is also the possibility of the drought
having an impact, and that might reduce
some of the surplus.

Superimposed upon this are the condi-
tions that apply, and these refer to the
shipping rates and the rebates for various
achievements by the shippers. I will make
reference to this later, but the point made
by the member for Wellington came clos-
est to a solution when he Pointed cut that
savings could be effected somewhere in
the shipping service. I will deal with that
point in greater detail.

I did make special reference to the
Australian industry by way of comipari-
son with our overseas competitors. These
are not idle words. Countries in the
southern hemisphere, such as those in
South America, New Zealand, and South
Africa are developing their fruit trade at
the expense of the Australian fruit trade,
including that of Western Australia.

Let me deal with the situation in South
Africa. We should not forget that Austra-
lia is not the only country growing Granny
Smiths. Although production of this
variety is one of the strongest points in
our export sales to the United Kingdom
and Europe, at the same time South
Africa also exports this variety and it has
an advantage of $1.20 per bushel in freight
plus the advantages that flow from the
devaluation. This exchange benefit is not
enjoyed by our growers.

Sir Charles Court: How do you think
that a beard set up overnight will be able
to solve this problem in the 1973 export
season?1

Mr. H. D. EVANS: I shall deal with
that point. I am not suggesting there is a
magic solution, but I would point out that
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basic investigations into the industry control should be extended to include the
should have been started years ago. There
was a move for the appointment of a
Royal Commission in 1968 into the indus-
try, as was mentioned by the member for
Collie. Although it has been the boast of
the Opposition that it favours orderly
marketing, it has to be thrust on the
Opposition before it begins to look at this
aspect. The Opposition does not get down
to a grass roots examination of the details.

Sir Charles Court: We thought of
orderly marketing long before you were
elected to Parliament.

Mr. H. D. EVANS: And did nothing!
The European Economic Community
seems to be an accomplished fact, and
we are stuck with it irrespective of what
our feelings towards it may be. Next
year the Common Agricultural Policy will
be implemented. In 1914 it means there
will be an Impost of 2 per cent., and each
year there will be a further 2 per cent.
until 1978. So we will have a disadvantage
of 8 per cent. in those four years. Further-
more, we also have the change in status
from having a protected market which
we now enjoy.

Those are some of the basic difficulties
that this year offers. They are more in-
tense than those of previous years, and
for that reason. among others, there is
need for impetus and initiative to be
taken to bring about some alleviation.

On that subject I would like to get the
record straight in several regards. I would
like to deal with the background of what
has been done and with the extent of
referral to the industry. There seems to
be some doubts in the minds of people as
to whether the Government has kept faith
with the industry. I would point out that
in the Governor's Speech delivered at the
opening of Parliament in 1971 reference
was made to the fact that consideration
was being given to the introduction of fruit
legislation. In October of last year, a
preliminary examination was made of
basic legislation which could be enacted.
The member for Blackwood presented
from the growers' point of view a very
well documented ease, and it has been
quoted tonight.

There was the 1971 annual conference
of the W.A. Fruit Growers' Association
at which a motion was adopted seeking a
statutory authority in regard to the mar-
keting of fruit; and that motion was rei-
terated at the conference held this year.
Subsequent to the conference I received an
official communication indicating that the
executive had the authority to determine
whether the draft proposals were in the
best interests of the growers without hav-
ing to refer back to the growers for their
approval, and recommending that the pro-
posed industry authority take no action
to control the local market until a peti-
tion of 100 growers requests that a poll
take place to determine if the authority's

local market. I will deal with some other
points which emanate from those reso-
lutions.

With regard to the basic examination
of the industry, the Fruit Handling and
Transport Committee was set up and it
was representative of all sections of the
industry. This was a very worth-while
exercise. I suppose that few reports have
managed to complete in-depth study.
There has been some criticism that the
report referred to was not brought forward
earlier, but with a committee of this kind
the final recommendation and the ulti-
mate area of this agreement have to be
referred to several times, and this pro-
vides a full opportunity for the matter to
be resolved.

The Knox committee, as it has come to
be known, not only examined the structure
within Western Australia but elsewhere.
It had access to a survey of orchards in
the south-west, and this Is known as the
mini survey. It was conducted by an
agricultural adviser and a horticulturist
-Messrs. Malcolm and Shorter. There was
also an apple growing cost of production
survey by the Bureau of Agricultural
Economics. This provided good back-
ground to the investigations that were
undertaken.

In addition the committee at some ex-
pense hired P.A. Management Consul-
tants to examine specifically what occurred
with the Western Australian fruit once it
reached its destination.

Just to ensure this was followed through
as well as could be expected, a senior
officer of the horticultural section of the
Department of Agriculture spent four
months in England and he, too, brought
down a report. There is a similarity not
only with the report of P.A. Management
Consultants and the senior horticulturists,
and with the final recommendations of the
Knox committee, but also with the Grant
report which has been referred to in con-
nection with Tasmania.

So the background was extensive and
considerable effort was put into collating
the information. It has been shown that
the authority of the executive-and it was
a mandate as far as the conference was
concerned-maintained close liaison with
the department. Those men are to be coin-
mended and, likewise, I would like to also
commend the members of the Knox com-
mittee for the superb job they did in their
field.

Reference has been made to recent
meetings held since the legislation has
been introduced. However, it is under-
standable that there has been no reference
to the areas where four-fifths of the
State's fruit is grown and where three-
quarters of the growers are involved. At
least the reference has been to a very
small degree. There has been reference to
the meeting of the hills growers and I
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very much appreciate their concern. I
have met a deputation from that area,
and I have discussed the matter with in-
dividual growers. I quite appreciate the
fact that they are concerned with any-
thing which pertains to their livelihood.

We must not lose sight of the fact-as
some members appear to have done-that
should there be a surplus in other areas
of the State-and it must be remembered
that a place like Donnybrook could supply
the total requirements of Western Aus-
tralia-and If shipping space becomes des-
perate, the position of those in the hills
areas will also be affected.

This is not a case of trying to select one
facet of the industry; the industry has to
be taken in total. I am afraid that the
perspective of and the somewhat narrow
view expressed by some members opposite
has been of considerable concern to me
when dealing with the total industry and
Its problems, and the solutions which may
be available. I also Point out that a num-
ber of growers live in other places.

The Leader of the Opposition mentioned
objections but he did not mention the letter
he would have received from the Manjimup
association in which its members reaf-
firmed their unqualified support.

Sir Charles Court: I did tell the Min-
ister that I had a representation from
the association people as distinct from the
producers.

Mr. H. D. EVANS: The Leader of the
Opposition did not say that they gave uu-
qualified approval.

Sir Charles Court: I did.
Mr. H. D. EVANS: There is also the case

of Bridgetown.
Sir Charles Court: I think the expres-

sion I used was that the association was
holding hands with the Minister.

Mr. H. D. EVANS: This is a different
connotation from what actually took place.
The Leader of the Opposition implied that
the executive said something which sug-
gested that things were not quite right.

Sir Charles Court: Nothing of the sort.
I said it had gone over in good faith but
it did not have the backing of the whole
of the producers.

Mr. H. D. EVANS: I will refer to some
of the attitudes expressed by previous
speakers. The member for Stirling indi-
cated the representations and the desires
of the growers of his area. The member
for Collie cleared up the position with
regard to the Donnybrook area, and
through his offices I had an opportunity
to meet a fairly representative and reason-
ably large deputation.

Mr. Blaikie: I reaffirmed tonight that
their attitude has not changed since the
meeting on Monday. I would like the
member for Collie to comment on this
point.

Mr. H. D. EVANS: When the member for
Collie returns to the Chamber we will take
this up with him because they telephoned
him.

Mr. Blaikie: And they put a message
over.

Mr. H. D. EVANS: There was the under-
standing we departed on, and It was firm.

Mr. Rushton: They saw me after the
meeting and said they had not changed.

Mr. H. D. EVANS: I go a little further
and point out that the mandate given to
the executive was fully and faithfully car-
ried out and the requirements as they saw
fit have been met.

Mr. Rushton: Did they see the proposed
legislation?

Sir Charles Court: They did not see the
Bill or the Knox report.

Mr. H. D. EVANS: The representatives
certainly knew and the principle which was
espoused was on a general basis. I point
out that four-fifths of the Production is In
the southern area.

Mr. Rushton: Not four-fifths. The people
without representation account for 50-odd
per cent, of the production.

Mr. H. D. EVANS: If the hills area is
included.

Mr. Rtushton: The hills area and Donny-
brook account for 58 per cent.

Mr. H. fl. EVANS: Leave Donnybrook
as a separate area.

Mr. Rushton: They havc obj4eted.
Mr. Graham: Dry up.
Sir Charles Court: He will not dry up.
Mr. H. D. EVANS: I cannot agree with

the member for Dale because the firm
understanding yesterday was unquestion-
able.

Mr. Rushton: They still want a ballot.
Mr. H. D. EVANS: The general principles

come back to the final comment of the
Director-General of Transport, which was
that if we could not do something about
shipping in terms of volume and freight
we would be out of the export industry.
That was his summation after many
months and after many discussions and
conferences.

The point at issue-which is understand-
able-is that the committees were in agree-
ment that there should be a corporate body.
The distinction was that the shippers saw
a consortium of shippers whereas the grow-
ers saw a statutory body as being the solu-
tion. The requirement of a single operating
authority is echoed In P.A. Management
Consultants' report. I would like to in-
clude in Mansard an extract from the ie-
port, if I have your indulgence, Mr. Speak-
er. It is only about 20 lines and reads as
follows:-

However, the operating of the cen-
tral control in the U.K. would be made
much easier by having one central
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authority in W.A. who would be
totally responsible for organising the
selection of fruit for export, its pack-
ing and shipping, and for controlling
the costs accumulated in Australia.

At a later stage the quote continues-
At present the innumerable growers

ship their apples out through 14 ex-
porters, who sell to over 50 buyers via
a number of U.K. based exporters'
agents.

If the strategy of a very limited
number of buyers is considered then a
case can immediately be made for a
shipping control covering all exports
with one agent in the U.K. to super-
vise and control the marketing of the
importers.

This will allow all costs incurred
from the tree to U.K. port to be
analysed, and for savings to be made
by shipping under maximum Bills of
Lading, negotiating special freight
terms of requirements, supervising the
grading of all exports and putting out
services to tender to promote competi-
tion and encourage the most efficient.

Virtually that is the only saving it will
be possible to make in the industry. As
has been pointed out, the Producer has
reached a degree of efficiency on which it
would be difficult to improve. I1 would
point out that freight rates increased by
24 Per cent, last Year, and they will in-
crease by 13 per cent, this year. The
actual amount will increase from $2.60 to
$3.00 per bushel.

Sir Charles Court: You won't stop that.
Mr. H. D. EVANS: Quite so. The in-

crease has to be offset in other ways, and
that is the point. Those other ways can-
not be achieved under the present system,
but this does not seem to be appreciated
on the other side of the House.

I would like to examine the possibility of
savings which might be brought about.
The first saving is the preservation of the
export market, and this is something
which is in real danger unless we are able
to compete on the world market. We com-
peted last year, to a large degree, by using
the bulk bins which were referred to. I
think the member for Stirling referred to
the use of bulk bins in the previous year,
and he indicated the saving which was
occasioned in that way. Last year some-
thing like 170,000 bushels were shipped in
bulk bins which brought about a saving of
over $1 a bushel to the growers who ship-
ped. The figures are available, andi they
have been collated for the very purpose of
being recorded.

That is the type of saving which is avail-
able, but it is also a change which has to
come about. It was opposed by the ship-
pers early in the season last year. I must
admit that the capital investment of the

shippers means that they must have re-
gard for the full responsibility they bear.
It is not easy for them to change, and the
growers are not sanguine in this regard.

The Knox report also refers to thb sal-
vation of the market by maintaining
absolute quality as far as is possible, and
the setting of standards to control the
industry. Those standards imply consid-
erable inspection. The system will need
to be updated continually and there will
need to be continual supervision of the
standards. The industry will need to be
totally orientated to see that those goals
are met and that is the only way we will
be able to compete.

Reference was made to Tasmania hav-
ing a board and I would like to refer to
the fact that the board wvas not set up of
its own volition. Indeed, the Minister for
Primary industry told the Tasmanian in-
dustry-after a period of about six years
-that something would have to be done. I
think a quotation made by Mr. W. F.
Walker, to which the member for Stirling
referred, is worth bearing in mind. It is
as follows:-

The chaos which so often results
at United Kingdom docks when an
Australian fruit ship is discharging,
and more particularly with Tasman-
ian apples, really has to be seen to be
believed.

Tasmania has not reached the 100 per
cent. efficiency which could be obtained.
The confusion when -ships discharge at
the United Kingdom docks has to be seen
to be believed and the writer saw that
confusion during a period of three years
before the war. It is now often much more
chaotic due to the greater multiplicity of
exporters' brands, marks, and small im-
port lots.

Coming back to the question of shipping,
and the multiplicity of brands, that is
what occurred in Tasmania and that is
why the Minister for Primary Industry
served notice that if the industry was not
Put In order that State could not expect
further Cornmonweal th support through
the Australian Apple and Pear Board.

In the last year Tasmania was able to
ship large quantities of fruit. As a matter
of fact, that State achieved a 30,000
bushel mark which providied them with a,
20c (U.S.) return. The growers are getting
something like 17c net return. That is
quite significant and most meaningful.

On the specified rebates for loading
performance and shipping to a limited
number of marks, it has been shown that
although the 30,000 does not apply this
year a 6,000 mark applies. The resultant
saving represents 50 per cent. of the grow-
ers' net return, and this is the situation
we must look at, particularly in the light
of the increased freights which are in-
evitable.
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The present situation with the shippers
is that of the 14 who have licenses at the
moment, six license holders ship about 98
per cent. of the apples to zones A and B.
Even if the consignments going forward
total 20,000, the fact that they are de-
livered to different individuals who are
unloading at the other end means that
they are not able to obtain the shipping
rebate on the full 6,000 that are allowed,
and ths is what the grower misses out on.

Mr. Rushton, What would it cost to
run the board?

Mr. H. D. EVANS: Not very much. I
will come back to that point. We are
looking at the possibility of savings. With
an operation of scale and volumes of an
order which the board would be in a
position to manage, it would be possible
to negotiate freights and precooling. I
make the point that something like 5c
net was saved through precooling of bulk
bins last year. A saving of 5c a bushel
is a significant amount when one considers
the returns the growers are putting up
with.

Sir Charles Court: This 'was done volun-
tarily.

Mr. ff. D2. EVANS: Rubbish!
Sir Charles Court: By the board.
Mr. H. D. EVANS: Under the present

system It is not possible to take advan-
tage of aLl1 these savings; at least, full
advantage has not been taken of them be-
cause the system does not allow it. There-
fore, there must be changes before these
economies can be effected, This applies
up to the wharf, the precooling, and the
actual shipping.

As regards unloading, we find we are
dependent to some extent upon the P.A.
Consultants' report and also on the
observations and report of the assistant
chief of the horticultural section. Some
aspects bear looking at, and it can be
shown that a port saving might well be
possible. It has been achieved under the
Tasmania set-up by shipping under one
mark and using a limited number of
agents on the other side. This is the sort
of organisation that must be introduced
in order to make a saving and be effec-
tive. At Liverpool, with an average ship
and the costs of wharf servicing which
are fairly high, the total saving on the
input vessel charges was 12.6 per cent.
last year. In 1970 the cost was $3,800; in
1971 it was $4,300; in 1972 it fell back to
$3,760, which is quite a saving in spite
of escalating costs. This is the type of
economy that is possible.

Mr. Blaikie: Do you believe shippers
have made large profits out of the
industry?

Mr. H. D. EVANS: I believe the shippers
are making diminishing profits in the pre-
sent set-up. The opportunity for finan-
cial involvement has decreased but the

service charges are still there. Coming
back to the operation of the board, there
are several ways in which this could be
implemented. Taking over the whole in-
dustry overnight is one extreme; the other
extreme is to set up the board simply in
an observation and supervisory capacity.
Between those two extremes there is a
greaL area of possible involvement, and
the involvement, if it came about, would
be an increasing matter. It would depend
upon the opportunity for saving and im-
proved service, and the circumstances
which obtain within the industry.

Mr. Blaikie:- Can you give some
explanation of Western Granny Smith?

Mr. H. D. EVANS: Western Granny
Smith is mentioned in the Knox report.
An extension of Western Granny Smith
to cover a full consortium of shippers
would not be practicable in this State.

The operation of the board is expected
to be somewhere between the two
extremes I have mentioned. One of the
unequivocal assertions I made at the last
meeting I had with the shippers was that
this year there would be no change in the
status quo and they could plan on that
no matter what occurred.

I would like to see a single license issued
to an authority, for a very good reason.
It will not affect the operations of the
shippers, who depend upon obtaining from
the shippers' committee the license that
is available for the appropriate shipping
space which the Apple and Pear Board has
been able to negotiate. Instead of that
license being available from the Apple and
Pear Board direct to the shippers' com-
mittee, it would be available to the autho-
rity. It may not be apportioned in a
manner different from the manner in
which it is apportioned at present.

One speaker said that quotas were
objectionable and were to be abhorred and
feared.

Mr. Rushton: You need to be very
careful.

Mr. H. D. EVANS: I am fully cognisant
of what is implied, but the same person
made no mention of the fact that if there
is a shortage of shipping space there will
be quotas. Quotas operate and are being
apportioned by someone who has an in-
terest outside the industry. Grower.$ would
be more sanguine if the available ship-
ping space were apportioned to them on
the basis of Previous performance, which
Is the basis upon which the State allo-
cation would be made. The apportionment
would be made by an independent body.
net by a committee which has an Involve-
ment in many ways with individuals with-
In the industry. The less shipping space
that is available, the greater will be the
cause for concern. If an authority is set
up this year, this is one very useful func-
tion it would perform, which would obviate
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a great deal of ill-will throughout the in-
dustry. This situation has arisen before,
and the greater the problem the greater
the degree of suspicion and ill-feeling.

Mr. Rushton: Would you establish min-
ima so that people would not go below a
viable figure?

Mr. H. D. EVANS: That is looking ahead
to board policy. it is something I would not
be able to project at this stage. What
would be the situation at present if there
were a Shortage of shipping space and
particular shippers were allocating it? I
suggest far more consideration would be
given to the matter by an independent
body. I have pointed out Previously outside
this Hiouse and I reiterate that there is no
suggestion of a board becoming operative
this year. Even if it were possible, it would
not be desirable.

The SPEAKER: The Minister has five
more minutes.

Mr. H. D. EVANS: Any board that is ap-
pointed will need a full season to examine
in detail the operations involved in this
very complex industry. it Would need time
in which to decide policy and to evaluate
where the industry is going in terms Of
oversupply. Oversupply does exist at the
present time. For those reasons I would
like to see a board set up, even though it
would not influence the situation this year.
There Would be no interference with the
issuing of space, except that it would be
done through the board. At the same time,
the board would have a supervisory func-
tion. It is also essential that it should ob-
tain the necessary expertise and experi-
ence,' which I feel must be obtained over
this season, if the board is set upi this
year. Djelay has already occurred in finding
out the basic details of the problems ex-
perienced in the industry, and if the board
is not set up for another year it will lose
another season and the difficulties will be
so much greater.

it is not proposed that anything will be
done about the local market, and here I
see considerable difficulty. Whatever tran-
spires, it will not be possible to do a great
deal about the local market because I gave
the assurance that, even though it is not
proposed to use the emergency provision in
clause 26, I would agree to its deletion as
a gesture of good fa ith on the part of the
Government.

It has been said there is no need for
haste. In view of the situation of the in-
dustry, time is running out, if it has not
already run out, and I repeat that the only
purpose in bringing in this legislation is
to assist the industry, if not immediately
then in the reconstruction of it in the
future. The legislation is presented to this
House on that basis. if members of this
House see the problems that now exist and
do nothing about them, I think the Parlia-
ment will be remiss.

QuIestion put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees

(Mr. Brown) in the Chair; Mr. H. D.
Evans (Minister for Agriculture) in charge
of the Hill.

Clause 1 put and passed.

Clause 2: Commencement-

Mr. RUSHTON: The amendment pro-
posed to this clause is most important be-
cause it gives effect to the wishes of a
large majority of the producers and will
enable them to indicate to those who con-
sider they have the authority to proceed
without reference to the producers whether
or not the industry supports their con-
tention. I propose to move the amendment
because the second reading has been passed
and the Minister has not conceded any
Point. He is arrogantly proceeding with
his wishes.

Mr. Graham: Get out.

Mr. Brady: The fruit fly has set in
again.

Mr. RUSHTON: The amendment is pro-
Posed to give the growers some redress.
it is something they have asked for. We
contend that the request has come from
two zones of the industry which represent
approximately 58 per cent. of the growers.
My proposed amendment reads as
follows:-

Provided that no proclamation may
be made until the Minister has caused
to be conducted a referendum of grow-
ers who occupy orchards from which
at least 500 bushels of apples or pears
were exported in each of at least two
of the three years preceding the tak-
ing of the poll, asking whether the
Act shall be brought into operation
and a majority of those growers has
voted in favour of bringing the Act
into operation.

This will give the growers an opportunity
to work on the same basis as those people
involved with the Australian Apple and
Pear Hoard. I understand the figure of 500
bushels is acceptable to them.

The amendment will allow the Govern-
ment to proceed with its intention: it sim-
Ply states that if the growers say, "Yes"
the Government may proclaim the Act.
The amendment is in accordance with the
wishes of a large number of People at
Donnybrook and also almost all of the
Producers from flwellingup through to the
hills area. They represent a large Per-
centage of the growers. I think nobody
could deny that the proposed amendment
is the democratic way of proceeding. The
fact that a full report of something like
150 Pages has been presented at such a
late hour gives us confidence that the
Minister will accept the amendment to
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benefit the industry and to give producers
confidence in the future. The amendment
will ensure that no division occurs within
the industry and that the producers feel
secure. If the amendment is accepted pro-
ducers will not lose their confidence. The
industry has built up a tremendous amount
of benefits over the years which should not
be imperilled.

The People in the industry have a tre-
mendous amount of wisdom regarding
what they want. They are not being led
by a few wise men or some socialists who
want to take something from them.

Mr. Jamieson: Where is Your red flag?
Get it out from under the desk.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr.
Brown): Order!

Mr. RUSHTON: It is not a case of
waving a red flag at all. The people want
to be free. Sometimes it is better to have
slightly imperfect freedom than to be
under restriction. I move an amendment-

Page 2, line 3-Add after the word
"proclamation' the following Pas-
sage:-

Provided that no proclamation
may be made until the Minister
has caused to be conducted a
referendum of growers who oc-
cupy orchards from which at least
500 bushels of apples or pears
were exported in each of at least
two of the three years preceding
the taking of the Poll, asking
whether the Act shall be brought
into operation and a majority of
those growers has voted in favour
of bringing the Act into operation.

Mr. BLAIKIE: I support the amendment
because it is most important and one
which will at least give the industry
sufficient time in which to study the small
print of the Bill. At the moment dissension
exists within the industry. I realise the
Minister said that he has received qualified
support from certain areas: but he has not
received total support from all areas.

I would again mention the delegation
from Donnybrook, which attended the
Parliament yesterday. In the first place the
members of that delegation came from
Donnybrook, and they were Joined by
others from the hills area. The delegation
asked for this amendment and reaffirmed
its request as late as tonight. I have been
assured they definitely want the amend-
ment to be carried.

The member for Collie was present at
the meeting on Monday, and I understand
he has been contacted tonight. He will
probably take part in the debate. He is
aware of the support given by the growers
to the amendment.

Much of the present trouble has stemmed
from the fact that the Bill is being rushed
through the Chamber. It was introduced

only on Wednesday night of last week and
if, as anticipated, the session were to con-
clude tomorrow it would have been neces-
sary to rush the Bill through. In that ease
the growers would have received no oppor-
tunity to redress the situation.

Mr. Graham: Parliament is not con-
cluding tomorrow, so it will not be rushed.

Mr. Williams: If you had your way it
would.

Mr. Graham: It is over a week since it
was introduced.

Mr. BLAIKIE: When the Bill was intro-
duced last week the growers were under
the impression-and so were we-that the
session would conclude tomorrow.

Mr. T. D. Evans: You didn't believe that,
did you?

Mr. Graham: But it does not intend to
now.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr. Brown):
Order!

Mr. BLAIKIE: At the time we were not
aware of that at all. To return to the
amendment-

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Thank you.
Mr. Graham: You thought it would be

rushed, but it won't be.
Mr. BLAIKIE: The passage of the Bill

has been rushed, and the Deputy Premier
is aware of that.

Mr. Graham: It has had a week's ad-
journment.

Mr. BLAIKIE: The amendment will give
growers the opportunity to understand the
full implications of the Bill. It merely
asks that should the Bill be passed it will
not be proclaimed until a referendum has
been conducted. Is that unreasonable? The
industry belongs to the growers, and not to
us; we are supposed to be acting on their
behalf and trying to protect their interests.
I support the amendment.

Mr. Graham: Bravo!
Mr, NALDER: I am not very enthusias-

tic about the amendment. I would like to
explain to the Chamber the position of the
Country Party. Had the Minister given
us the courtesy of indicating his views
regarding the amendments on the notice
paper, we would be in a position to in-
dicate whether or not we are prepared to
proceed on the basis of the amendments.
However, as the Minister gave us no in-
dication at all apart from suggesting to
the member for Collie that clause 26 may
be removed from part flu, we cannot in-
dicate our position. We must take that as
an indication that the Minister does rot
intend to accept our amendments. -If the
clause is passed as printed we will have no
means of knowing what will happen. There-
fore, we support the amendment.

Mr. H. D. EVANS: I would like to assure
the Leader of the Country Party that it
was only lack of time that prevented mre
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from elaborating upon the amendments,
beyond saying that the intentions of the
amendments could probably be met in a
more preferable manner.

Clause 26 has caused the greatest con-
cern and A could be interpreted as provid-
ing the means whereby the local market
could be controlled. That was not our
intention, so I am prepared to remove it.
That will mean the rest of part III will
relate to the registration of cool stores
and the gathering of information in a
much more detailed fashion than that in
which it is presently gathered by the Apple
Sales Advisory Committee. I presume the
honourable member is aware of the Bureau
of Census and Statistics, and the manner
in which it compiles information.

The part does provide an advantage by
way of the registration. We have an ad-
visory service in this respect. The other
portion of the part in respect of cool stores
is desirable in the interests of the con-
sumer as well as the industry. For that
reason I would like it to remain. I think
the objection raised by the honourable
member may be overcome by the removal
of clause 26.

With regard to the amendment moved
by the member for Dale, as far as I am
concerned I have kept faith with the as-
sociation. I have discussed with it at
considerable length the statutory auth-
ority which was sought by the growers
at two successive conferences. The industry
leaders have been brought into the dis-
cussions and contact has been maintained.
if they were in favour of the amendment
I think they would have canvassed that
view. Therefore, I cannot support it. I
feel there is some concern that distortion
may occur in a referendum, as was de-
monstrated in 1965.

Mr. THOMPSON: I rise to express my
disappointment at the attitude adopted by
the Minister regarding the amendment. In
his second reading speech he said-and he
has virtually confirmed it tonight-that the
industry leaders have been fully aware of
all the provisions of the Bill. Will he state
that that is the case? Is it true that the
industry is aware of all the provisions
of the Bill and the Knox committee re-
port?

Sir Charles Court: When they committed
themselves I am sure they 'were not fully
aware.

Mr. Rushton: Did they have a full know-
ledge of it all?

Mr. H. D. Evans: Yes.

Mr. THOMPSON: Then could the Min-
ister explain the statement of the presi-
dent of the association with respect to the
cool store provisions?

Mr. ff. D. Evans: That is probably an
interpretation put on them about which
he felt Perfectly satisfied up until that
point. He had been given an assurance

that the local market would not be in-
volved. He was assured, although he knew
that. It is only this interpretation which
has no doubt caused him to make the
statement he did.

Mr. THOMPSON: I find it hard to
imagine how he could have appreciated
the ramifications all the way through. I
find it extremely difficult to Imagine how
they could have been fully aware of the
Provisions and recommendations of the
Knox report because that report was not
tabled in this Chamber until the 2nd No-
vember.

Mr. H. D. Evans: You do not think the
representation on the Knox committee
would have been a liaison?

Mr. THOMPSON: Of course, but they
could not arrive at any conclusions until
the report had been compiled and every
aspect considered. Certainly, if the indus-
try leaders knew something of it, the people
in the industry did not know very much.
It must be extremely disconcerting to the
hundreds of growers in the industry who
charged the executive with the responsi-
bility of accepting on their behalf the
provisions of the Bill to find that one of
those charged with that responsibility is
ducking for cover now that the impact
of this Portion of the Bill has been dis-
covered by those In the industry.

Mr. IL W. MANNING: I wish to reiterate
my concern because I believe that statu-
tory marketing should not be imposed up-
on an industry without some expression of
opinion from the industry itself.

This is important because a number of
aspects are involved, one of which is the
fact thatt many people are not able to op-
erate under the restrictions of orderly
marketing; and I think the potato-grow-
Ing industry has Proved that. I have heard
it said many times that once statutory
marketing has been introduced into an in-
dustry a referendum should be held on the
subject periodically to ascertain the opin-
ion of those in the industry at that time
because it must be realised that those who
were in the industry when statutory mark-
eting was introduced do not always remain
in it. During the course of a few years,
very few of them remain and new people
enter the industry and they do not al-
ways share the opinion of those who orig-
inally sought statutory marketing. That
is one point.

I referred earlier to lamb marketing.
Many of those who originally indicated to
me that they supported statutory market-
ing of lamb have since indicated to me that
they wish they had not done so. However,
they were responsible for making the de-
cision.

The point I want to make is that we
should give those in the fruit industry the
responsibility of saying whether or not they
want this system. if they decide they do,
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then we can hold them to it. If we accept
the responsibility, we are liable to recrim-
inations from those in the Industry, and, in
this case. I would like to avoid just that.

Mr. BLAIKIE: I am rather disappointed
with the Minister's explanation regarding
the amendment. I cannot emphasise too
strongly the concern in the industry over
the interpretation of the provisions in the
Bill and the lack of knowledge of Just what
we are doing on its behalf.

The point I wish to make is that one
provision which has been omitted is an
appeal provision. We have referred to sev-
eral oversights, and there are others. The
industry must have an opportunity to dis-
cuss them and that Is why I support the
amendment.

I understand that the Minister has In-
dicated that the legislation could not be
implemented for the coming season. Con-
sequently I cannot understand the neces-
stty for the urgency at this time. I have
spoken to some of the growers tonight and
they are still adamant about this referen-
dumn but we must consider the whole of
the Industry. Surely our request is reason-
able.

Sir CHARLES COURT: Very briefly I
want to say that I would much prefer it
if we were considering this matter on the
basis that the Bill be deferred so the in-
dustry could react and we could then re-
consider the Hill in the light of the reac-
tion. However, this amendment represents
the next best sniutlon. so that we might
ascertain a reaction.

The Minister has made great play of
the attitude of the growers' association.
I do not deny that it has indicated its
support on the basis that it wanted the leg-
islation to operate for this coming export
season of 1973. However the Minister has
admitted that this is not practicable, and
therefore he himself has made out a strong
case for our proposition for deferment so
the matter can be considered as a priority
measure in March or April.

What concerns me is that when the
assessment committee gave its support to
the Bill it had not seen it. The members
of the committee had seen a Precis of
it and knew the general concept of what
it contained: but there are a lot of words
between a Precis of a BIll and the small
type it contains. In addition, the mem-
bers of the committee bad not seen the
Knox report which does not recommend
the statutory authority or acquisition. It
did go so far as to say it supported some
form of control.

Mr. H. D. Evans: There is no acquisi-
tion involved.

Sir CHARLES COURT: Acquisition Is in-
volved in the legislation whether or not
the Minister thinks so. The draftsman has
included it. Be that as It may, the corn-

(179)

mittee did not recommend acquisition or a
statutory marketing body as envisaged in
the Bill. It did agree that there would
have to be a controlling body, but the
members of the committee could not agree
amongst themselves as to its form.

Therefore when the legislation was made
public, the growers' association had had no
access to the Knox report, which Is a key
document In the matter: and I do not
think its members saw the final draft of
the Bill. There is a tremendous difference
between what was expected and reality. I
assume the growers realised this because
the president expressed the opinion that he
did not expect the provisions concerning
the cool store to be incorporated as they
are.

Apart from anything else, this is a very
strong reason for our supporting the
amendment to ensure that the growers have
a chance to study the legislation in its
final form, if the Government is deter-
mined to bulldoze it through.

Mr. RUSHTON: At the outset I would
like to express appreciation to the Country
Party for its support. Its action is consis-
tent with its views expressed in the past.

Mr. Graham: What do you usually ex-
pect?

Mr. RUSHTON: However, I am disgusted
at the Minister's rejection of the amend-
ment which involves a democratic ap-
proach.

Mr. Graham: You would be surprised
at your effect on us!

Mr. RUSHTON: The Minister has indi-
cated he wishes the industry to be healthy
and happy, but what has he done? He has
accepted the wishes of three men who have
negotiated with him. He has said that
those three men agree with the legislation
in its entirety. However, within days of
the introduction of the legislation those
men are saying they do not agree with it.
That is what we are told by the news
media.

This situation will cause conflict within
the industry because the clear understand-
ing was that the final provisions would be
submitted to them before the legislation
was introduced. Those in the industry also
understood they would have an opportun-
ity to see the Knox report. The following
appears in the August edition of the
Western Australian Fruit Grower:-

The Western Australian Fruit
Growers' Association would be kept
fully informed of developments and
Executive approval sought before final
acceptance of the Committee's recom-
mendations were endorsed, or rejected,
by growers.

Yet the Minister has told us that the legis-
lation was accepted in its entirety. Grow-
ers expected they would have certain re-
dress and they have some confidence in
their industry leaders.
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Surely the situation will Instil a lack of
confidence in those upon whom the Indus-
try has relied to guide it into something
better. The Minister is letting the three
representatives down because he is pur-
suing a course which does not take cogni-
sance of the rights of individuals or of
democratic Principles.

He is pushing forward with this legisla-
tion, for what purpose? No need exists for
this. The shippers have given an under-
taking and the Minister himself has said
he does not want to implement the system
this season so why is he pushing forward
with the utmost arrogance and contempt
for the industry?

Mr. Graham: Here he goes again.
Mr. RUSHTON: I think the growers

know what is occurring and they will cer-
tainly learn more about It. However, the
minister is also letting down his own peo-
ple. those who have worked closely with
him and who have tried their best to get
cohesion within the industry. This will
shatter that cohesion because people will
be very doubtful about having confidence
in any promises made.

I ask the Minister at this late stage to
recognise these facts. Despite the evi-
dence we have submitted the Minister has
the effrontery to say he had a mandate to
walk In bob-nailed boots on those con-
cerned to the end of time.

The Minister said the Government has
a mandate to introduce this legislation.
It is clear to see the Government has not.
I hope at this late hour leaders of indus-
try, the president, and executive officers
will call a meeting of the association to
guide the industry back from this preci-
pice to which the Minister Is directing It.

Amendment Put and a division taken
with the following result:-

Ayes-19
Mr. Blalkie Mr. O'Connor
Sir David Brand Mr. Ridge
Bir Charles court Mr. Runcman
Mr. Gayter Mr. Rushton
Mr. orayden Mr. Thompson
Mr. Lewis Mr. Williams
Mr. W. A. Manuning Mr. R. L. Young
Mr. MePharlin Mr, W. 0. 'Young
Mr. Mensaros Mr. 1. W, Manning

Mr. Haider (Teller)

Mr. Bateman
Mr. Bertram
Mr. Brady
Mr. Bryce
Mr. Burke
Mr. H. D. HEna
Mr. iT. D. Evans
Wr. Fletcher

Mr. Graham
Mr. Hertrey

Ayes
Mr. Coyne
Mr. Eutchinson
Mr. O'Nelt
Mr. Stephens
Dr. Dadour

Noes-lB
Mr. Jamleson
Mr. Jones
Mr. Lapham
Mr. Mctver
Mr, Moller
Mr. Bewell
Mr. Tao
Mr. A.kQTonkin
Mr. Harman

(Teller.)
Fairs

Noes
Mr. mar
Mr. J. T. Tonkcin
Mr. Davies
Mr. Oook
Mr. Bickerton

The DEPUTY CHIIRMAN (Mr.
Brown): The voting being equal, I give my
casting vote with the Noes.

Amendment thus negatived.
Mr. THOMPSON: During the second

reading debate the member for Collie
quoted some figures and I challenge the
accuracy of those figures. He Indicated
that, for the 1971 season, the return to
shippers was in the order of $1,500,000. Is
that right?

Mr. Jones: I do not have my notes with
me.

Mr. THOMPSON: A figure of $1,500,000
was quoted,

Mr. Jones: From which report?
Mr. THOMPSON: The honourable mem-

ber made the statement that the return to
the shippers was in the order of $1,500,000.

Mr. Jones: Obviously I was paraphras-
Ing the report.

Mr. THOMPSON: The report states
that, in that year, In fact the shippers
received $335,900 and did not receive
$1,500,000 as was stated.

Mr. Jones: Did I state that?
Mr. THOMPSON: The honourable mem-

ber said it during the debate on the second
reading.

Mr. Jones: I cannot recollect it,
Mr. THOMPSON: Indeed, the honour-

able member stated it. For the sake of
accuracy I would like to have It recorded
that page 5 of the Knox committee report
clearly indicates that the return to the
shippers-or their share of the proceeds-
for the 1971 season was $335,900 and not
$1,500,000 as was stated by the member for
Collie. This was out of a total of
$3,218,000.

1 would also like to refer to another
Point in connection with shippers--a point
to which the Minister referred when he
replied.

Point o1 Order
Mr. HARTREY: In what way do the

remarks of the honourable member relate
to the question before the Chair?

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr.
Brown): In reply to the point of order, the
member for Darling Range is speaking on
the provisions of the Act.

Mr. HARTHEY: In connection with
what provision is the honourable member
speaking?

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr.
Brown): The provisions of the Act in rela-
tion to the Bill.

Mr. HARTREY: There is no mention of
any section of the Act.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr.
Brown): Order] The member for Darling
Range will continue.
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Committee Resumed
Mr. THOMPSON: Thank you, Sir. In

respect of the Tasmanian situation the
Minister stated that, because of the actions
of the board, the industry had earned a
greater rebate than it would otherwise
have done. In Point of fact, in 1972, it
did earn the maximum rebate.

Mr. H. D. Evans: An amount of 30,000
bushels.

Mr. THOMPSON: This went hack to the
growers. it Is also a fact that this amount
has been lost because of the failure to per-
form.

Mr. H. D3. Evans: It has been withdrawn
this Year.

Mr. THOMPSON: It Is because the per-
formance was not the one expected.

Mr. H. 1). Evans: The provision of 30,000
bushels has been wiped out this year be-
cause of the Apple and Pear Board discus-
sions with the conference. It no longer
exists.

Mr. THOMPSON: Is. that not because
the requirements were not met?

Mr. H. D. Evans: No. The point raised
was that it is possible to reach the 30,000
bushel mark. That was the point I was
making. I pointed out that this year the
opportunity no longer exists. This was
worth 20c on 30,000 bushels and I think
It is approximately Sc on 6,000 bushels.

Mr. THOMPSON: I1 would also like to
point out that last season In this State
the 30,000 bushel mark was reached by
the shippers in this State -with respect to
consignments to Sweden. This attracted
the maximum rebate. The Minister put
this forward as an advantage for having
one body controlling this Industry.

Mr. H. D3. Evans: The point I made is
that the mark Is not reached consistently.
I think I said that the advantage of rebates
is not obtained consistently. This Is the
paint.

Mr. THOMPSON: It has been demon-
strated In Western Australia that It can
be done-and it can be done without the
board.

Mr. H. D. Evans: I take the point, but
It has not been done consistently.

Mr. THOMPSON: It would be done Just
as consistently as it would be with a board.

Mr. H. 13. Evans: Why has it not been?
Mr. THOMPSON: Will the board be able

to do it more consistently?
Mr. H. D. Evans: Much more consist-

ently.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 3: Arrangement-
Mr. NALDER: I move an amendment-

Page 2, line 8-Delete the passage
"PART m.-COLD STORAGE (r
APPLES, as. 23-29;"1.

This is the first of a series of amendments
which I propose to move. I presume, Mr.
Deputy Chairman (Mr. Brown) you Will
allow me to give my reasons. It is important
to indicate why I am asking the Committee
to agree to this deletion.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr. Brawn):
The honourable member is referring to cold
storage?

Mr. NALDER: Yes.
The DEPUTY C11AIRMAN (Mr. Brawn):

The honourable member may give his
reasons.

Mr. NALDER: I indicated when I spoke
to the second reading that the discussions
we have had with representatives of the
fruit-rowing industry right throughout
the State Indicate that this clause has
caused them the most concern. I men-
tioned earlier that the Minister could have
brought this provision in under the Agri-
cultural Products Act. There is ample op-
portunity to do this and It could be simply
effected. Had this been done the present
situation would never have arisen, in my
opinion.

The Minister stated In his speech that
he had no intention whatsoever of inter-
fering with local sales of apples. Although
he said this, that part of his speech did not
reach growers in the country, because most
of them had never heard of It. When they
saw the Bill they objected most strongly to
this provision. I have no doubts what-
soever that, had tWhIs provision not been
included in the Bill, we would not have
the problems with which we are now con-
fronted. There Is a certain amount of
dissension. Reference has been made to
a split and to one section of the industry
being against the other. This is most un-
desirable, because we want all sections of
the Industry to work together as near as
is possible.

I am quite satisfied from the discussions
we have had that the majority of growers
are in favour of the establishment of a
board to direct and assist the industry in
every way.

At this stage I think it would be prefer-
able to delete the whole of this part of the
Bill. After the board has settled down
and the industry has looked at the situa-
tion, at a later date the Mdinister would
have every opportunity to bring down a
measure. This could be done In the next
session after the whole position had been
discussed and assessed.

If this were done it would create a bet-
ter feeling and better understanding
amongst producers. The provision would be
deleted in good faith to indicate to the
growers that wat the minister said is
correct and he does not intend to inter-
fere with the local market. It cannot
be denied that on reading this provision
without a fti~ appreciation of the posi-
tion, It doe§ aeemn to interfere with the
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local market. Local growers will be forced
to register the apples they have in cold
storage and to report every month to the
apple and pear advisory committee on the
type and quality of apples which they have
in cool store. Furthermore they must al-
low an inspector to enter and examine the
contents of their cool store.

What does this mean? in my book, it
is an immediate contradiction of what
was said by the Minister in the first place.
I must admit that many of the growers
are suspicious of the intention. For this
reason I hope the Minister will accept ray
amendment. As I have said, it would be
an act of good faith and it would restore
the growers' confidence in the legislation.
If this is done the growers will be
much happier and more satisfied. They will
be far more confident than they are at
the present time.

The Minister himself has tonight ad-
mitted that the board cannot be estab-
lished in time for this season's crop. I
agree with this from my discussions with
different sections of the industry. It
would be almost impossible to set up an
organisation to have any influence on
production for the coming season. it
would be quite unwise even to suggest
this.

I am strongly of the opinion it would
be wise to set up the board and allow it
to watch progress and gain experience.
For that reason I believe the move is a
valid one. The suggestion is put forward to
help the industry, and I hope the Minister
will agree to it. It would retain confidence,
and the industry would feel that the Min-
ister's words in his second reading speech
mean something and that he Intenids to
carry out his promises.

Mr. H. D. EVANS: I feel the Leader of
the Country Party could inadvertently be
doing the growers a disservice. I recog-
nise that there may have been cause for
concern, but the concern is not necessary.
It is not intended that the local market
should be affected. The deletion of clause
26 will remove any possible difficulty, and
it will probably overcome the fears held
by the honourable member.

The present information from cool stores
is not sufficient to detect a pattern of the
varieties and quantities planted. Such a
pattern would emierge from a detailed
study over a period of timne. If the pro-
ducers have full awareness of such mat-
ters, they will be assisted In forming their
programmes.

Under the provisions of the apple sales
advisory regulations, it Is very difficult
to apprehend sellers of poor quality and
small fruit. An inspection of cool stores
would further protect the consumer. Own-
ers of cool stores would know that inspec-
tors may examine the contents of their
store and would be less prone tQ store small

fruit. The knowledge that other cool store
owners are in the same position would re-
move the incentive to store small fruit.

We would make available a free advisory
service, in effect, to the industry. Special-
Ised information would be built up over a
period. In Victoria the registration of
cool stores enables consideration of storage
space in a particular area. Indeed, co-
operative cool stores are being established
in that State in lieu of several private ones
through the knowledge gained by registra-
tion.

If we delete clause 26, the concern
it has aroused will be allayed. I am
interested to hear the thoughts of the
Leader of the Country Party.

Mr. NALDER: During the second read-
ing debate I Indicated I felt it was neces-
sary at some stage or other for certain
Information to be available to the board.
I mention this because we had a large
committee of seven members to meet the
growers representing different areas, and
we appreciated the fact that they were not
very happy with some of the provisions-
particularly the provision relating to the
local market. I believe the Minister will
have very little difficulty in having his Bill
passed and setting up the board if he
agrees to wait for a period. He would im-
mediately dispel the suspicion that has
arisen in the mind of many growers that
the local market will be Interfered with.

The Minister mentioned this in his
second reading speech and it was men-
tioned at the growers' conference. Also,
a resolution was passed at the 1972 con-
ference. It was felt in the interests of the
industry it would become necessary to
include growing, packing, sale, and cool
room storage in the legislation. However,
the growers must have an opportunity to
make a decision by way of referendum.
The resolution was passed, and I believe
the Minister intends to honour it.

We should try to dispel this feeling by
deleting the clause at the present time.
The Minister must admit that no happy
feeling Is pervading the Industry, and that
the Industry is concerned about this issue.
The cool stores will have to be registered
and report at least once a month to the
apple and pear advisory committee on the
contents of their store. Legislation to pro-
hibit the sale of under-grade apples has
been in operation since 1962. The inspec-
tors go from place to place as does a
consumer representative. I have met these
people on a number of occasions in areas
where apples are sold. I know this legis-
lation is policed. I do not know whether
the Inspector could order an under-grade
case of apples to he destroyed under these
provisions. The owner of the cool store
could say, "I am keeping the apples for
mny own use." We could not argue about
that.
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The tenor of the debate tonight has
hinged on keeping the industry together.
Any member of this Committee would be
very pleased if he felt he had contributed
to achieving this end. I submit that we
could keep the industry together in a way
which would cause concern to no-one and
would create a feeling of confidence
amongst the growers that the local set-up
will not be interfered with. Alter discus-
sion it can be proved to the growers that
the board needs information to operate
efficiently in regard to the future planting
of apples. For this reason I hope the
Minister will agree to the amendment,
which will not affect the hoard at all. If
It Is later found necessary to obtain this
Information. I am sure we on this side of
the Chamber would support an amend-
ment to the Act on the basis that the
growers were satisfied it is in their best
interests.

Mr. RUSHTON: Taking over control of
the cold storage is the strait-jacket pro-
cess. I am grateful that Donnybrook has
got behind this issue, because I am sure
we, on this side of the Chamber, could
have done nothing on our own. The
growers have given us the power to con-
sider the implications of cool storage.

As the member for Darling Range said,
our area has the greatest capacity for cool
storage In the State. This provision Is
therefore of the utmost importance. The
growers see it as a direct threat to their
capacity Lo trade on the local market. I
feel the Minister should concede this point
and be thankful to get himself off the
hook on at least one Issue.

Mr. H. D. EVANS: As I pointed out, the
provision does not involve the local market.
I felt it was sufficient to draw attention
to the possible suspicion which could fall
on clause 26, but I take the point its re-
moval could create evidence of good faith.
This is quite valid. At the same time, the
growers may be disserviced and consumers
not receive the fullest possible protection.
The deletion of part mI will remove an
opportunity for grower intelligence. It is
not vital in the main process of the Bill,
and I have some misgivings that the
Opposition may be making a mistake.

Mr. JONES: Before the debate concludes
on this clause, I wish to point out that the
member for Dale mentioned a Donnybrook
grower. I take this opportunity to put the
record straight by pointing out that I did
not mislead the Committee. I spoke to the
President of the Fruit Growers' Association
who is now present in the Public Gallery.
He supported what I said following a meet-
ing that was held in the Minister's office.
I understand Mr. Lynch, Mr. Richards, and
Mr. Parks called on the president to indi-
cate what had happened following the
meeting with the Minister. The report by
Mr. Gubler who is listening to me now,

clearly supports what I said tonight.
Therefore I do not want the member for
Dale saying that I misled the Committee In
regard to a Donnybrook grower.

Sir Charles Court: We are talking about
100 people, not one.

Mr. BLAIXIE: Prom what the Minister
has said, I take It he will agree to the
amendment moved by the Leader of the
Country Party.

Mr. H. D. Evans: Yes.

Mr. BLAUCIE: I thank the Minister for
that. I point out to the Minister that in
a Press statement issued today by the
President of the Fruit Growers' Association
it was stated that the association had
reservations in regard to the clause in this
301l dealing with cold storage. In the
same Press statement the president said
that this clause shouid be deleted. I know
this is in accord with what this Industry
wants. I am therefore pleased to see that
the Minister is prepared to accept the
amendment.

Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 4: Interpretation-

Mr. NALDER: I move an amendment-
Page 2, lines 16 to 19-Delete the

definition "cold storage premises".
It is not necessary to have that reference
in the clause.

Amendment put and passed.
Mr. RUSHTON: I ask the Minister if

he couid give some indication of the quali-
fication referred to here.

Mr. H. D. EVANS: This has been taken
from a definition given by the Australian
Apple and Pear Board.

Mr. NALDER: I move an amendment-
Page 2, lines 26 to 28-Delete the

definition "registered premises".
Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 5 put and passed.
Clause 6: Board not to represent the

Crown-
Mr. RUBHTON: I think the responsi-

bility has been properly placed in this
clause. The Crown will have no responsi-
bility whatsoever. The growers will be
carrying all the costs and, as I understand
it, there is no other thought in this issue.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 7: Members~
Mr. NALDER: I move an amendment-

Page 4, line 1-Delete the word
"five" and substitute the word "four".
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I believe a board of four is sufficient.
Throughout the whole of the Minister's
speech, and especially during his reply to
the second reading debate, he spoke of
costs. He said that costs represented the
biggest problem facing the industry.
He even said that a few cents a case
would make quite a difference to the in-
come of a rower. To be consistent we
have to indicate the kind of board that will
operate effectively to carry out the pro-
posals contained in this legislation. So if
it is possible to reduce the Personnel of
the board I think it should be done.

We had an example of similar legisla-
tion when we established the lamb market-
ing authority. if my suggestion was ac-
ceptable in that situation surely it could
be acceptable in this one.

Reference has also been made to having
an officer of the department on the author-
ity. AS I said in my second reading speech,
the previous director emphasised that de-
partmental officers should not be tied up
on boards. He said their Job was to advise
and assist, and they could be called on
at any time to help the board reach its
decision. I have not been in touch with
the present director, but I am certain that
his opinion on this matter would be similar
to that of the previous director.

Mr. H. D. EVANS: The Leader of the
Country Party has made his reasons clear
and whilst I understand them I cannot
agree with them. He may have overlooked
several factors. The appointment of a de-
partmental officer as a representative on
the board may be unusual, but this was as
a result of a specific request by the Fruit
Growers' Association. The request may
have been made because of the depart-
ment's involvement in sales, marketing, and
research conducted in this industry. The
assistant chief of horticulture was respon-
sible for submitting a very useful report
this year following a four-month visit to
the United Kingdom.

At present we have an officer in Can-
berra acting In liaison with the Depart-
ment of Trade and although there is a
tremendous volume of literature coming
from that department that is useful for
market research it takes so long to reach
the departmental officers In this State it is
not of much value. However, having an
officer stationed in the Eastern States col-
lating such information renders it very
useful to the State department. In addi-
tion, there was the refinement of bulk bins
which was responsible for the saving of
many thousands of dollars to the growers,
so I can understand the requirement of the
growers in this instance

The objectivity of a professional depart-
mental officer would mean that he would
not become so involved as he would in a
fragmented industry. I think, too, that
the day-to-day discussions held by the

board would benefit from the expertise
that is available from the officers in the
department. The present director is prob-
ably anxious to develop market research.
He can see no objection to the clause,
and the appropriate officer would be sel-
ected for the position. So whilst I recog-
nise the point that is raised I have a
strong Predilection towards the point I have
taken and therefore I cannot agree to the
amendment.

Mr. tqALDER: The Minister only em-
phasises the argument I have put forward;
that is, that many officers are absent from
the State seeking information. The per-
son who will be appointed to the board
will not be the one who will be able to
answer all the questions asked by the
board. The departmental officers will not
take any responsibility for the work per-
formed by any other section of the depart-
ment. If the Minister has his way the
position will be that four or five officers
will be present at a meeting of the board
to supply all the information the board is
seeking.

That is what will happen. We will have
an army of officers who will be on call at
board meetings, instead of having a par-
ticular officer to give particular informa-
tion. According to the Minister he may
appoint anyone, and it may be necessary
continually to call on officers from all over
the department to supply information. I
consider this to be a duplication of duties.
It is quite unnecessary to have an officer
appointed to the board.

Amendment Put and a division taken
with the following result:-

Ayes-19
Mr. Blaikie
Sir David Brand
Sir Charles Court
Mr. Gayfer
Mr. Graydon
Mr. Lewis
Mr. W. A. Manning
Mr. MoPharlin
Mr. Mennaros

Mr. Nalder

Bateman
Bertrm
Brady
Huyes
Burke
H. D. Evans
T_ D. Evans
Fletcher
Graham
Hartrey

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Ayes
Mr. Coyne
Mr. Hutchinson
Mr. O'Neil
Mr. Stephens
Dr. fladour

The DEPUTY
Brown):- The voting
my casting vote with

Mr. O'Connor
Mr. Ridge
Mr. Runcimnan
Mr. Rushton
Mr. Thompson
Mr. Williase
Mr. B. L. Young
Mr. W. G. Young
Mr. 1. W. Manning

(retlirr
Noes-19

Mr. Jamieson
Mr. Jones
Mr. Lapham
Mr. Mclver
Mr. Moller
Mr. Sewell
Mr. Taylor
Mr. A. R. Tonkin
Mr. Harman

(Teller

Pairs
Noes

Mr. May
Mr. J. T. Tonkin
Mr. Davies
Mr. Cock
Mr. Blickerton

CHAIRMAN
being equal, I
the Noes.

Amendment thus negatived.
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Mr. NALDER: I move an amendment-
Page 4, line 19--Add after the word

"person" the passage "with agricul-
tural and commercial experience (not
being an apple and pear grower) ".

The Minister has not given way to my
amendment to reduce the size of the
board, and sees no reason for growers to
have majority representation on it. We
should ensure that the chairman has on
the board expertise to enable the board to
function properly. For that reason it
would be of advantage to appoint a person
with special knowledge of agriculture and
commerce. The provison in the Bill pro-
poses that two members shall be growers
of apples and pears, and no doubt they
will contribute worth-while ideas and put
forward the views of their association.

There is to be appointed a person with
commercial experience in fruit shipping;
but In the case of the remaining member
the Minister wants to select any person
from the community he chooses. I would
like to see the most suitable person
appointed.

This Is a reasonable amendment. I am
proposing that a person with wide experi-
ence in agriculture and commerce be
appointed; and we have such types of
people In the country.

Mr. H. D. EVANS: I1 am a little wary of
this amendment- We could have an out-
standing person with special knowledge of
the Tilbury docks, and this experience
could be of greater advantage than agri-
cultural experience.

The Minister would not select any
person from the public to be appointed to
the board; he would have regard for the
specific requirements which the duties en-
tailed. To restrict this appointment to
someone with outstanding agricultural and
commercial background will bar a person
who might be Ideally suited for appoint-
ment.

When an appointment of this kind is
made all factors are taken into considera-
tion; In particular agricultural background
and general knowledge of what is entailed.
I am opposed to specifying the appointment
In the manner set out in the amendment.

Amendment put and negatived.
Clause put and Passed.
Clauses 8 to 15 put and passed.
Clause 16: Delivery of apples and pears

to Board-
Mr. NALDER: I move an amendment-

Page 9, line 27-Delete the word
"May" with a view to substituting the
word "shall".

The provision in the Bill states that where
the board has received an application it
may advise the applicant that the board

will accept from him a quantity of apples.
my amendment seeks to delete the word
"may" and substitute the word "shall."

By the use of the word "may" the board
will be able to escape Its responsibilities.
Provided a grower complies with all. the
other requirements set out in this pro-
vision I think it is incumbent on the
board to accept the responsibility that it
shall advise the grower that it wiUl accept
a quantity of apples or pears from him.

Mr. H. D. EVANS: To agree to the
amendment will remove a great deal of
flexibility. The Crown Law Department
indicates that if the word "shall" were
inserted It would mean that when the
board advertised it would have to accept
a portion of fruit that was offered. It
would be preferable to be able to mani-
pulate the source of the supply of fruit
in some cases and bring the supply into
line with the operations of the board. If
small consignments and a great number of
growers were involved, the operations 'of
the board might become uneconomic.
Therefore the view of the Crown Law
Department should prevail, and the
amendment is undesirable from the point
of view of flexibility and economy. I
oppose the amendment.

Sir CHARLES COURT: I support the
amendment moved by the Leader of the
Country Party because it makes good sense.
The arguments put forward by the Crown
Law Departmoent do not hold water as
there are two factors which protect the
board. One is that the board specifies the
time and place-as well as the Quantity-
where the fruit will be delivered. That
matter is entirely in the hands of the
board. If a man were foolish enough to
bring In one bag of apples from a distance
of 300 miles that would be his problem.

The second protection which the board
has is that it lays down the specifications
as to quality. If a grower does not match
up to either of those requirements he does
not meet his part of the bargain so there
will be no embarrassment to the board at
all.

The board also makes the decision, orig-
inally, whether or not It will ask people
to apply. The point is that once the board
makes the decision It then knows the
quantity of apples it wants delivered, and
the specifications as to Quality. I believe
that once the board has invited people to
participate it should be prepared to declare
the details in respect of the people who
are eligible to apply. Otherwise, the situa-
tion will be left wide open and there will
be the threat of some favouritism.

Mr. W. G. YOUNG: I support the previ-
ous remarks. The situation will be left
wide open for the bnard to be selective.
The Minister made the point earlier that
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shipping restrictions could lead to selec- Mr. H. D. EVANS: I rather feel that the
tivity. If there are to be restrictions on
the export of fruit from the State the
board will be able to be selective.

A provision exists In the Co-operative
Bulk Handling legislation whereby a grower
who meets the standards set by the C.B.H.
will have his crop accepted. I support the
amendment-

Amendment put and a division
with the following result:-

Aye0- 18
Mr. Stase
Sir David Brand
Sir Charles court
Mr. Usyfer
Mr. Grayrden
Mr. IAWIB
Mr. Me~harlin
Mr. Menstros
Mr. Nalder

Mr. Bateman
Mr. Bertram
Mr. Brady
Mr. Bryce
Mr. Burke
Mr. H. D. Evans
Mr. T. D. Evans
Mr. Fletcher
Mr. Graham

Ayes
Mr. Coyne
Mr. Hutchinson
Mr. O'Neil
Mr. Stephens
Dr. Dadour
Mr. W. A. Manning

taken

Mr. O'Connor
Mr. Ridge
Mr. Runciman

Mr. Rushton
Mr. Thompson
Mr. Willamns

Mr. R. L. Young
Mr. W. 0. Young
Mr. 1. W. (TCYZCT

Mr. Hartrey
Mr. Jones
Mr. Lapham
Mr. Mcdver
Mr. Moller
Mr. Sewell
Mr. Taylor
Mr. A. It. Tonkin
Mr. Ronnan

(Teller)
Pairs

Noes
Mr. May
Mr. J. T. Tonkin
Mr. Davie
Mr. Cook
Mr. Bickerton
Mr. Jamiesonl

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: (Mr.
The voting being equal, I give my

vote with the Noes.
Amendment thus negatived.
Mr. NALDER: My next amendment con-

cerns a part of the Bill which is causing
some concern, and I think this has already
been mentioned by the Minister. I believe
the inclusion of the words contained in
my amendment will help to overcome
some of the problems which could become
evident.

In the case of a strike, or a shipping
hold-up, the board may find it necessary
to arrange for the sale of a quantity of
export-quality fruit on the local market.
This could cause a great deal of confusion
and difficulty. I believe that the people
about whom we have been talking should
be able to get together and reach a de-
cision. There would be no restriction on
the discussion and they would probably
reach agreement. I move an amendment-

SPage 11, line B-Insert after the word
"may" the words "after consultation
and agreement with the Apple Sales
Advisory Committee".

The
Brown)
casting

board would be in the same category as
a Private Individual should such a situation
arise. It would, therefore, be subject to
the requirements of the standards of the
Apple Sales Advisory Committee and so
in that regard there would be no problem.

Any Person who opts to Place fruit with
the board for export does have a choice
of selling on the local market. In provid-
ing for the export market the grower Is
doing a service and releasing the pressure
on the local market, and he is to be comn-
mended in that regard.

I do not feel that a grower should be
Penalised In any way at all. If a situation
does arise where apples could not be ex-
Ported, they would have originally gone
onto the local market anyway. Therefore.
I feel they should so do.

As a consequence, the amendment seems
unnecessary. It could have a6 penalising
effect and, for that reason, I oppose it.

Mr. NALDER: I cannot see any reason
at all In the argument put forward by the
Minister. The exporters will agree that
the surplus of their production will have
to go somewhere else except the local
market. Growers who grow for the over-
seas market Programme for it. However,
I do not see why if there is an emergency
the board should not sell the apples on
the local market. The Minister said it
would not have any effect on the local
market. To lessen the problem, the two
organisations-one responsible for local
sales and the other responsible for export
sales-will get together, discuss the mat-
ter, and reach agreement about what shall
happen. I think this is a most desirable
approach.

Sir CHARLES COURT: I support the
amendment moved by the Leader of the
Country Party. The point he has just
made is the crucial one. We have been
told there Is no intention on the part of
the Government to allow the board to be-
come involved in the local market. There
could be an occasion when, due to a break-
down in a vessel or a strike, a shipment
has nowhere to go, and good sense would
Prevail. But we do not want it to become
a habit.

To take the clause literally, there Is no-
thing to say this will be an isolated case.
As a result of an overestimate, a. clerical
error, or an error of judgment on the part
of the board, the board may find itself
loaded to the back teeth. Without some
restriction, an anomalous situation could
arise. It would restore confidence In this
suboclause If the words suggested by the
Leader of the Country Party were added.
Without those words, I would have to op-
Pose the whole subclause, because it breaks
down the whole Principle of the Bill. The
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Minister deleted the reference to part mI
to show good faith In respect of local
trade. I hope he will agree to the amend-
ment suggested by the Leader of the
Country Party.

Mr. H. D. EVANS: I have grave reserva-
tions about the apple sales advisory com-
mittee being In the situation where it con-
trols the activities of the board.

Mr. Naldc-r: It does not control the board
at all.

Mr. H. D. EVANS: if the word "agree-
ment" remained it could do so. I would
be prepared to agree to the phrase "after
consultation."

Sir Charles Court: That could mean
nothing.

Mr. H. 10. EVANS: it would mean the
apple sales advisory committee was aware
of the situation. The word "agreement"
worries mie and I cannot go along with It.

Mr. W. G. YOUNG: In his second read-
ing speech the Minister said-

There is no intention of the board
becoming directly involved in control
of the local market without there
first being a referendum of growers.

He is now endeavouring to allow the board
to dump on the local market any apples
for which it cannot get a reasonable price,
without consulting the body that looks
aifter the intere-sts of the local p~ple. We
are asking- only that some discussions
should take place and agreement should
be reached in order that apples which
cannot be disposed of on the overseas
market may be fed to the local market In
a reasonable manner. if the apple sales
advisory committee and the board get to-
gether and discuss the matter they will
come up with an answer. The members
of the board will be responsible people
and the members of the apple sales ad-
visory committee are responsible people.
They will have a chance to feed the apples
back onto the local market rather than
dumping themn on the local market in
the event of a strike or something of that
nature.

Mr. H. D. EVANS: No grower should be
penalised because, in good faith, he has
lodged fruit with the board in the expec-
tation of it being exported. I can see no
occasion for the apple sales advisory com-
mittee affecting the operations of the
board by withholding agreement. I agree
to consultations but the word "agreement"
could be too restrictive.

Mr. RUSHTON: The Minister is looking
for the easy way out. We have been told
this board will be superior to other boards
but here we have an Intrusion into the
local market, which is contrary to all the
promises that have been made.

(1801

Mr. W. G. YOUNG: "Consultation"
could mean a phone call from the board to
the committee saying, "We are dumping
these apples on the local market." The
word "consultation" would take the teeth
out of the legislation. A consultation
could cost the growers a lot of money be-
cause after a few moments' discussion the
apples could be dumped on the local mar-
ket.

Mr. Graham: I thought you said they
wvere responsible people.

Mr. NALDER: I intend to move the In-
sertion of other words towards the end
of this clause. As a result of a discussion
between the two bodies, it could be de-
cided there was a good market in one of
the other States. I give that as an illus-
tration. My amendment is designed to
help both sections of the industry.

Amendment put and a division taken
with the following result:-

Mr. Blaikie
Sir David Brand
Sir Charles Court
Mr. Qayter
Mr. Grayden
Mr. Lewis
Mr. MePtiarlin
Mr. Mensaros
Mr. Watian

Mr. Batemnan
Mr. Bertram
Mr. Brady
Mr. Bryce
Mr. Burke
Mr. H. D. Evans
Mr. T. D. Evans
Mr. Fletcher
Mr. Graham

Ayes,
Mr. Coyne
Mr. Hlutchinslon
Mr. O'Nel
Mr. Stephens
Dr. Da~dour

Ayes-LB8
Mr. O'Connor
Mr. Ridge
Mr. Runciman

Mr. Rushtonl
Mr. Thompson
Mr. Williamns
Mr. R. L. Young
Mr. W. 0. Young
Mr. I. W. Manning

(Teller)

Noes-lB8
Mr. Hartrey
Mr. Jones
Mr. Lapharn
Mr. McIver
Mr. Moller
Mr. Sewell
Mr. Taylor
Mr. A. R. Tonkin
Mr. Herman

(Teller.)

Pairs
Noes

Mr. May
Mr. J. TI. Tonkin
Mr. Davies
Mr. Cook
Mr. Bickerton

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr.
Brown): The voting being equal, I give
my casting vote with the Noes.

Amendment thus negatived.

Mr. NALDER: I propose to move the
following amendment: -

Page 11, line 'I-Add after the word
"State" the words "or other States
of the Commonwealth".

Mr. H. D. Evans: Would it not be sim-
pler to delete the word "State" and insert
the word "Commonkowealth"?
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Mr. NALDER: I am prepared to accept
that. I move an amendment-

Page 11, line 7-Delete the word
"State" and substitute the word "Com-
monwealth".

Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clauses 17 to 22 put and passed.

Mr. NALDER: 1 seek your advice, Mr.
Deputy Chairman. I wish to know whether
it is in order to move to delete part III
of the Bill. The Minister has agreed to
this. May I move to delete all the
Clauses involved, or must I move to delete
each one seperately?

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr. Brown):
I will put clauses 23 to 29 together, and
you should vote against them.

Clauses 23 to 29 put and negatived.
Clauses 30 to 32 put and passed.
New clause 33-
Mr. NALDER: It is my intention to move

for the addition of a new clause 33, as
indicated on the notice paper. However,
I wish to amend the new clause by adding
after the word "decision" in the second
last line, the words "on the appeal." I
seek Permission of the Committee to add
those words to the clause as it appears on
the notice paper.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr. Brown):
The Leader of the Country Party should
move the clause in the way he wants it
to read.

Mr. NALDER: I move-
Page 20-Add after clause 32 the

following new clause to stand as clause
33:-

Appeals. 33. A grower may appeal in
writing to the Minister against
any decision made by the Board
or the Committee affecting that
grower, and the Minister's de-
cision on the appeal shall be
final.

Mr. H. D. EVANS: I believe the intention
of the proposed new clause is that any
grower may appeal against any decision of
the board. This could be administratively
disastrous. If the board rejected fruit on
the basis of poor grading, the grower would
have the right of appeal and the board
would be hamstrung to such an extent that
it wrould be impossible to operstp. Mi.9-
chice'ous persons would take advantage of
the Provision if it were included.

I feel that if a person has a legitimate
grievance and it is brought to the attention
of the Minister that Person would be pro-
vided with an avenue of redress. Certainly,
it would not be difficult for him to apply
to his local member to approach the
minister. The board will be subject to the
control of the Minister and any legitimate
grievance can be rectified. I point out that
the Wheat Quotas Committee, the Land

Board and the committee concerned with
egg quotas have no provision for appeals.
Such a provision could be most embarrass-
Ing.

This is a developmental situation and if
it appears there is a need for the right of
appeal, it could be inserted later. I cannot
accept the proposed new clause.

Mr. I. W. MANNING: I am disappointed
that the Minister sees no merit in the pro-
vision of a right of appeal. He would
know, as would the former Minister for
Agriculture, that many Acts affecting agri-
cultural produce boards do not contain
appeal provisions, and many requests have
been made for such provisions to be in-
eluded in the legislation. I think the right
of appeal should be included, even if it is
only the right of appeal to the Minister.

Many times in this Chamber I have
heard the statement that an appeal to the
Minister is merely an appeal from Caesar
to Caesar; but I believe it still affords an
opportunity for aggrieved people to appeal
to somebody and to seek redress. I would
remnind the Committee that even though
the measure has been amended it still con-
tains some strong clauses. I am thinking
now of part IV, which deals with planting
of apple and pear trees and provides that
a grower shall not plant more than 10
trees. The penalty provided is $100. That
part could cause considerable contention. I
suggest the Minister would be wise to in-
dlude some formi of appeal.

Mr. NALDER: I think the Minister
should reconsider the matter and see
whether he can insert somewhere in the
Bill a provision for aggrieved persons to
appeal to somebody. Surely when the
livelihood of a grower may be jeopardised
by a decision of the board there should
be the right of appeal. An inspector might
be sent to look at a person's crop, and
because a small portion of it contained
some disease-and it might be -simply due
to bad luck-the whole crop could be
condemned, and the grower would have
no right of appeal.

The Minister could say, "You cannot
appeal to me because there is no provision
for appeals in the legislation; you can
jump in the lake." Is that justice? I
ask You, Mr. Deputy Chairman (Mr.
Brown), would you accept that situation?
You certainly would not.

T direct the attention of the Minister
to part IV of the Bill-the planting of
apple trees and pear trees. Under the
provisions of that part a person shall not
plant more than 10 trees unless he re-
ceives the consent of the committee. A
farmer might apply to the committce to
plant a certain variety of tree, and the
committee may say, "No." It is not re-
quired to give any rea sons. 'The farmer
cannot appeal to anybody. He could tell
the committee to jump in the lake, but
that would not worry it. He could write
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letters to the board or speak to his mem-
ber of Parliament, but nothing would
happen. Surely the Minister can make
some provision somewhere to allow the
right of appeal.

We must consider the rights of the in-
dividual. The Minister is completely Ig-
noring those rights. I appeal to him to
reconsider his decision.

Mr. H. D, EVANS: This matter was ebn-
sidered at same length and, for the reasons
I have outlined, it was considered to be
too cumbersome. However, I undertake
to have the legislation declared to be
within the ambit of the Parliamentary
Commissioner. I think that would provide
the necessary safeguard.

Mr. W. 0, YOUNG: Although the
Minister has given us some assurance in
this regard, I would like to make the point
that earlier we tried to make It mandatory
for the board to accept fruit from growers
who have applied in the prescribed form,
if the fruit Is of the required standard; but
the Minister would not agree to the
amendment.

We now find that fruit may be rejected
without any explanation, and the grower
concerned will have no right of appeal or
any avenue available to him to find out
why his fruit was rejected. Therefore, I
think the Minister should reconsider the
matter and agree to the addition of the
proposed new clause.

Mr. GRAYDEN: I have taken no part
in the debate up till this time because the
Bill has been debated by members in whose
electorates fruit is grown and it ill be-
hoves other members to join In the debate.
However, the Minister has said the pro-posed new clause would pose all sorts of
administrative problems if it were included
in the Bill. The Leader of the Country
Party clearly pointed out that the Bill
contains certain clauses which will prove
to be extremely contentious. That being
so, many occasions will arise of fruit grow-
ers having their fruit rejected, and they
will be looking for an opportunity to re-
dress the situation.

I refer to the Local Government Act,
which is a voluminous Statute about 2j In.
thick, and contains 660 pages. It deals
with all aspects of local government. Every
member of this Chamber has had the
experience of dealing with appeals arising
from the administration of that Act. If a
person wishes to place, say, a car port in
a certain position and the local authority
says he cannot, he may appeal to the
Minister for Local Government.

No administrative problems are experi-
enced in relation to appeals to the Minister
under the Local Government Act, which
contains 660 pages. Yet the Minister for
Agriculture has rejected the new clause
on the grounds that it would pose admin-

istrative difficulties in relation to a Bill
containing 20 pages, some of which have
been deleted. This is ridiculous In the
extreme and it is hypocrisy too.

Sir Charles Court: Hear, hear!
Mr. GRAYDEN: I would say that the

Minister for Agriculture has no confidence
in the staff of the Department of Agri-
culture if he considers that a right of
appeal under the legislation would pose
administrative problems for the highly
qualified staff of the department. I say
that is absolute rubbish.

Mr. T. D. Evans: What about an appeal
to the Parliamentary Commissioner?

Mr. C*RAYDEN: Growers could suddenly
find that a consignment of their apples
has been rejected. In these circumstances
it would be imperative that they have the
opportunity to appeal to the minister.

Mr. T, D. Evans: What about an appeal
to the Parliamentary Commissioner?

Mr. GRAYDEN: Statute after Statute
contains the right of appeal yet the Min-
ister is not prepared to include it in the
legislation before us. Despite the many
hours we have spent debating this legis-
lation we have still not impressed upon
the Government the fact that this is a
serious matter to the orchardists.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr. Brown):
The honourable member has two more
minutes.

Mr. ORAYDEN: I will make the most
of them. It might appear that we are
treating the matter lightly, but we should
not. This is something of tremendous
consequence as far as the growers are
concerned.

They are prepared to put up with all
the hazards they face, but they cannot
put up with the Government bureaucracy
which could put them out of business.

Mr. Blaikie: Hear, hear!
Mr. GRAYDEN: All we are saying Is

that if the growers must put up with
bureaucracy to such an extent that they
can be put out of business, then surely
they should be given the right of appeal.

Mr. R. L. Young: Hear, hear!
Mr. GRAYDEN: This is precisely what

the Leader of the Country Party is seeking.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr. Brown):

The honourable member's time has ex-
pired.

New clause put and a division taken
with the following result:-

Mr. Blaikie
Sir David Brand
Bir Gbarle9 Court
Mr. Gayfer
Mr. Wrayden
Mr. Lewis
Air. MvPbariin
Mr. Mensaros
Mr. Nalder

Ayes-lB
Mr. O'Connor
Mr. Ridge
Mr. Runeiman
Mr. Ruabiton
Mr. Thompson
Mr. Williams
Mr. R. L. Young
Mr. WV. G. Young
Mr. 1. W. Manning

rreuler
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Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
iIr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Dr.
Mr.

Bateman
Bertram
Brady
Bryce
Burke
H. D). Evans
T. D. Evans
Pletcher
Graham

Ayes
Coyne
Hlutchinson
O'Neil
Stephens
fladour
W. A. Mannln1

Noes-lB
Mr. Harticy
Mr. Jones
Mr. Lapham
Mr. Mclver
Mr. Moler
Mr. Sewell
Mr. Taylor
Mr. A. Rt. Tonkin
Mir. Harman

(Teller)
Pairs

Noes
Mr. May

Mr. J. T. Tonkin
Mr. Davies
Mr. Cook
Mr. Bickerton
Mr. Jamieson

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr. Brown):
The voting being equal, I give my casting
vote with the Noes.

New clause thus negatived.
Title put and passed.

Recommittal
Bill recommitted, on motion by Mr. H. D.

Evans (Minister for Agriculture), for the
further consideration of clause 4.

In Committee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees

(Mr. Brown) in the Chair; Mr. H. D.
Evans (Minister for Agriculture) in
charge of the Bill.

Clause 4: Interpretation-
Mr. H. D. EVANS: I have moved that

the Bill be recommitted for the further
consideration of clause 4.

Sir Charles Court: A little courtesy helps.
It Is usual to tell the Opposition before a
Bill is recommitted.

Mr. H. D. EVANS: I would have gladly
done so had I been aware that recommittal
would be required. However, this happens
to be a consequential amendment upon
the deletion of part III.

Sir Charles Court: It is a matter of tell-
Ing us.

Mr. H. fl. EVANS: The Leader of the
Opposition now knows.

Sir Charles Court: You will be here
until Christmas at this rate.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr. Brown):
Order! The Minister for Agriculture.

Mr. H. fl. EVANS: I move an amend-
ment-

Page 2, lines 22 and 23-Delete the
definition "inspector."

Amendment put and Passed.

Clause, as further amended, put and
passed.

Further Report
Bill further reported, with amendments,

and the report adopted.
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TEACHER EDUCATION BILL

Council's Amendments
Amendments made by the Council now

considered.

In Committee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees

(Mr. Brown) in the Chair: Mr. T. D. Evans
(Minister for Education) in charge of the
Bill.

The amendments made by the Council
were as follows:-

No. 1.
Clause 10.

Page '7, lines 31 to 33-Delete
paragraph (c) and substitute the fo]-
lowing paragraph-

(c) the Principals;
No. 2.
Clause 10.

Page 8, lines 11 to 13-Delete
paragraph (g) and substitute the fol-
lowing paragraph-

(g) one person from the academic
staff of each college, each one
elected, in the prescribed man-
ner, by the academic staff of
the college to which he be-
longs:

No. 3.
Clause 21.

Page 13, lines 13 to 20-Delete
all words in the clause and substitute
the following-

The Council may appoint an
Advisory Committee with the chief
executive officer of the Authority
as Chairman constituted otherwise
of persons from the communities
of the constituent colleges to ad-
vise the Council on the exercise of
its functions, powers and duties
under section 20 and on the needs
and welfare of those colleges
generally.

No. 4.
Clause 80.

Page 37, line 1-Insert after the
word 'may" the passage ",with the
approval of the Governor,"
No. 5.
Clause 81.

Page 37, lines 36 to 41 both inclusive,
and page 38, lines 1 to 17 both inclusive
-Delete subelauses (1), (2), and (3)
and substitute one subclause as fol-
lows-

(1) Section thirty-six of the In-
terpretation Act, 1918, and the
practice of Parliament in relation
to regulations, apply to any Statute
made under section 80 as though
the Statute were a regulation..
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No. 8.
Clause 81.

Page 38. lines 19 to 21-Delete
the passage ", or of a document pur-
Porting to be a copy of a Statute and
to have been printed by the Govern-
ment Printer".

Mr. T. D, EVANS: If members refer to
Page 10 of the notice paper it will be seen
that only five amendments are printed.
There Is a sixth amendment which, I un-
derstand, the Clerks have distributed on a
separate sheet. I would like to take this
opportunity to Indicate that I intend to
recommend that the Committee accept the
amendments made by the Council, with
the exception of amendments Nos. 1 and
2. Nevertheless, I will go through them in
order.

Amendment No. 1 refers to clause 10 and
to the constitution of the co-ordinating
council of the various teachers' colleges.
The Legislative Council has moved to de-
lete the provision in the Bill, as it left the
Legislative Assembly, that there should be
three persons who are, for the time being,
principals and who have been elected in
the prescribed maniner by principals.

Members will be aware that at the
present time there are five teachers' col-
leges. The Legislative Council has moved
to delete paragraph (c) of clause 10 and
to insert in lieu-

Cc) Lhe Principals.
This means that at the Present time each
of the principals of the five colleges would
be on the council.

The Tertiary Education Commission, in
its report, recommended that only two of
the principals should he on the council.
The Government felt that two out of five
would be inadequate and that three out of
five would be a more reasonable represent-
ation. We could have considered making
the number four and this point is material,
It was felt that it would be intolerable, with
five colleges existing at the present time,
for four to be members of the council and
for one to miss out. For this reason it was
decided-as well as for the reason of main-
taining the overall number on the council
to the minimum-that three was the right
number. Itn this way, the representation
would be broad enough to cover all the in-
terested colleges, but minimal in that the
number would not be unwieldy.

It could well be, if this amendment is
accepted and another college is built In
the future, there would not be five princi-
pals on the council buit six. The same posi-
tion would arise on every occasion a col-
lege is established: provision would be made
for yet another principal. The body would
grow from a maximum number of 26 to
30 and, If another college is established, it
would become 31.

If, in future, the Government of the day
were to feel that the number of principals
should not exceed five, it could bring down
amending- legislation to enable five out of
the slix principals to be represented there-
on. In this way we would have a repetition
of the position which we considered Intol-
erable when contemplating the number of
four. Once again, one man would be de-
prived whereas his peers would all be
represented. For this reason, I move-

That amendment No. 1 made by the
Council be not agreed to.

Mr. MENSAROS: I shall be brief in my
comments, because we discussed this at
length in Committee on an earlier occasion.
The purpose of the amendment made by
the Legislative Council is undoubtedly the
same as the purpose of the amendment
moved in this Chamber. From my recollec-
tion, the wording is quite similar. The
purpose is that the colleges shall have as
equal representation as is possible.

The minister has said that the council
would be increased by two members If the
amendment is accepted. I think this is a
weak argument, but even weaker is his
further argument that when other colleges
are built in perhaps three, four, or five
years' time, others would be included on the
council. I do not think this would be a
disadvantage. If it should happen that the
council is unwieldy because of its numbers,
this can be looked at when and if tbe posi-
tion occurs. We should not restrict the
provision now. I urge the Committee to
accept this amendment.

Mr. LEWIS: I will be consistent with the
attitude I adopted during the second read-
ing stage. At that time I advocated that the
numbers on the council should be kept
down as much as is possible. As it is now,
it will comprise from 22 to 26 persons.

It would appear the Legislative Council
was actuated by a desire to have each col-
lege individually represented on the co-
ordinating council. I think this Is quite
foreign to the principle of having a co-
ordinating council. It is recognised that
there should be on the council principals of
colleges to give their expressions of opinion.
In other words, We want the points of view
of the principals. It does not mean that
each college must have its own representa-
tive in the person of a principal.

Let us look at the purposes of the council.
I will not weary the Committee, but I will
mention only one or two of its functions.
Some of these functions are as follows:-

(a) may approve standards of admis-
sion of students, and courses of
study, and miay make awards to
successful students;

(b) may arrange with other institu-
tions for the recognition of work
done In those institutions towards
awards of the Council and of work
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done in the constituent colleges
towards the awards of other insti-
tutions;

(f) may Provide where appropriate
central administrative and other
services to facilitate the operation
of the constituent colleges and
may, if the Council thinks fit, do
Iikcwise for any affiliated institu-
tion on request from the govern-
ing body of that institution;

(g) may co-ordinate submissions from
the colleges relating to their
financial Programmes and make
recommendations to the appro-
priate authorities on their finan-
cial needs and for the develop-
ment of those colleges and may,
if the Council thinks fit, do like-
wise for any affiliated institution
on request from the governing
body of that institution;

(i) determine the fees to be charged
for courses of study or instruction
in the constituent colleges, and
examinations and awards of the
Authority or those colleges, and
for such other facilities and privi-
leges, of whatever kind, provided
by the Authority or those collegns.

There are other functions, but I have men-
tioned only a few.

These things all have a common appli-
cation throughout the colleges. The de-
cision for one wil] apply to the others.
Each college must be represented, or an
injustice will be done. The principals, the
staff members, and the students, will rep-
resent the Principals', the staff members',
and the students' opinions.

I support the Minister's contention that
with every new College there will be one
more principal and one more staff member
on the council. The council is already
larger than I would like it to be, and .1 am
therefore not in favour of the Council's
amendment.

Question put and a division taken with
the followving result:-

Mr. Bateman
Mr. Bertram
Mr. Brady
Mr. Brye
Mr. Burke
Mir. H. D. Evans
Mr. T1. D. Evans
Mr. Fletcher
Mr. Graham

Mr. Blalkie
Sir David Brand
Sir Charles Court
Mr. Gafer
Mr. Grayden
Mr. McPharlin
Mr. Mensaros
Mr. Nalder
Mr. O'Connor

Ayes-IS
Mr. Hartrey
Mr. Jones
Mr. Laphama
Mr. Lewis
I'r. Mclver
Mr. Moiler
Mr. Taylor
Mr. A. R%. Tonkin
Mr. Harman

(Teller
Noes-i?

Mir.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Rld~e
Runelman
Rushton
Thompson
Williams
R. L. Youn;;
W. 0. Young
1. W. Manning

(Tels,)

Ayes
Mr. May
Mr. J. T. Tonkin
Mr. Davies
Mr. Bickerton
Mr. Jamieson
Mr. Cook

Pailm

Mr.
Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
Mr.
Iar.

Noes
Coyne
O'Neil
Dadour
Hutchinson
W. A. Manning
Stephens

Question thus passed; the Council's
amendment not agreed to.

Mr. T. D. EVANS: This amendment re-
fers to the addition of two academic staff
members to the council. It provides for
the deletion of paragraph (g) and the sub-
stitution of a paragraph providing for the
appointment to the council of one person
from the academic staff of each college.
For the reasons outlined in relation to the
first amendment, I recommend that the
Committee should not accept this amend-
ment. It will have the effect of increasing
the size of the council without increasing
its efficiency. I move-

That amendment No. 2 made by the
Council be not agreed to.

Mr. MENSAROS: I am very sorry that
the Minister and the member for Moore
are putting forward one argument only;
the increase in the size of the council.
If we think of our respective party rooms
where we hold meetings of perhaps 30
to 34 people, I think we should realise
that the increase-that is, from 24 to 26
members on the council-will make no
difference.' I believe this is not a valid
objection to the amendment. I am sorry
the Minister does not recognise the pre-
vailing reason behind the amendment. The
Legislative Council felt that an unhealthy
jealousy may develop between the colleges.
Of course, there may be a healthy com-
petition. However, when we commence
something like this body with autonomy
for the various colleges, jealousy may
develop if there is not equal representa-
tion.

With the rejection of the first amend-
ment, the second becomes even more im-
portant. If three Principals represent
colleges A, B, and C, and the same colleges
are represented under paragraph (g) by
three staff members, colleges D and E
would be absolutely debarred from repre-
sentation. If the Minister is so concerned
about the size of the council-and I think
it is almost an obsession with himn-a
clause nominating another member could
be deleted. The Minister has not yet said
that he considers my argument of equal
represenitation for the colleges has merit.

I do not imagine that the three prin-
cipals would g~et together and represent the
principals' viewpoint against the other
members. Neither can I imagine that the
three members from the teaching staff
would get tog-ether and represent a differ-
ent intercst or viewpoint. I can easily im-
agine, even though there is only a healthy
competition, that the competition goes so
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far that the difference will be between the
Individual colleges and not between the
different echelons of the people who come
onto the committee.

As the first amendment has been lost,
I recomimend even more strongly that this
amendment be accepted. If the Minister
is adamant about his principle of num-
bers, he could at least agree that the
representatives under paragraph (g)
should be from colleges other than those
of the principals mentioned in para-
graph (c).

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment not agreed to.

Mr. T. D. EVANS: I move-
That amendments Nos. 3 to 6 made

by the Council be agreed to.
Question put and passed; the Council's

amendments agreed to.

Report, etc.
Resolutions reported and the report

adopted.
A committee consisting of the member

for Ascot (Mr. Bryce) the member for
Floreat (Mr. Mensaros), and the Minister
for Education (Mr. T. D. Evans) drew up
reasons for not agreeing to amendments
[Nos. I and 2 made by the Council.

Reasons adopted and a message accord-
ingly returned to the Council.

ADJOURNMTENT OF THE HOUSE
MR. GRAHAM-1 (Bialcatta-Deputy

Premier) E2.20 a~m.J: I move-
That the House do now adjourn.

Question put and a division taken with
the following result:-

Mr. Bateman
Mr. Bertram
Mr. Brady
Mr. Brown
Mr. Bryce
Mr. Burke
Mr. H. 0. Evans
Mr. T. D. Evans
Mr. Fletcher

Mr. Blaikie
Sir David Brand
Sir Charles Court
Mr. Gayter
Mr. Grayden
Mr. Lewis
Mr. Mcpharlin
Mr. Mensaros
Mr. Naider

Ayes-la8
Mr. Graham
Mr. Haxtrey
Mr. Jonef.
Mr. Lapham
Mr. Mclver
Mr. Molier
Mr. Taylor
Mr. A. N. Tonkin
Mr. Harman

Noes-18 (Teller I

Mr. O'Connor
Mr. Ridge
Mr. Huneiman
Mr. Rushiton
Mr. Thompson
Mr. Williams
Mr. It. L. Young
Mr. Wv. 0. Young
Mr. J. WV. Mannin
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The PRESIDENT (The Ron. L, C. Diver)
took the Chair at 4.30 p.m., and read
prayers.

BILLS (12): ASSENT
Message from the Governor received and

read notifying assent to the following
Bills:-

1. Liquor Act Amendment Bill.
2. Guardianship of Children Bill.
3. Reserves (University Lands) Bill.
4. Coal Mine Workers (Pensions) Act

Amendment Bill.
5. Companies Act Amendment Bill (No.

2).
6. Local Government Act Amendment

Bill (No. 3).
7, Parliamentary Salaries and Allow-

ances Act Amendment Bill.
8. Greyhound Racing Control Bill.
9. Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act

Amendment Bill.
10. Dog Act Amendment Bill.
1L. Racing Restriction Act Amendment

Bill.
12. Totalisator Agency Board Betting Act

Amendment Bill (No. 2).

1.

2.

3-

Pains
Ayes Noes

Mr. May Mr. Coyne
Mr. J. T. Tonkin Mr. O'Neil
Mr. Bickerton Mr. Hutchinson
Mr. Davies Dr. Dadour
Mr. Jamieson Mr. Wv. A. Manning
Mr. Cook Mr. Stephens
The SPEAKER: The voting being equal,

I give my casting vote with the Ayes.
Question thus passed.

House adjourned at 2.25 a.mn. (Friday)

QUESTIONS (5): ON NOTICE
CARNARVON HOSPITAL

Additions
The Hon. 0. W. BERRY, to the Leader
of the House:

When is it anticipated that addit-
ions will be commenced on the
Carnarvon District Hospital?

The Hon. W. F. WILLESEE replied:
Tenders should be called early In
1973, and work should commence
soon after a contract has been
let.

This question was postponed.

CATTLE
Br~ucellosis Control

The Hon. C. R. ABBEY, to the Leader
of the House:
(1) Has a decision been reached by

the Minister for Agriculture in re-
gard to providing more funds for
the control of brucellosis in West-
er-n Australia?

(2) Will more laboratory facilities be
Provided at South Perth and
regional centres to enable a
greatiy expanded testing service
for this vital control programme?

(3) Will an adequate staff be provided
to overcome the present bottle-
neck in testing samples of blood?
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